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Named Secretary, Boss Of The Year

Wilson, Dick Honored At
NSA Executive Banquet
Mia Wilson and Joe Dick were named
secretary and boss of the year, respectively, by the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association
(NSA I at its ninth annual Executive
Night Banquet Monday night at the
University Branch Bank of Murray.
Secretary for the past 12 years to R.L.
Cooper, administrator of the Calloway
and Marshall Counties Health Centers,
Wilson's duties include sorting mail,
writing letters, transcribing minutes,
making travel arrangements, traveling
to meetings, maintaining confidential
files and many others.
Wilson served as president-elect of
the NSA from 1977-78, president from
1978-79 and presently is chairman of the
Kentucky Division Retirement Center.
She also has served as chairman and
member to various local committees.
Her community activities include
Community Cystic Fibrosis drive,
Kidney Screening Committee,
Blaucoma -CIMIC",-POlitirt'llnics and
Christmas parties for the Westview
Nursing Home. Wilson was president of
the PTA in 1968.
A business college graduate, Wilson
attends
professional seminars,
workshops and many other NSA functions, including the Southeast District
Conference, Kentucky
division
meetings and CPS presentation dinners
for other chapters.
She is a member of the Kentucky
Public, Health Association, Kentucky
Home nealth Association and the Advisory Ilioard for the Kentucky Home
Health Association.,
Wilson attends Sugar Creek Baptist
Church. She is active in the church and
has taught Sunday school.
A native of Holland, Wilson is married to Albert Wilson and they have two
children, Mark and Mrs. Patricia
Seiber. They also have one grandson,
Adam.
Doris Rowland, the 1979 "Secretary
of the Year," presented the award to
Wilson.
Other secretary of the year finalists
included Jean Fleming, secretary to

SCITY Banquet
(Top photo) Mia Wilson,
secretary to R.L. Cooper, adminstrator of the Calloway and
Marshall Counties Health Centers,
accepted a plaque for being
named the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association
"Secretary of the Year." The
presentation was made at the nin•
th, annual Executive Night Banquet
Monday night at the University
Branch Bank of Murray. Doris
Rowland, who won the honor in
1979, looks on. (Left photo) Martha Layne Collins, Kentucky
lieutenant governor, was the
featured speaker for the evening.
(Right photo) Joe Dick, president
and chairman of the board of
directors at the Bank of Murray,
said a few comments after he was
named "Boss of the Year."

For Third Straight Month

Consumer Prices Up 1.4 Percent

By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Consumer
prices rose a steep 1.4 percent for the
third consecutive month in March,
eroding the buying power of all
Americans but insuring a higher
"catch-up" raise for Social Security
recipients, the government reported today.
Although - gasoline and fuel oil price
increases slowed somewhat last month,
food and clothing prices surged and
home ownership costs continued to rise
sharply,the Labor Department said.
As a result, prices in the first three
months of the year rose at a nearrecord annual rate of 18 percent. Carter
administration officials have said they
do not expect inflation to slow much
below this double-digit pace before midyear.
Prices last year went up 13.3 percent.
The latest inflation report means that
the nation's 35 million Social Security
recipients will get a hefty 14.3 percent
increase in their benefit checks starting
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clear tonight
Clear tonight, low in the low
60s. Mostly sunny and very warm
Wednesday, highs in UTe mid to
upper 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Fair and cooler Thursday
through Saturday,.)aytime highs
in the low 60s to low 70s. Overnight lows in the 50s early
Thursday lowering into the 40s by
Saturday morning.

in July to make up for the dent inflation
has made in their buying power.
The benefit increase, based on the
rise in prices in the first quarter this
year compared with the first quarter of
1979, will boost the average retiree's
check $41 to $330 a month, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
said.
Benefits also will be adjusted for the
4.1 million aged, blind and disabled people who receive Supplemental Security
Income.
In a companion report released today, the Labor Department said inflation continued to cut deeply into the earnings of the nation's workers.
A 0.9 percent increase in average
hourly earnings in March was more
than offset by inflation and a drop in the
hours worked, leaving workers with
inflation-adjusted weekly earnings 0.7
percent below the February level.
At the same time,spendable earnings
- what a married worker with three
dependents has left after Social Security and federal income taxes - dropped
0.8 percent last month. It was the 10th
consecutive decline, pushing workers'
buying power nearly 8 percent below
the level of March 1979.
Patrick Jackman, a Labor Department economist, said that although
overall prices went up in March as
much as in January and February, the
underlying causes were different.
"There were still substantial increases,in energy products last month,
but there was some deceleration," he
told a reporter. "The 'problem areas'
were food, which went up 1 percent, and
mortgage interest rates."
Jackman added that "I don't think
for the next couple of months it is likely

Acceptance Of Bids
Slated For Special
County School Meet
Acceptance of contract bids is slated
for high school renovation and a bus
garage will be part of the Calloway
County Board of Education's special
meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday, April 24,
in the board office on College Farm
Road.
Other items on the agenda include
reviews of the early graduation policy
and the correspondence course policy.

we wil have any substantial decline in
the Consumer Price Index."
Fuel oil prices rose 2.8 percent last
month, following increases of more
than 5 percent in both January and
February. Gasoline prices, meanwhile,
went up 3.9 percent in March, or only
about half the rate of increase in the
first two months this year.
The report gave these breakdowns:
FOOD: Prices in grocery stores and
restaurants rose 1 percent in March,
following two months of almost no
change.
HOUSING: Home ownership costs
went up 1.6 percent last month after accelerating 1.4 percent in each of-the two
preceding months. "Home financing
costs rose 4.5 percent, reflecting an increase of 3.9 percent in mortgage in-

terest rates and 0.4 percent in house
prices," the report said.
CLOTHING: "Higher-priced spring
and summer wear items" were blamed
for the 2 percent rise in apparel costs
last month. Clothing costs had risen 0.9
percent in January and 0.6 percent in
February.
TRANSPORTATION: The increase
in overall transportation costs dropped
to 1.7 percent from 2.8 percent in
February, as increases in gasoline and
other petroleum product prices slowed.
MISCELLANEOUS: Medical costs
rose 0.9 percent in March, down from
February's 1.5 percent rate. But entertainment costs went up 1.3 percent last
month, compared with 1.2 percent in
February.

First Class Mailing Cost
May Jump Five Cents
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
. WASHINGTON (API - The Postal
Service, citing rapidly rising labor and
energy costs, wants to increase the cost
of sending a First Class letter 5 centsthe biggest jump in history.
But it could be next year before the
20-cent First Class rate takes effect.
Postmaster General William F.
Bolger announced Monday that the request to raise rates would go before the
independent Postal Rate Commission,
which can hold hearings on the proposal
for up to 10 months.
If the commission approves, as expected, the Postal Service then would
have to formally approve the increase.
The 15-cent rate has stood since May
1978. Until now, the biggest First Class
jump was a 3-cent hike from 10 to 13
cents in 1975.
In announcing the rate increase request, Bolger told reporters,"If there is
a villain in this story, that villain is inflation."
Noting that labor costs account for 86
percent of Postal Service expenses,
Bolger said automatic cost-of-living increases under union agreements have
an immediate impact on the agency's
finances.
He said February's 1.4 percent rise in
the Consumer Price Index added $110

million to the Postal Service's annual
payroll costs.
"And every time gasoline rises a
dime, as it has recently, $30 million is
added to our annual fuel bill," Bolger
said.
The 20-cent letter rate would apply to
the first ounce. Each zadditional ounce
would cost 17 cents. Postcards would go
from 10 to 13 cents.
Other requested increases include
averages of 1.9 percent for sending
mass-circulation newspapers and
magazines, 17.7 percent for bulk-rate
advertising "junk" mail and 8.4 percent for parcel post.
Major business mailers would be
allowed discounts of up to 4 cents per
First Class item if they sort their letters
before mailing them.
Bolger said the Postal Service also is
considering a "holiday season" discount for people who send Christmas
mail between Dec. 1 and Dec. 10. He
said the discount probably would be 2
cents and vv,puld begin in 1981.
The Postal Service reported a surplus
for the tikal year ending last Sept. 30,
its first in 34 years, but has been
operating in the red since. And Bolger said the $600 million
deficit projected for this fiscal year
could go even higher if there is no rate
increase.

Ted Billington Consulting Engineers;
Sandra Adams, secretary to Gary
Haverstock of Hughes, Gregory and
Haverstock; and Mayre Briggs, CPS,
secretary to Dr. Rick Stinchfield, administrative assistant to the president
of Murray State University.
It was the third consecutive year
Wilson had been a finalist for the honor.
Past secretary winners include Neva
Grey Allbritten, 1972; Patsy Dyer, 1973;
Delma Trotter, 1974; Bettye Baker,
1975; Faye C. Wells, CPS,1976; Annie J.
Nance, 1977; Anita J. Thomas, 1978;
and Rowland, 1979
Dick is president and chairman of the
board of directors of the Bank of Murray.
A graduate of Murray State, Dick
entered the banking field in 1955 after
teaching school for four years. Dick
served the local bank as agricultural
assistant in 1956, assistant cashier in
1950 and assistant vice president
1962.
In 1965, Dick was named vice president of the Liberty National Bank in
Louisville. He returned to Murray in
1967 to assume the job as president of
the Bank of Murray. He was elected the
bank's chairman of the board in 1974.
Dick currently serves on the ex:
ecutive committee of the Community
Bankers for the American Bankers
Association and has held several other
positions within the association.
.Dick's other honors include
"Distinguished Agricultural Alumnus
Award" at MSU in 1970 and the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Corn-

inerce's "Man of the Year"in 1972.
He is active in Rotary Club, Big "M"
Aub, Thoroughbred Club, Chamber of
Commerce, Murray Industrial Foundation and the Murray Country Club. Dick
is past president of the Rotary Club and
the Country Club. He also is a member
of the First United Methodist Church.
Neva Grey Allbritten, Dick's
secretary, presented him with his plaque.
"This man understands people, is
dedicated to his profession and gives
sound advice; is an enthusiatic leader
in the community, church and state affairs, in furthering education; is a good
organizer and planner in developing
western Kentucky into a more progressive community; is reliable,
trusted and highly respected by his
employees and the community,"
Allbritten said of Dick.
Past bosses of the year are the late
Dr. Ralpb H. Wootls,.1972; Dr.13arry.M-_,
Sparks, 1973; Buford Hurt, 1974; M.C.
Garrott, 1975; William M. Boyd, 1976;
Dr. Joe N. Prince, 1977; Guy Billington,
1978; and H.Glenn Doran, 1979.
Featured speaker for the evening was
Martha Layne Collins, Kentucky lieutenant governor.
First stating she would not discuss
politics, Collins said she was glad to see
employers and employees "come
i
together." She added that she felt a
/
mutual respect between a boss and
secretary is important to any businesa.
Collins stressed that praise should be
given for a job well done and mistakes,
by bosses and secretaries, should be admitted.

MSU To Honor Golden,
Silver Anniversary Classes
With Luncheon, Reunion
Both the Golden Anniversary Class of
1930 and the Silver Anniversary Class of
1955 at Murray State University will be
honored with a luncheon and a reunion
on the campus on Saturday, April 26.
Recognition of members of the
classes is a part of the activities on that
date that will also include the traditional alumni banquet and a 4:30 p.m.
program to dedicate the Pogue Special
Collections Library.
The luncheon is scheduled to begin at
11:30 a.m. in Winslow Cafeteria, with
the reunion to follow from 2 to 4 p.m.
Both the luncheon and reunion are open
to anyone who would like to participate
in honoring members of the two
classes.
Bill Morgan of Benton, now
president-elect of the Alumni Association, will preside during the luncheon.
He will be installed as the new president at the conclusion of the banquet
program that evening.
A highlight of the luncheon will be the
presentation of Emeritus Club
membership certificates to 50-year
graduates by Mike Peek of Nashville,
current president of the Alumni
Association. The 1930 graduating class
was the fifth in the school's history.
The first Emeritus Club Scholarship
will also be awarded at the luncheon.
Making the presentation to Zebreina
Lynne Patterson, a Fulton County High

School senior, will be Virgil Waggener
of Dixon Route 2.
The luncheon program will include a
welcome by Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice
president for university services, and
reflections and observations by Dr.
Halene Visher of Murray, a member of
the 1930 class.
Dr. Ben Humphreys of Murray, vice
president of the Alumni Association,
will give the invocation and the Rev.
Robert E. Farless of the First United
Methodist Church of Murray will
deliver the benediction. John Hayes of
Murray, a 1979 graduate of Murray
State, will present a vocal solo, accompanied by Beth Braboy, Mayfield
senior.
Mike Gottfried, head football coach,
will be the speaker at the banquet,
which will begin at 6:30 p.m. in Beshear
Gymnasium of the Student Center.
Gottfried led the Racers to their first
Ohio Valley Conference football championship in 28 years in 1979. He was
voted OVC Coach of the Year and the
Murray Chamber of Commerce Citizen
of the Year.
Reservations are $5 each for the reunion luncheon and $6 each for the banquet. They may be made by calling the
Alumni Affairs Office at Murray State
(502) 762-3737 no later than Thursday,
April 24.'

CITY STICKERS ON SALE -Sarah Duncan, deputy city clerk, is shown
selling a vehicle city sticker to Sue Hoover. A little more than a week
remains before the 1979 stickers expire on May 1, accoidingto city-clerk
In Crass. Persons should bring the name the vehicle is registered in and the
license plate number. Stickers for cars and trucks up to one and one-half
tons are $1.5, stickers for trucks over one and one-half tons are 520, and
motorcycle stickers are $3. Current dog tags, which are S2f are ako on sale
at the city clerk's office. Dogowners should bring the animal's current
vac
cination slip to get the tags.
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Happenings In Community

el) HEALTH
Wants hair replacement
Lawrence E Lamb.M.D.

•
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DEAR DR. LAMB - 1 am
writing you concerning the
various modern hair replacement methods Like many
other young men. I am losing
my hair on the top of my head
slowly but surely I am not
familiar with all of the available hair replacement methods and would appreciate
your ideas on which method Is
the most successful and
worthwhile
I've seen
advertisements about surgical
7-7 skin graft replacements which
graft a second scalp onto
one's own scalp Any 'comments or information that you
could give- me concerning
what to do would be greatly
appreciated
DEAR READER
Yes.
that's a familiar problem It's
called male pattern baldness
and it can begin early in life
At first there's a receding
hairline and eventually there
may be a bald spot in the back
with further thinning which
leads to a completely bald
pate.
Each individual hair follicle
produces its own type of male
hormone. This is true in both
men and women.
One form of the male hormone produced by hair follicles causes the hair to become
very small and fine. The folli• cle isn't necessarily totally
dead but it's more like peach
fuzz or so small that it's of little consequence from a
cosmetic point of view.
Now this inherited charac- teristic is seldom true in the
hair follicles along the side of
-the head.- That's why little
plugs of hair are taken from
the sides of the head and
moved to the forehead as a
hair transplant. These transplanted follicles will grow
perfectly normally because
they take with them their own
inherited way of producing
male hormones.
. I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 12-6, Hair
Care. Other.readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551, Radio -City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It will
give you more information
about what can be done to
help prevent and manage
balding.
At the present time I think
the hair transplant, in which
little plugs are taken from the
side of the head and moved to
the bald area, is really the
best method for men. You can
have a complete surgical flap
taken from the side of the
head but this requires a series
of operations and is relatively
complex.
If you've been reading the
newspapers and magazines,
Th,vAp,I 24
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you procsoas know toat the
idea of sticking plastic hair
into the scalp for an instant
full head of hair has turned
out to be a total disaster
There are innumerable
advertised claims for such
techniques and other devices
for baldness which are really
public ripoffs I do not understand how many of them get
past the Federal Trade
Commission

You've told ins you have
the typical male pattern baldness: but if a person has loss
of hair for any reason and
isn't absolutely sure what's
causing it. he should see ii dermatologist first and let him
find out what the cause might
be He could also be a reliable
source to refer you to a local
physician to do hair transplants if that's what you
should decide to do
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American Crinunal Justice
Association will meet in Room
152, Business Building South,
Murray State University, at
2:45p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Unit 527, will meet at the home
of Bettye Baker at 7 p.m.
Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America will
have its Parents Night banquet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 7 p.m.

Board meeting of the Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will be
held at 7:30 p.m. in the church
library.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Cynthia Lynn Noffsinger,
Greenville, will present her
senior horn recital at 8:15 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
--.-

SPECIAL GIFTS - Ethelyn loberger, left, presented leana
Haynes, pediatric patient at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospial, with an Easter rabbit favor from the epsilon
Sigma Alpha sorority. The 15 member group prepared
bunnies for each of the young patient at the MCCH to
receive a bunny during Easter week.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23,1980
What kind of day will the initiative, but avoid long
tomorrow be? To find out what shot gambles. P.M. brings
the stars say, read the romance.
forecast given for your birth SAGITTARIUS
Sign.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2U
Character wins you respect.
ARIES
Travel and romantic op(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
portunities possible. A change
Creative activities and of
plans
works
out.
romantic interests are Cooperation brings success.
favored. After a good time CAPRICORN
with another, yow know where (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)id
a
you stand and may propose.
Financial dealings with
TAURUS
others go smoothly. Working
iApr. 20 to May 20) tilkW at something you believe in
Domestic activities go brings admiration from
smoothly. You may make an others. A friend is erratic.
important home decision. Be AQUARIUS
on the look out for bargains in (Jan. 20 to Feb.18; -4:
"'
.11
art objects or other valuables.
Friends and loved ones are
GEMINI
supportive. Follow the lead of
May 21 to June 20)
others for mutual good times.
A good time for visiting A time to further closeness
others and making plans with with loved ones.
loved ones. Your versatility PISCES
enables you to make the most ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
out of this day.
Others may compliment you
CANCER
for a job well done. In any
June 21 to July 22)
case, you should feel apYou're a wheeler dealer now preciated. Make plans for new
and are able to capitalize on work beginnings.
fast developing financial
YOU BORN TODAY are
opportunity. A friend is both artistic and scientific.
supportive.
You have progressive ideas,
LEO
yet are also practical. Your
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
sympathetic nature often
Today's activities give you a draws you to medicine.
boost in self-confidence. Your Dramatic in nature, you also
personality wins you ad- lean to art, music and theater.
miration and respect. A Your greatest success comes
money opportunity may ap- when you develop a sense of
pear.
service and an interest in
VIRGO
humanity at large. In touch
Aug. 23 to Sept. 721
%. with universal principles,
You're most effective from your artistic endeavors reach
a behind-the-scenes vantage out to touch the heart of
point. You can complete mankind and your progressive
unfinished business with ideas find an outlet in
dispatch. Compliments in government or civic betstore.
terment. Birthdate of Shirley
LIBRA
Temple Black, actress(Sept. 23 to Oct. n
diplomat; Vladimir Nabokov,
Group activities and visits author; and Max Planck,
with friends make this a busy scientist.
time. Stay clear of a risky
financial proposal. A chance
for travel may arise.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A successful conclusion to a
business deal possible. Take

Includes All You Can F_at SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
Baked Potato of Fries & Stocker!, Toast
Kids' Menu Items. only 99<
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Tuesday, April!!
Suigirs Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 pm at the church
building

Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658 College
Terrace.
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Slide __presentation oo on
sculpture by Cork Ma rcheschi, nationally-known
light sculptor, will be shown at
7:30 p.m. in Room 423, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, at 7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray City Hall.

Ladiesactivities at the Murray Country Club will include
golf, tennis, and bridge at 9:30
a.m.,and luncheon at 12 noon.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. with Peggy Noel, phone
753-6648, as hostess.
Thursday, April 24
Unlined Blazer Workshop by
Bette Jo Dedic, Cooperative
Extension Specialist in
Clothing and Textiles, will be
at 7 p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. The public is invited.

"Einstein-The Man" will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre,Fine Arts Center.
Wednesday, April 23
Evening
"An
with
Shakespeare" with Paul
Meier and the Paducah
Market House Players will be
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House. Tickets
are $3 for adults and $2 for
students.
Children's Health Fair,
sponsored by MSU Department of Nursing, pediatrics
nursing class, will be from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Kmart
Shopping Center.

Lecture and discussion on
jogging and physical conditioning by Dr. Adam Laming
will be at 8 p.m. in Hester Hall
TV Lounge, Murray State
University.
Trombone Concert will be
presented by various trombone ensembles starting at
8:15 p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Murray State University.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.,
craft club at 1 p.m., and blood
pressure check at 12:30 p.m.

and asked residents to boil any
drinking water. Fountains
were turned off at the Muncie
campus.
"It's a problem because you
have to take water with you to
brush your teeth or to put in
your contacts or anything like
that," said April Mercer, a
freshman from Alexandria
Miss Mercer said students
in her dormitory have tried to
make light of the situation by
creating a "bacteria farm" in
their drinking fountain. She
said the area has been roped
off and signs are displayed
that read, "Growing bacteria
Please do not disturb."
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Purchase and Pennyrile
area 4-H Horsemanship Contest will begin at 9 a.m, at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, MSU.

LONE OAK
PLAZA

Murray State University
baseball Racers will play Tennessee Tech in an OVC
doubleheader at 1 p.m.

Hwy.45 So.
Lone Oak,
Ky.

American
Disabled
Veterans and Auxiliary are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the L-sgion Hall.

\

,)COLORS

Calloway County 4-H Club
Meals for the Nutrition ProRally Day will be held at 7 gram for the Elderly -will be
p.m. at the West Kentucky served at 12 noon at the
Livestock and Exposition Douglas Center.
Center.
Southwest Parent-Teacher
Support Group meeting for Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
SID (sudden death syndrome) school with Margie Shown to
will be at 1:30 • p.m.-at. the present her music students in
Calloway County Health a Charlie Brown musical proDepartment, 701 Olive Street, gram.
Murray. For information call
Golden Age Club will meet
753-3381 or 753-3345.
at 11:30 a.m. at the social hall
Knights of Columbus Ladies of the First United Methodist
Night will be held at 6:30 p.m. Church. A potluck luncheon
will be served at noon.
at Gleason Hall.
Children's Health Fair,
sponsored by MSU Department of Nursing, pediatrics
nursing class, will be held
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the
Krnart Shopping Center.

4-17-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Wilson, baby girl, (Jean),
Rt. 2, Box 414, Cadiz.
Parker, baby boy,(Mindy),
Rt. 1, Box 85, Almo.
Ford,
baby
boy,
(Gulsen),Rt. 4, Marion.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Twilla K. Lafser and
baby boy, 1704 Plainview,
Murray; Mrs. Janice M. Byrd
and baby girl, 1502 Clayshire,
Murray; Mrs. Penny D. Alderdice and baby boy, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Pam Wood, Rt. 2, Puryear,

Senior
Citizens
Golden Age Club
Plans Luncheon
Here Thursday
The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, April 24, at
11:30 a.m, at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church with a potluck supper
to be served at noon.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
a club spokesman said.
The club met March 27 for a
potluck luncheon at the church.
Members voted to give a
book, The Unlimited Power of
Prayer, to the First United
Methodist Church in memory
of Mrs. Robbie Harrison,
A short film, "Small Wild
Life in Kentucky," was shown.
Members present were Bob
Hopkins, Mesdames Modena
Butterworth, Hildred Sharpe,
Bettye Bridges, Mary Ray,
Nell Rhea, Lucille Rollins,
Flora Ford, Olie McDougal,
Opal Reeves, Clara Kasai,
Helen
Peebles, Naoma
Schwalm, and Thelma
Parker, Messrs and
Mesdames David Nanney,
Dan Mears, Bill Marose,
Roger Burgoyne, Clifford
Senstrom, 0. C. McLemore,
Joe Gertzen, Byron Iserninger, J. E. Grim, and Ted
Schleuter: Guests were Mrs.
Olivera Emerson, Hugh
McGowan, C. B. Christopher,
Mrs. Lynn England, Mrs.
Autry Lange, and Mrs. Otie
McDougal.
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Calloway Middle School will
have Parent-Teacher Conferences from 3 to 6 p.m. at the
school. All parents are urged
to attend. 4

until
price
TR
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price

Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at the Hazel United
Methodist Church at 7 p.m.
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String bass recital by Lloyd
Greenwell, Payneville, will
start at 7 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.

F

Thursday, April 24
Constance Sue Ottw ay, Murray, will present her junior
violin recital at 7 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University,

Hazel Senior Citizens will
Mini-workshop conducted have activities from 10 a.m. to
by John O'Brien, legal ad- 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
ministrator, will be held at 7 lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
p.m. in Community Room,
North Branch of Peoples
Murray Senior Citizens will
Bank. This is a part of Na- meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
tional Secretaries Week.
the Ellis Center with monthly
clean-up at 10:30 a.m., lunch
Zeta Department, Murray at 12 noon, and table games,
Woman's Club, will meet at visiting, quilting, etc., at 12:30
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
p.m.

Wranglers Riding Club is
Murray Lions Club Broom scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
and Light Bulb Sale will be
from 4:30 p.m. until dark.

College Students Send
Home Asking For Water

MUNCIE, Ind. (AP) When students at Ball State
University wrote home last
week, the message was:
"Mom and Dad, send water."
And area parents have been
complying, carting gallons of
water to university dormitories.
The water deliveries began
Thursday when Muncie Water
Works Co. officials found the
city's water contained a high
level of slimy bacteria.
Utility officials, who are
working to clean the system,
knew the bacteria strain was
not harmful. But they feared it
indicated other harmful
bacteria could be in the water

Wednesday, April 23
Murray State University
Racer baseball team will play
Arkansas State in a
doubleheader beginning at 1
p.m. at Reagan Field, MSU.
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Tenn.; Mrs. Betty J. Venice,
Rt. 5, Box 694-17, Murray;
Pamela A. Wade, 6319 Hester
Hall, Murray; William D.
Jones, Rt. 2, Box 66,
Princeton; Mrs. Opal N.
Galloway, Box 32, Kirksey;
Hal B. Albritten, Rt. 4, Box
585, Murray.
Mrs. Mary L. Sumner, 103
South Eighth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Nedra L. Clark, 907 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs. Lea A.
Davenport, 812 College
Courts, Murray; Jon E.
McDonald, 513 Whitnell, Murray; Mrs. Lucy E. Rickman,
209 South 15th Street, Murray;
Robert C. Key, Rt. 4, Bot 24,
Murray.
Mrs. Peachy M. Harris, 731
Riley, Murray; John L.Smith,
1233 W. Broadway, Mayfield;
Mrs. Lois E. Smith, Rt. 5, Box
259, Murray; Robert .E.
Easley, 1616 Miller, Murray;
Mrs. Ronda Fitts, 743 Riley,
Murray; John Robert Pruitt,
Rt. 1, Box 295, Almo.

What could be
more fitting . . .
or fashionable
for your
Summer on the go?
Color works
for you ... in a
wardrobe of
crisp put-together
looks ... perfect with
a dash of brightness!
Blazers, pants,
shirts, shorts!

10-6
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UNLINED
BLAZER
WORKSHOP--Bette
Jo
Dedlc, Cooperative Extension
Specialist in Clothing and Textiles for the College of
Agriculture and a faculty
member in the College of
Home Economics at the
University of Kentucky, will
demonstrate making unlined
blazers at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center on Thursday. April 24,
at 7 p.m. She said jackets.
very popular this season,
feature a new look of the collarless neckline that swerves
Into lapels, contrasting collar
and lapels, longer jackets
worn belted or loose over a
slim stifled skirt, cardigan
Jacket with decorative braid
or piping, and short sleeved
jackets. The public is invited
to attend this workshop, sold
Jean Cloar, Calloway County
Extension Agent in Home
Economies

.)

OPEN MON.-FRI.9:30-6:00

SAT. 9:00-5:00 ,
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Spring Conference—

PTA Is Thursday

Wedding Vows Will
Be At Club House

The 52nd annual Spring Con- will give the devotion, followference of the First District ed by the welcome by the
Parent-Teacher Association school principal, Donald
will be held Thursday, April 'Jones, and the Fancy Farm
24, at the Fancy Farm School PTA president, Kaye O'Neil
with Mrs. Melvin Earles, state The response will be by
Hans
PTA president, as the Konrad, second vice president
featured speaker.
of First District PTA.
The Rev. Walter Hancock
Special music will be by the
High School Choir and the
third and fourth grades at
Fancy Farm. Awards will be
presented, a life membership
will be presented, and officers
The Zeta Department of the will be elected and installed.
Registration will be held
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, April 24, at from 6:30 to 7 p.m. with Betty
Esselstyn, Rachelle Higgins,
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
The program will be and Mary Ann Carrico in
charge, according to Mrs
presented by Mrs. Alfred
Norman Blakely, first district
Lindsey who will show a film
on private gardens. Included president, who urges each unit
in the presentation will be the to be represented and thc
Azalea garden of Mrs. Alfred public to attend.
Lindsey,Sr. of Mayfield.
Hostesses will be Mrs. John
B. Watson, Mrs. A. D.
Wallace, Mrs. Ed Chrisman,
Mrs. John Quertermous and
‘liss liererly Ann Barnett
Mrs. W.C. Elkins.
Roberta Tarry, member
and Edecant Charles Warren
and a past president of the
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Pedigo, 210 Nickell Heights Road,
Murray Art Guild, has a showPaducah, announce the engagement and approaching maring of her art work at the riage
of her daughter, Beverly Ann Barnett, to Edward
Calloway County Public
Charles Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Warren, 1632
library.
Miller Avenue, Murray.
The oil paintings include
The bride-elect is a graduate of Reidland High School and
scences and some florals. The presently
works at Leta's Beauty Salon, Murray.
display will be shown through
Mr. Warren is a graduate of Murray High School and is
the month of April and the presently
self employed.
public is invited to see the
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 7, at 6
display.
p.m. in the garden of the Murray Woman's Club house. A
Mrs. Tarry resides with,—recept
her
ion will.foitowtheceremonr.--husband; Eugene Tarry, at
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
their home cn Kentucky Lake. and
the rece ion Onl out of town invitations will be sent

rie
'
Pee

Zeta Department
To Hear Program
By Mrs. Li▪ndsey

/AK
A
So.
ak,

Roberta Tarry liqs
Exhibit Of Work
At Local Library

RS

DON'T
SELL YOUR

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS
TRUST us to pay
the top CASH

)

prices.
BAZAAR PLANNED — Displaying works that will be on sale at
the bazaar planned on
Saturday, April 26, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. by the Creative Arts
Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the Calloway Publk Library, Main Street,
are, left to right.
Shelia Grogan, Edith Garrison, Pam Thornton, chairman, and
Urbena Koenen. The club
will offer many beautiful and unusual spring items for the
home, many nice gifts for
Mother's Day, a special children's table, and a table of baked
goods, according to Mrs.
Thornton who invites the public to visit the bazaar at the library
on Saturday.

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.
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NEW YORK (AP) — She watch Abby
and me grow up
was a tree -climbing, daily."
hopscotching 9-year-old when
Julie's mother dated a few
her parents were divorced. men seriously
; one man grew
Today, at 23, Julie List close to Julie
and her sister
believes she has at last learn- before he and
Mrs. List
ed to accept the simple, cen- parted. Meanwhile
, Julie met
tral fact:
a parade of women who passHer mother and her father ed through her
father's life.
stopped loving each other 14
Eventually, he remarried.
years ago.
Four years later, he divorced
"I don't think most children again. The
break was total:
take divorce quite as hard as I "One
day we had w stepLynne Loberger, Murray High School
did," she says. Julie took her mother
FHA chapter
and two stepsisters.
historian, was elected Regional Historian
parents' divorce so hard that The next
at the Spring
day we didn't." Julie
Regional Meeting held at Murray State
years later, as a student at hasn't
University. in
seen the woman since.
addition the Murray High Log composed
Princeton University, she
by Loberger
For years after the divorce,
won the first place award in competition
wrote a series of memoirs Julie's mother
with 21 enand father
tries
about her troubled childhood.
from
chapters in the first region. In photo Lucy
could not speak without arguDrawing on childhood ing. As
Lilly, chapter advisor, (right) and Loberger
a result, List made
look over
diaries and letters, Julie ex- plans directly
previous chapter yearbooks.
with his
panded her recollections into a daughter.
book called ''The Day the Lov"When you're dealing with
ing Stopped." It is an account parents who cry
and parents
of one divorce from a child's who fight, you
have to start
point of view.
making decisions even though
She writes: "Children, they you're only 9. I often
had to tell
say,. bounce back. I agree — my father on the
phone that
Lynne Loberger of the Mur- Parents' Night Banquet held
children are terrific sur- I'd decided not to
come into ray
High School Chapter of the on March 24. Karen Brandon,
vivors." But, she adds, the city. I negotiated
holiday Future
Homemakers of chapter treasurer, gave her
"Children bounce back plans with him."
America was elected regional report.
because we know no other life
Today, Julie is a researcher
historian at the spring
than this."
A poem, "Reflections," was
at New York's public televiregional meeting held April 15 read by Gina Shipley, chapter
Julie bounced back. She sion station.
She says she at
Murray State University, devotional leader.
never retreated into drugs or wrote
her book in part to alert
according to the announcealcohol, never sought a parents to
Kim Oles, freshman, and
a child's feelings
ment made by Mary' Morris, Carol Beaman, sophomore,
therapist's help.
about divorce.
Murray High FHA chapter chapter reporter, were elected
"I don't feel I was a depriv-Whenever I see a divorced
president, at the chapter as delegates to the Kentucky
ed child. I always knew my father, I want
to say: 'Listen,
meeting held April 15 at 6:30 FHA meeting April 27-29.
parents loved me," she says call your kids
every day. Don't
p.m. in the high school library.
now.
Miss Kathy Luker, student
disappear from their daily
Miss Morris said another teacher, gave a slide presentaBut Julie was torn and lives.' If I could
go back and
honor
attained at the spring tion on "Careers." The
troubled by the divorce; it change anything,
I'd have my
regional meeting was the presentation
made her doubt that love can father continue
illustrated
to_he _a •
_
selection of the Miutay High "Anything Goes career opendure, that anyone finds h,* - my daily life," she says.
-FHA Log for the first place tions for home economics.
piness. She says she has overShe has other advice to
award. The Log, compiled by
come those fears: "I'm more divorcing parents:
The meeting was closed
optimistic than I'd have
—"Explain to a child that Lynne Loberger, chapter with the reciting of the creed.
historian,
won the competition Chapter mothers present were
thought possible."
the divorce isn't his fault."
Her father, a psychologist,
Mrs. Calvin Morris and Mrs.
—"It's very, very important over 21 other chapter logs.
Sharon Whaley, chapter Gordon Loberger. Chapter adand her mother, a writer, for children to
know it's all
secretary, read the minutes visor present was Mrs. G. T.
were divorced in 1966. Mrs. right to love
both their mother
and thank you notes from the
List and her two young and their father
even though
daughters stayed in their they don't
love each other
suburban Connecticut house. anymore."
List movectinto New York. His
—"Don't malign each
visits with his daughters were other.",
scheduled — weekends, all of
—"Don't say to a child,'You
August.
have to make a decision. Do
"I missed my father, so I you want
to be with your
was glad to know there would mother or
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins of Murray Route 4
your father on
will
be fixed times for, me to see Christmas Day?'
celebrate their 25th silver wedding anniversary' on Sunday,
A child
him. I couldn't have known wants to be with
April 27, with a reception at the Good Shepherd
both. It's unUnited
then how disruptive this kind fair to ask him
Methodist Church.
to choose. It's
of life would be....From now not his job."
All friends and relatives are invited to call between
the
on,seeing my father was to be
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
—"A father should not bring
a scheduled event. The spon- a new woman
gifts.
into his
taneity was gone."
The couple was married April 23, 1955, in Corinth,
children's lives unless he
Miss.
Julie's visits with her father thinks she'll be fairly
Mrs. Kingins is the oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
permagrew to be separate from her nent. Neither should
Housden of Hazel Route 2. Mr. Kingins is the oldest son of Mr.
a mother.
day-to-day life: "My father It's destructive
and Mrs. W. T. Kingins of New Concord.
because
didn't know who my friends childen get attached
Mr. and Mrs. Kingins have one daughter, Mrs. Johnny Colso easiwere or what I was learning at ly."
son of Hazel Route 2, one son, Danny Kingins of Murray
school,.. Our lives were linked
Route 4, and one grandchild. Aaron Colson of Hazel Route 2.
Despite her troubled
by blood, by love, by weekends childhood, Julie says
she is not
in New York. But he did not opposed to divorce:
"I think staying in an unhappy marriage is worse than
divorcing. Children are not
• dumb. They feel the tension. I
think it's harder on a child
Shawn
niently located.
because it's a lie, it's living a
The heart association says lie.
Baker
you should keep these things
"Although divorce is painbride-elect
in mind when selecting an ex- ful, it's an acknowledgement
ercise center:
of the way things are. It says
of
to children, we're trying to try
—The availability of to
Marc
make things better and
facilities like treadmills, exer- we're
going to try to make
Darnell
cise bicycles and a swimming things
better for you, too."
has mode her
pool for aerobic exercises.
Will Julie List marry one
selections
—The qualifications of the day? She writes about that:
at the
instructors. "If the instructor
"My parents' divorce has
has had only a short crash made me wary and frightened
course at the facility, it pro- of the decay of love. And
bably was oriented to sales yet....I believe in marriage. I
1104 Story Ave.
rather than to cardiovascular now believe that lifetime infitness," says the heart timacy is a risk worth tak753-4567
association.
ing."

Murray Girl Elected
As Regional Officer

Exercise Centers Discussed By Writer
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By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Millions of Americans are
trying to exercise their way to
better health, but fitness fans
who aren't careful can end up

Forget
Your Feet

with ailing wallets.
—What is measured during
Exercise equipment and
the test? Checklist items infacilities can be expensive. clude blood pressure,
pulse
The benefits may make the
rate and the shape of your
cost worth while, but you also
electrocardiogram.
may be able to get the same
Once you have a medical
results without spending near- OK, you will have
to decide
ly so much.
whether you want to join an
"Some exercise facilities
exercise facility. Advantages
are ... more expensive than
include companionship, a
you anticipate from the initial
regular place to change and
fees," warns the New York shower, trained instructor
s
Heart Association Inc. "There and the availability of
exermay be surcharges for lockers cise equipment.
Disadvanor for court use for tennis or tages include the cost and
the
squash.
Tips
and fact that you have to exercise
transportation to and from the at a set time and in a
fixed
facility can add to the cost."
place, which may be inconveThere are many types of exercise; among the best are
those that benefit your heart
and circulation. They are called cardiovascular fitness exercises and their aim is to in-tease the blood flow to the
working muscles. Examples
Two Calloway County 4- cooperative
attitude
include swimming, skating,
H'ers recently spent a week in necessary for group living.
jogging and bicycling. CarWashingto
n,
D.C.
Leaving
While in Washington, Kendiovascular fitness exercises
April 4 with approximately 235 tucky youth stayed at the Naare sometimes referred to as
other 4-H'ers from Kentucky tional 4-H Center. Leaders and
aerobic — requiring oxygen —
to attend the American
because the blood is rich in oxHeritage Conference were
ygen.
Visit your doctor before
starting any regular exercise
program. If you are over 35
and have a potential health
problem, the doctor may
recommend a stress test to
check the performance of your
heart and cardiovascular
system during exercise.
The heart association says
consumers should visit
several testing facilities
before selecting one. Among
the questions to ask:
Dawn Roescb
—Does the center have a
agents from throughout the
medical director and what is
state accompanied the group.
Tracey Beach
his or her background? The
Highlighting the trip was a
director should provide Tracy Beach and Dawn
day at Capitol Hi,11 and visits
overall medical supervision Roesch. Their trip was par- with
Kentucky's conand should be available for tially sponsored by the Mur- gressmen. The trip
also
consultation.
ray Moose Lodge.
featured speakers and discus— Who will conduct your.
The Conference Is designed sions on citizenship, visits
to
test? If you are over 35 and to give older youth the oppor- National Monuments and a
sedentary or if you have had tunity to see how leadership
boat trip to Mt. Vernon
any unexplained pains that works in the democratic proKentucky 4-H'ers have been
could be related to your heart, cess of government. Another participating in
the Conit is a good idea to have a objective of the Conference is ference for older youth
for
physician do your test.
the development of a more than a decade

Calloway Students
At 4-H Conference

with MEMORY CUSHION,'
Only in Scholl Shoes
Memory Cushion lets
you walk in comfort Built
into Scholl Shoes exclusively,
it helps distribute your weight
evenly, eliminating painful
pressure points
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Announcing...

Happiness Place

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

50/0

OFF STOREWIDE

Blouses
Skirts
Slacks
Blazers
Lingerie

Sugar& Spice Boutique
Dixieland Center
(Located In Hall)
Chestnut Street

•
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EDITORIAL

Hard To Love,
Harder To Hate

Pr

Tension between anti-busirhetoric inspired by the Naderness and pro-business
of
Commoner-Hayden philosoview is an organic feature of the
phies is not what most AmeriAmerican system. Both sides
cans want to hear. This does not
have had their victories as the
mean our people are inclined to
pendulum swings back and
elevate big corporations to
forth, but neither side ever realsainthood, but it suggests they
ly wins. As long as the pendudo not see a more secure and
lum keeps swinging we can
comfortable future in tearing
hope to see the American ecodown the system of corporate
nomic model continue to be
enterprise that makes the
refined to provide the greatest
wheels go around in this coungood for the greatest number,
try.
and continue to defy Karl
The question now being asked
Marx's tattered theory that
is whether the regulatory decsooner or later capitalism must
ade of the 1970s did not leave
self-destruct.
American business and indusIn which direction is the pentry so fettered and inefficient
dulum swinging now? Our readthat its goods and services are
ing of the national mood is that
being priced off the market,
Ralph Nader, Barry Commoncondemning our economy to an
er, Tom Hayden and others
era of no-growth in the 1980s
calling consumerists and envithat will dry up the reservoir of
ronmentalists to the anti-businew jobs for our expanding popness barricades are out of sync.
ulation.
They are trying to push the
pendulum in a rlirpetion it
Most-eyerybocly—would agree doesn't want to go. The force .of
that corporate capitalism, with
political gravity is pulling it in
its built-in imperative to maxanother direction.
imize profits and growth, needs
The consumer and environsome kind of harness to keep
mental movements had their
social and environmental coninning during the 1970s. A long
siderations from being tramlist of anti-pollution laws, prodpled in its path. But most everyuct-safety standards, and strict
body would also agree that hobdevelopment controls attest to
bling the corporate system to
what a big inning it was. As we
take the spark of incentive, procome into the 1980s we sense a
ductivity and growth out of
shift of public concern from the
American enterprise would be
need to save the planet to the
disastrous for the way of life we
need to save the. bread and
know. This is not the first genbutter On the family table.
_ eration to quarrel over the difThe egg laid by the visionary
ference between a harness and
Jerry Brown in the eastern pria hobble, and it won't be the
manes is one symptom that his
last.

eoints

wasieleime

Kentucky Closeup

By George Hacket

Over 40 Doesn't Limit
What A Person Can Do
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The 55year-old skater was nervous and apprehensive when she stepped onto the
ice for her fit'st competitive show.
'"The thought of getting out in front of
everybody bothered me," she admitted
afterwards, "but I went ahead and did
the best I could."
Peg Benson's free-style routines
brought roars from the audience and a
gold medal from the judges. Later, she
won another gold medal in figure
skating.
Her victory in the free style event
was even more impressive because she
had taken on the toughest challenger of
them all— "the book."
"The coach had warned me before I
left for Knoxville that you don't find
many of the over-40 crowd doing free
style and I might have to perform
alone."
Since the nine judges had no way of
comparing her with anyone else, they
fell back on "the book" which gives the
exact requirements for each move. Her
final score: 130 points.
"1 had a bang-up ending," she recalled. "After I finished, I reached the end
of the rink and promptly fell."
But she had proved a point: older people can skate, do skate and they enjoy
it.
Mrs. Benson started as a child during
the Depression Years in Cleveland,
where the city fathers obligingly
bulldozed a number of vacant lots and
converted them to rinks.
"There was one next to our home,"
she said. "At night, the fire department
would come by and hose it down for the
kids. I was kind of awkward because I
was using boys' hockey skates."
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They were exchanged later for a
white pair — "like those that Sonja
Herne wore in all those movies I'd been
watching. I was trying to imitate her
but didn't have much luck."
Skating was forgotten while she completed school, married and reared a
family. All of that changed nine years
ago when a neighborhood friend invited
her Louisville's Gardiner Lane jtink.
"I felt I had found Utopia," said Mrs.
Benson. "For years, I had wanted to
learn from a professional and the rink
had them. They also had two sessions a
week exclusively for housewives,
where you could make a fool of yourself
and nobody would think anything about
it."
Encouraged by her coach, she began
concentrating on her style and footwork
and was invited to take part in a noncompetitive program at Columbus,Ind.
"I don't remember doing the show. I
guess it must have been stage fright."
It was still there when she made the
trip to Knoxville with the Gardiner
Lane Ice Skating Club for the Mississippi Valley District Invitational Team
Competition. Her team finished third
among 16 cities.
"I was stunned when I got the
medals," said Mrs. Benson, who
disagrees with that segment of society
which believes persons over 40 are
limited in what they can do.
"Reach out and try," she suggested,
"and you will amaze yourself."
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated -articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

As A Whistler On The Roof, He Won
The Hand Of The May Day Attendant
Freed Cotham was right on top of the
1930 Murray State University project
which resulted in construction of the
budding school's main library building.
As a young sheet metal worker from
Dyersburg, Tenn., he was working on
the job, helping fashion and install the
lasting - and present air conditioning
ducts. Under construction at the same
time was a men's dormitory - now Ordway Hall - just across the street.
It is the library building, however,
that has a special place in his heart and
memories. The building currently is being restored and will be dedicated this
coming Saturday as The Forrest C.
Pogue Special Collections Library.
While working on the building, Freed
kept noticing and whistling at a pretty
little girl going to and from her classes
at the then teachers college. She was a
Murray girl, Clover Harrison, one of
four children of 011ye Harrison, who
operated a taxi service, and his wife,
Birdie.
One day after watching her go by on a
float all prettied up as an attendant to
the May Day princess, he boldly announced to a fellow worker that "there
goes the girl I am going to marry." The
fellow worker, 0. B. Irvan, Jr., being a
6RAFF1
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1
1
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Murray boy, arranged an introduction,
and a year later they were married.
Next April 5, they will observe their
Golden Wedding anniversary and most
likely with their two daughters, Betty
and Nancy, here with their families to
help them do it.
.
Freed is now retired after a very successful career in the sheet metal
business in Murray, and he and Clover
live in a beautiful home at 1500 Story
Avenue.
On a rainy Sunday afternoon recently, he looked back over his years since
the library building was built, and
laughed when he recalled the furor
created when Dr. Ftainey T. Wells, then
president of the college, paid $14,000 for
the building's two sets of big brass
doors. They still are campus landmarks
and polished regularly to their original
luster.
Freed started in the sheet metal
business at the age of 16. His mother
had died when he was 10, leaving his
father with four children, and when he
remarried and picked up three more,
that was enough for Freed. He left
home and went to work.
He was given his first job by R. H.
Vandevelde, a man with only a fourth
grade education, but one whom Freed
considers as one of the fastest
mathematicians and most-exacting
sheet metal men he has ever known. He
was paid $7.50 per week for 54 hours nine hours a day, six days a week. Today, most sheet metal workers are paid
$20 an hour.
Six years later, by the time he was
sent to Murray on the library job, he
had advanced to a foreman's job and
had gone on salary - $50 a week.
+++
He had worked for Vandevelde until
1937 on other Murray jobs when he went
into business for himself. Since then,
the metal ducts in virtually every house
- and many of the business places - built
in Murray were installed by him or the
firm he founded.
"I suppose we put in every coal fur-
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Jimmy Harris Ford, secretary of the Lynn Grove Future Farmers
of America, won a $25 savings bonds and a free trip to Louisville
for a prize winning essay in addition to capturing top honors in the
FFA Hog Show and Sale March 23, 1954,
Calloway County Farm Bureau's 750 members pushed the
ag program as well as the Ryan Milk Company which was purchasing more than a million dollars worth Grade A milk for its Sunburst
brand. Murray Training School had a dazzling congregation when
three FFA members, Jackie Geurin, Junior Cherry and James Outland, were granted Kentucky Farmer degrees in Louisville June 14,
1954, James Outland was elected state vice president at the Louisville get-together. James also won first place Master Farmer exhibit
at the Mid-South Fair in Memphis on August 25. Lynn Grove
FFA members to be elevated to Kentucky Farmer degrees were
Glenn Waldrop and Bobby Pickard, Jean Ann Moubry was elected
state reporter from the Lynn Grove chapter during the state session
at Louisville.
At the State Fair held in Louisville, the Kirksey FFA delegation
swept the market clean with 37 cash awards in the Green Tobacco
Division, the second year in succession for the chapter to lead the
state, according to Harvey Ellis, chapter sponsor. Incidentally, the
dry SIIIIIMeT of 1954 was ideal for superb tobacco production. Ray
Dunn scored handily in the state fair Dairy Showmen class.
Yandall Wrather of the Soil Conservation of America was elected
president of the Kentucky Lake Chapter of Conservation.
At the District 4-11 Achievement Day in Paducah October 7,
1954, nine members from Calloway County, Annette Palmer, Donna
Ruth Grogan, Jimmy Thompson, June Foy, Craig Morris, Lenice
Coles, Larry Rhodes, Robert Young, Marinell Myers, won honors.

Bible Thought
Moreover

Jeremiah saki unto all. the
. Item.the work of the

Lord, . . Jeremiah 44:24
If Jeremiah were alive today he
would still be !tilling us to hear the
word of the to rf We can do this only
by reading Kt Word. and by going

to God in prayer.
To Be Continued
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20 Years Ago

nace in Murray," he laughed, adding
proudly,"and most of them still are bemg used, although they've been converted for gas."
The Nick Hutson home on Main Street
was the first residential job he did, and
Wallis Drugstore was the first business
town to be air conditioned. Whet
Murray State Coach Roy Stewart, who
died only recently, first moved to Murray in 1931, Freed was one of the first
persons he met as he contracted for the
coal furnace in the Stewarts' new home
on Miller Avenue on behalf of the
Vandevelde organization.
+++
When World War II came along and
the military effort demanded all the
sheet metal, Freed had to close his
business temporarily in 1942. He then
became an instructor in a National
Youth Administration (NYA ) shop in
Mayfield where L. D. Miller was the
bookkeeper.
There he helped train a lot of young
men and some women in the use of
hydralic hammers and how to buck
rivets so they could qualify for work in
the mushrooming aircraft factories and
shipyards across the country.
When his number was called in the
draft, Freed enlisted in the Navy and
worked as a metal repair man in many
of the nation's shipyards, where he also
learned to weld. He was in San Francisco when the war ended.
+++
Back in business in Murray after the
year, his first big job was the duct work
for the town's new Tappan plant. He did
all the metal work in the plant's
enameling room, working with used
sheet metal obtained in Memphis.
From that time until he sold the
business two years ago to Jimmy Dale
Clopton, Randy Thornton and Bob
Akers, the business grew and prospered.
The biggest job he ever did, Freed
recalls, was the duct work in the complicated construction of the Fine Arts
Center at Murray State. He also installed the ducts in Faculty, Regents
and Sparks Halls, the C. S. Lowry Addition to the library and the three top
floors of the Education Building.
The campus renovation projects he
handled have included the Carr Health
Building, Wells Hall and the conversion
of the former Student Union Building
into the Harry Lee Waterfield Library.
The air vents in virtually all of the
dormitories on the campus were installed by his Murray firm over the
years. "If it hadn't been for that college
I would have starved to death," he
chuckled. "We got a lot of their
money." At one time, his campus projects totaled more than three-quarters
of a million dollars.
Another big job was the new high
school at Mayfield where he paid a
Pennsylvania helicopter firm $4,500 to
lift and place on the school's roof 17 big
metal units. It took only 55 minutes to
do the job.
+++
Freed learned his trade by doing it
himself, on the job, but looking back he
wishes he had learned a lot of
geometry. Things might have been
easier, he said, in the design and shaping of the many varied types of metal
units he was called upon to produce.
"I've had a lot of fun, though," he
laughed, settling back into his big chair
by a spacious window in his family
room and recalling some of his antics
as a Shriner clown. "And we have a lot
of friends. I would say life has been
pretty good to us - Mom and me."

people, .

Gingles Wallis, owner of Wallis Drug,
was presented with an honorary Mayor
of Murray certificate by Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis, and by a Kentucky Colonel certificate by Charlie Lassiter in a
special ceremony here yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Wilma
Dell Parker, 48, Bob McCuiston, 76,
Carl C. Harrison, 75, and Zelner B.
Russell,Sr.,81.
Darrell Beane, David Beane, Tom
Montgomery, Larry Lawrence, and
Kevin Scurggs, Calloway 4-H Club
members from Kirksey, participated in
the meat animal judging training
meeting held at the University of Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
at Princeton. They were accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood,
leaders, and Glen Sims,county agent in
4-H Club work.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Reanich and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Ler, both on
April 17.
Kim Pennington, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Pennington of Murray Route 3,
will present a piano recital on April 23.
Elected as officers of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Evelyn Bradley, Dortha
Jones,Faye Jacks,and Doris Nance.

Army 2d Lt. William Luther, Jr., has
completed the nine-week ranger course
at the Infantry School, Fort Henning,
Ga.
Deaths reported include the Rev.
George Bell, 57, and Prentice Holland,
71.
James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
_Commerce. announced that the 1960
-- .Clean-Up, Paint-Up, and Fix-Up Week
for Murray and Calloway County will
be held May 1 to 5.
Mrs. Gaynell Williams will speak on
"Child Welfare" at the meeting of the
American Legion Auxiliary to be held
April 25 at the Legion Hall.
Mrs. Ed Diuguid has returned home
after spending the winter in Florida.
Bananas are listed at 10 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson:s Grocery
this week.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "The Girl Can't Help It"
with Jayne Mansfield and Edmond
O'Brien and "Life Begins At Seventeen."

30 Years Ago
All seasonal workers in Calloway
County were urged to obtain a social
security card by the Social Security officials.
Bids for the construction of a new
heating plant at Murray State College
were opened at Frankfort on April 18,
according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president.
Senator George E. Overbey said the
state plans to begin soon the blacktopping of part of the Center Ridge and
Russell's Chapel Road.
Don Nix, sixth grade student at Murray High School, was named as grand
prize winner of the Safety Slogan Contest, sponsored by the Calloway County
Parent-Teacher Association Council.
He will receive $10 in merchandise
from a local department store. His
slogan was "Hey Pop that Sign Says
Stop."
"Fisherman in a local restaurant this
morning discussng fishing. Concluded
that they were catching a few," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Cobra Woman" starring Maria
Montez,Jon Hall, and Sabu.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
A
Today is Tuesday, April 22, the 113th
day of 1980. There are 253 days left,in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1898, the first shot ef
the Spanish-American War is fired
when the U.S.S. Nashville captured a
Spanish merchant ship off Key West,
Fla.
Also on this date:
In 1870, Vladimir Lenin, father of the
Russian revolution, was born.
In 1889, thousands of homesteaders
swarmed into the Oklahoma Territory
and staked out claims.
In 1915, the Germans used poison gas
for the first time in World War I.
In 1969, the first non-stop solo voyage
around the world was completed by a
30-year-old Briton, Robin KnoxJohnston, who sailed the globe in his
ketch in 312 days.
Ten years ago: Millions across the
nation joined in rallies to celebrate
earth day, a reminder of the globe's environmental problems.
Five years ago: As South Vietnam
began falling to the communists, the
first Vietnamese refugees arrived on
the West Coast of United States.
One year ago: Four Palestinian ter4-orists raided the Israeli resoUown dt
Nahariya, killing four civilians ahu two
of the attackers.
Today's Birthdays: Violinist Yehudi
Mehunin is 64. Actor Eddie Albert is 72.
Thought for today It is a funny thing
about life; if you refuse to accept
anythidg but the best, you very oftep
get it — W. Somerset Maugham 18741966 I.
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By EARL ARONSON
AP NewsleaSeres
Rome from China is George
E. Raw, aecretary-treasurer of
the AB-America Rose Selections, with a feeling that a direct door has been opened for
further horticultural contacts
and exchange of ideas, knowledge and materials.
Rose, accompanied by ha
wife, Mildred, was in a tour
group arranged largely for
members of the American Association of Nurserymen.
Prior to leaving for China,
Rose wrote to the Academy of
Sciences at Peking, inquiring
what work had been done on
roses there in recent years. No
Teply came before departure,
but George related that "one
evening in Peking a call came
from the front desk of the hotel
that two professors from the
academy would like to visit
with in. fhe ever-present Chinese guide quickly got more
chairs for ow' rather bare room
and brought up the visitors.
"The Chinese said they would
like a meeting the following
morning to include the ornamental-horticulture members
of the academy and our group."
Rose said. So 15 members of
his party were ready when 13
.from the Chinese Academy of
Sciences appeared.
"We met in a large lounge
room with comfortable overstuffed chairs and the inevitable tea table and steaming
tea at each chair. The discussion with the help of the
guide continued all morning
and covered a wide range of
horticultural subjects," Rose
said.
"In my own sphere, I agreed
to send the Chinese information
and pictures regarding rose
production, varieties and culture, and they will do the same
tans and forests to develop
uses for them and develop
stock of those of commercial,
medical or ornamental value.
Rose reported they were also
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AN "A" FRAME EXTERIOR IS A FEATURE at this house. It
has four bedrooms but
additional sleep area is available on the balcony studio. Plan HAI
148Y has 1.267 square
feet on the first floor and 676 square feet on the second. For
more information write —
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to York &
Schenke, Architects, 226
Seventh St., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
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This week I want to discuss
a subject which is controversial, the licensing of building
contractors. Let me say that it
is not my purpose to promote
any organization or group.
Licensing is not a cure-all
for this or any other business
or profession. It does give a
good measure .of leverage to
the consumer in the matter of
quality of workmanship add
materials. The consumer has
an advocate at the state level
on his behalf. A privilege
license such as we have here
In -town if of no benefit to the
consumer whateverAts only
function is to raise tax
revenue. It in no way offers
any measure of quality or experience reference. It only
grants those who buy the
license the privilege of plying
his trade in our town. It also
does one other thing, gives
those who come into town
from outside the city just that
Much of a pricing advantage
because seldom if ever do
those people bother to buy the
license.
A good licensing law must
be administered by the state
and on a uniform basis.
Demanding an examination
by competent personel and a
fee before such is issued. Also
the various units of government of the state must issue
permits only to licensed people or the property owner who
does his own work.
I have seen many people

who were ripped off by unqualified people. As I said
before, licensing is no cure-all.
At the very least, the consumer has the opportunity to
employ contractors or trades
people who a competent examiner has said is capable of
doing the job properly and
stand behind it or he can hire
anybody that comes along and
take his chances.
It casts no more in the long
run to employ competent
workmen. A jack leg may
charge only $4 per hour and
take four hours to do the job

By BARBARA BASLER
AP Newsfeatures
Several years ago an elderly
woman in upstate New York
became too ill to make her annual vacation trip to the Arizona desert she loved.
And so, her husband brought
the scenery to her. He commissioned a local artist to paint a
huge desert scene across one
entire wall of their home.
The idea was a novel one, and
it made news across the country
They were not the very first
to decorate a wall with one
massive work of art, of course,
and now it turns out they won't
be the last.
A New York City firm has
decided that the centuries-old
concept of mural-sized art —
with a modern twist — might
fit today's home decorating
needs.
"In a real sense, this idea
has its roots in 18th-century
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The Interthenn Hot Water
Electric Baseboard Heating
System with HeatMinder is
easier. quicker and coliess
to install than central heating
systems and it requires no
maintenance. There is no
boiler, burner,furnace, pipes.
ducts,flues, blower.chimney .
fuel tank or bin and no moving parts to get out of order.

France, when artists such as
instead of using mass-produced
Watteau and Fragonard were
murals, which have no value
commissioned to paint frescoes
except for their decorative
on the walls of French chatlook," he says.
eaus," says John Elmo, president of Summa Artworks, Ltd.
The silkscreens will be sold
But today it is difficult to
through design showrooms and
commission big-name artists —
in art galleries, both here and
or even local ones — to come
abroad. The graphics are packinto the home and decorate a
aged in 10-inch by 74-inch
wall. In addition, members of
tubes, and they include instructoday's mobile society might
tions for hanging, moving, etc.
balk at the idea of investing in
Elmo also believes businesses
a hand-painted wall scene that
and hotels will like the idea of
can't be moved when they
wall graphics for lobbies and
move.
offices.
So, knowing the idea would
have to be adapted, Elmo's
"I think large-scale art will
firm is commissioning artists to
become more important becreate "mural-sized graphics,"
cause rooms are smaller in
which will be reproduced as
scale, and furniture is cleaner,
signed, lirnite<;-edition silksimpler and smaller. All this
screens.
means people want less clut"The only difference between
ter," he explains.
our art and other original
"And so, I think one or two
graphics is the size," Elmo
pieces of monumental art
says.
would answer today's decoraAnd, while today's "wall art"
tive needs," he adds.
may not fill an 18th-century
wall, the graphics can make a
sizeable dent in most modern
homes and apartments. At 6
feet by 8 feet, the indoor works
of art seem as big as all outdoors.
The first item in Summa's
series is a work entitled "Garden Court," limited to 290 silkscreen prints and 20 proofs,
I-or protection against exnumbered and signed by artist
cessive temperaturesi and
Richard Haas.
pressures in a water heater,
The work is an interior courtinstall new temperature and
yard scene, done with a threedimensional reality that makes
pressure protective equipit seem, at first glance, to be
ment required by local codes,
an actual courtyard doorway,
hut not less than a combinarather than a wall covering.
tion temperature — pressure
Already under way, says
relief valve certified by the
Elmo, is a second project,
American Gas Association
which will reproduce a Grand
• I A.G.A.1 as meeting the ListCanyon panorama in the walling Requirements of Relief
graphic format.
- Valves and Automatic Gas
Wall graphics are not cheap
Shutoff Devicesfor Hot Wat—"Garden Court" sells for
er Supply Systems. ANSI
62,900. But, stresses Elmo,
Z2I.22. Install the valve into
"This is art.
the opening provided and
-There is no reason why we
marked for that purpose in
cannot, and should not cover
the water heater,
walls with genuine, quality art
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where an experienced man
may charge $10 per hour and
turn out a professional job in
two hours.
In addition to this, the
established licensed contractor is covered by insurance
which protects you, the consumer,just as much as it does
him. If, for instance, he is
working on your home an accidentally breaks a lamp or
window, it will be replaced or
repaired. The same for bodily
injury as a result of his working at your home. Think about
it. Call your representative.

Factory Sole Price Only

• Beautiful,flat finish

•Easy water clean-tip
•Scrubbable,colorfast

$
7
9
9
Sugg $ 1 2 99

Save $5.00

Black's Decorating
Center

Open Mon / r 7 t, I

10- M

sorting on herbaceous peonies,
new species and vartelses crl
Lilies Anik in ec
roses, they are
collecting
les of wtuch
there are arod many in western China, and plan to get into
a treeding program
Any queries about gardenias
problems must be accompanied
by a stamped, self.addressed
envelope.
For Earl Aronaon's "Associated Press Guide to House
Plants," send $1 to House
Plants, AP Newrdeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.
for me."
The Chinese group included
representatives from the Peking Botanic Garden, Pelting
College of Forestry, Peking Tao
Than Ting Park, Botanist Research Institute, Peking Tian
Tan Park, Peking Thong Shan
Park, and the Peking Industrial
College.
A spokesman reported that
Chinese orchids were being
gathered under the direction of
Professor Wu Ying Xiang of the
Peking Botanical Gardens and
they hoped to have many of
these varieties to disseminate
soon. They are also working on
flowering cherries and chrysanthemums to produce more
and better blooms, tree peonies, roses, new cooiferas, Chinese bamboos and, particularly, camellias and rhodedendrons from western China.
They are doing a great deal
of work on bonsai trees and in
developing miniature trees in
general. And they are collecting wildflowers from moon-
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design are sAi about. The hrst
AP Newsfeallares
prize for a residence went to
Scott Kurland and James R
Faddia Mods Catif Awards
Silvester of New York for the
Mars on Ostimd. gaimmyo.
design
of Kurland's own city
Toed -'Gehl Nor* for
apartment
achiessassalg is Md.Imidelan.
&ening with only 500 square
theater and :nude. But what
feet of space, the designers
about interior design' How
made room for a separate beddoes talent reveal itself to the
room,
a guest bedroom, a dindesign world'
ing and work area and a living
One way to achieve recogniroom. The devices used includtion is by winning design coned installation of a diagonal
tests. And one of the more
wall, mirrors and clear glass
meaningful contests is the S.M
panels to break up the spec,
Hester Co.'s annual -Interiors
and fool the eye into seeing
of the Year" awards Heater
more space than is actually
award winners have found this
there
Built-in furniture and serecognition a helpful step 00
vere,
dark-gray carpeting also
the way to a national reputacreate a feeling of spacioustion.
MSS.
The fabric and wall-coverings
Although the Kurland apartshowroom has been choosing
ment
is strictly modern in dethe best designs in residential
sign,
the two young partners
and business interiors among
said the key to the success of
entries sent in from all over the
the design was in its function,
country for 22 years And a renot in the decor. -Using this
view of the winning entries is a
scheme,
you could substitute
mirror that reflects decorating
another style of furnishing with
fads and fancies of each era
equal success," said Kurland.
Judging from an exhibition of
Good design comes from good
entries in the 1900 contest —
planning. The personal touches
whose winners were announced
come last, added &Nester.
recently in New York — to-We think of ourselves as probday's designers are high on
lem
solvers And the biggest
charcoal-gray carpeting and
problem
our residential clients
built-in banquettes. They prefer
'face
usually tight space and
is
their lighting functional and inthe need to crowd a lot of livconspicuous, preferably reing, storage and function in
cessed under the seating or
without
the appearance of
beds. And the furniture should
being crowded," he added.
be unobtrilisive, too, by preferThe second residential award
ence built to fit the particular
winner, Juan Montoya of New
space. Industrial shelving, verYork,
created entertaining, dintical blinds at the windows and
ing, working and sleeping acroom arrangements that favor
commodations in only 220
the diagonal are also evidently
square feet of apartment living
desirable.
space.
Saving space is what the two
He satisfied the requirements
winning entries for residential
for sleeping, entertaining and

wArage'Ind a phtdarm had
with& odds=
and id.
aped um* lie dome
Iim
spedallpapada dhlo sedates.
One al limma empt be roamed to
the alibian pmMeys who not
in use. The lair is himed to
the wall and I
down kr dining and work mace.
Mirrors expand the space visually. Indirect lighting and ceiling-hung window blinds provide
and control light.
Are all the award-winning designers this year proponents of
hard edge, modern decor?
Not at all. Rodney G Perry
and Dale Gordon Plurnmer, designers from Raleigh, N.0 ,
were cited by the awards jury
for the Velvet Cloak Inn, a supper club in Raleigh. The two
men, who do a great deal of
residential work, said they specialized in no particular style
and were as happy to design a
period room as a modern environment.
While styles may differ, all
the designers interviewed at
the exhibition appeared to
agree that their Job is to solve
problems in the use of space
and the creation of a specific
ambience for their clients.
A California designer, Christopher Carr, whose creation of
Le Sportsac luggage shop in
Los Angeles took the first prize
in non-residential interiors,
stated his business in what
seemed like a specially -California" way of looking at
things.
California clients are concerned abouthaving their decor
reflect the image they wish to
project, he said. -We provide
environments for people. Our
job is to educate them on compatible, bat diffarant.styles of
living."

Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I would like to build a
walk-in closet. There seems to
be enough space, but I am not
sure. Are there any recommended dimensions for a walkin closet?
A. — Not really, because
there are several different versions of the walk-in. It can 'he
any depth you want, but here
are some general rules-ofthumb. If the closet is to have
rods and shelves on both sides,
then it should be fairly close to
6 feet wide in order to leave
enough room for walking into it
comfortably. If it will have a
rod and shelf at the rear only,
about 3 feet, 4 inches is right
for the width. If the plan is for
a rod and shelf only at one
side, close to 4 feet would allow
enough room to move around in
the closet. But these are not
rigid specifications. Use your
judgment on whether there is
enough space to accomplish
your purpose.
Q. — I put down some strip
flooring years ago without any
problems. Soon I will be installing another floor, but this
time I intend to use parquet
flooring. It will be laid over an
old floor that has the regular
wood strips. Is it put down in
the same direction as the strip
floor'
A. — No. Parquet flooring is
installed so that it does not run
in the same direction as the old

•
sional, inspect the roof from
the ground with field glasses.
When you feel the need to re.
roof, then hire a roofer to get
on the roof and make a final
determination
r When and how to re-roof,
how to select materials and an
asphalt shingle color chart are
included in Andy Lang's booklet, "Roofing Guide," which
can be obtained by sending 50
cents PLUS a long, stamped,
s el f-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N. Y. 11743. Questions
of general interest will be answered in the column, but individual correspondence cannot
be undertaken:

floor. Be sure, however, that
you get detailed instructions
from the manufacturer of the
parquet blocks, since there are
some variations.
Q. — Is there some easy way
to tell whether a new roof is
needed on a house' Our asphalt
shingle roof is 25 years old and
seems to be all right, but I
have been told that it should be
replaced or I will have a lot of
trouble.
A. — There is no such thing
as replacing an old roof unless
it NEEDS to be replaced. It
would seem that the shingles
would be worn or damaged
after 25 years, but under certain conditions, such shingles
might last longer.
When a roof gets "tired" and
old, mostly because it exists
under the rays of the sun, it begins to give off certain signs.
There is an excessive loss of
protective mineral granules.
Shingles become cracked, blistered and curled or are missing.
Check the gutters and the
base of downspouts for excessive granule loss. Inspect
the attic with a flashlight for
signs of leaks. While individual
shingles can be replaced, loose
shingles retailed and leaks
around flashing points patched,
the chances are that a new roof
is in order if it is 25 years old.
Since you should not walk on a
roof unless you are a profesi
-1161,
•'.

THE PRODUCT — A new allPtiT000 acrylic copolymer
musing material.
Manufacturer's claim — that
this caulk has long-lasting flesiLefty to insure a waterproof
seal under the stress of expense:in and contraction
that it will withstand temperatures from subzero to 350 degrees Fahrenheit without coloring or becoming brittle
that
it can be used on wood, metal,
masonry, tile or glass and Is
excellent for caulking around
doors, windows, boats
and
that it ia available in clear and
white.
THE PRODUCT — A magnetic thermal window system.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this system is more energy af-

-10 Typo, 04 WoottoorInnq
lett1en (oboe, Togn
•Coboto Ilarthlore

153-5940..
1212 Main
Murray. Ky

Frigidaire appliances last a long
time, but this
Rebate won't.
Between now and
April 30.1980. get
cash back direct
from Frigidaire.
Hurry in today for
complete details!

--44:HOUSE

THE PRODUCT — Special
cutters for stained glass.
Manufacturer's claim — That
one cutter, made of precisionhoned steel, is for accurate cuts
00 stained, cathedral and other
hard glass, as well as regular
glass . .. that the other cutter.
with a carbide steel wheel, offers the same accuracy but has
a longer life .. and that both
cutters have copper-plated handles that will not flake or peel.

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

COLD CASH
REBATF
FROM
FRIGIDAIRE

ON THE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT — Electronic
touch control for lamps.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this round-dome module can be
touched with the hand or foot
for instant control of a lamp
. that the light can be turned
on or off or at any degree of
intensity, depending on when
contact is made or halted
that the module may be placed
on a table or on the floor, with
the lamp plugged into a special
receptable on the end of the
module cord .. . that a tripletap may be inserted in the receptacle to control more than
one lamp simultaneously if the
combined load does not exceed
more than 300 watts .. . and
that the module is listed by Underwriters Laboratories and is
guaranteed for a year.

OEFURY'S

&dent than conventional alumiwin storm windows because it
forms an airtight seal, eliminating any cold air infiltration
or any hot air infiltration in
summer or in warm climates
.. that, even with storm windows, it makes them twice as
energy efficient . . that it employs a magnetized vinyl gasket similar to those used on refrigerator doors,.. that it is
almost invisible, will not discolor and is stronger than
glass
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be obtained by sending $1.50 to this
newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck,
N.J. 07666.1
The module control is manufactured by L-T Electronics,
100 Foothill Dr., Boulder City,
Nev. 89005; the glass cutters by
Red Devil, 2400 Vauxhall Rd.,
Union, N.J. 07063; the caulk by
United GiLsonite Lab., P.O. Box
70, Scranton, Pa. 18501; and the
window system by Pantasote.
Greenwich Office Park 9,
Greenwich. Conn. 06830.1

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mirror leder Times by
5.30 p m Mondoy-Fridoy or by
3.30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call 153-191i between 5:30 p.m.
aid hp.., Moody Ike* Frid.,«
130 p.m. ad 4 p.m. Sibrdsts.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time Periods to insure delivery
of your newtpoper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regulor btai.ness office
hours of The Murray Mpg4 limesLB. lp 5 p.a. Monday
Ore
through Friday and a.m. h look

REG-36H

Frigidaire 30' Range
• Forget the mess and drudgery of oven cleaning. The
oven can clean itself automatically during a separate
high heat cycle. Just wipe away the thin film of ash
that remains.,
• You can set the oven to start roasting at the time and
temperature you want—even tell it when to stop—
thanks to automatic Cookmaster controls.
• To make it easy to get at the drip bowls the surface
units are designed so you can lust pull them out.
then plug them back in again.
Rebate applies to retail sales of selected models only

tilUldhlY KUM°,

Saturdays.

.'
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Tigers' Record Goes To 7-2, Face Henry Co. Today

By II
A

• Murray UpsetsTilghman, 1 1 -10
In Game Of Zany Turnarounds
,11017

SUMMIT ON THE MOUND - Murray coach Carv Miller (left), pitcher Ronnie Pace (center) and catcher Bruce Taylor ponder their dilemma during the seventh inning of
yesterday's 11-10 hitter's delight.

By DAVID HIBBIlTS
Sports Editor
Murray High's 11-10 win
over Paducah Tilghman
yesterday may have set new
records for length of time for a
seven-inning game (about 3k4
hours) and for zany turnabouts.
For five innings, Murray appeared to have the game
under control with a 10-3 lead.
Then, innocently enough,
Tilghman managed to put two
runs across in the sixth inning.
In the seventh, Murray
relief pitcher Ronnie Pace
walked the first three batters
to force Murray coach Cary
Miller to bring in Tony Herndon in relief.
A single to centerfield
brought in two to make it 10-7.
Another single loaded the
bases before Wiliam Thomas
unloaded a blast over centerfield and came ail the way
home to give Tilghman what
seemed to be an 11-10 lead.
.But Miller ,tokl.Herndon . to
throw to second to appeal
Thomas missing the base. An
appeal at the same base
earlier in the game had failed
and Miller could only hope
that the infield umpire had
seen Thomas miss the base
this time.

Herndon stepped off the
mound and threw to second
and, sure enough, the umpire
had seen Thomas miss second
and gave the out sign, giving
Murray new life.
So suddenly the game was in
extra innings and Herndon
had yet another important
role to play. With one out in
the bottom of the seventh,
Bruce Taylor walked and Look
second on a wild pitch with
EDDIE REQUARTH slides into second base for one of his two stolen bases in yesterHerndon at the plate.
day's Murray win. Requarth reached base in all five of appearances.
Herndon then drove a one
ball, one strike pitch to deep the first of four walks he an error and Troy York walk- McMillen. Bill Milton singled
right field where the ball got received.
ed, John Hogancamp cleared in Pace on an infield chopper.
away and Taylor came in to
Four more walks, an error the left field fence with a Requarth scored when
score easily and finally end on the shortstop allowing homerun to trim the lead back Denham managed to fend off a
enough shenanigans for oi(e Bruce Taylor to reach base to one.
pitch, which had almost handday.
Murray came back for cuffed him, down the first
and a single by Tony Herndon
"It was exciting," was gave Murray three runs.
another run in the fourth when base line for a fielder's choice.
Miller's reaction to watching
Tony Herndon scored the se- Requarth walked,stole second
The last two runs of the innhis team almost give him a cond of his three runs on an and scored on a .single by
ing came on an error by the
nervous breakdown. -21 runs RBI single by David McMillen Herndon.
third baseman when he threw
is a lot to score in a game.
Then in the fifth, Murray got wild to first base.
in the third inning to extend
"The key play in the game the lead to 4-0.
what seemed to be the inwas the hit by Tony. We had
But the visitors struck back surance runs.
The win gave Murray a 7-2
gotten ourselves in a hole by quickly in the top half of the
McMillen led off with a walk record for the year going into
walking the first three batters fourth inning. After Dave and stole second. Pace walked this afternoon COO game at
in the top of the seventh."
Lambert reached second on and Requarth singled in home against Henry County.
Murray never trailed in the
game. The Tigers got a jump
in the first inning when Eddie
Requarth, who reached base
in all five appearances, including three times as the
leadoff hitter, went to first on

Casey Lands Assistant
Coaching Post At WKU

Only The 2nd To Win 3 Years In Row

Rodgers Wins Boston Marathon
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON f AP) — Bill
Rodgers, one of the world's
foremost distance runners,
can mark down 1980 as a year
of both bitter disappointment
and personal triumph.
The 32-year-old former
school teacher trained months
in hopes of a shot at Olympic
Gold, but settled Monday for a
third consecutive, and fourth
since 1975, Boston Marathon
championship.
"I'd rather be in the Olympics than anything, but I don't
even know if I would have
made the team," Rodgers said
after becoming only the second runner ever to win the 26mile, 385-yard jaunt from
Hopkinton to Boston's Back
Bay three years in a row.

Controversy marked the
women's race as officials
feared a possible hoax. Rosie
Ruiz, a 26.year-old office
worker in New York, running
only her second Inarathon,
originally was declared the
winner in a course record of
2:31:56, breaking the mark of
2:35:15 set by Joan Benoit in
1979.
However, race director Will
Cloney said later there were
"grave doubts" that Ruiz had
run the entire course and officials would investigate in the
next few days. Ruiz later said
she was upset, claiming she
had run the route.
Rodgers, now a wealthy
sportswear tycoon in Boston,
trained during the winter in
Florida and Arizona to
prepare for the Summer

Olympic marathon in
Moscow. He sharply criticized
just about everyone for the
U.S. boycott of the Games.
However, he cooled his
temper in a hot sun, ran his
chief rivals into the pavement,
overcame cramps and won the
84th Boston marathon in 2
hours, 12 minutes, 11 seconds,
defeating Italy's Marco Marchei by about 500 yards. In the
70-degree weather, Rodgers'
course record of 2:09.27 last
year was not threatened.
-That was the toughest race
I've ever run in Boston,"
Rodgers said. "I was freaked
out. I was drying from
dehydration ) at the end. I ran
real hard to make my
breakaway
about the
halfway mark.
"My legs are real beat. It

was a struggle just to get
home. The crowd drove me.
My legs started to go with
eight miles left. It was pure
willpower then. On the hills I
gutted it out, getting cramps
the last six miles."
Even while hurting,
Rodgers was too much for the
starting field of 5,400, which
counted 3,663 men and 236
women among finishers in the
official clocking period of 3/
1
2
hours.
Marchei, making his first
visit to Boston, was runnerup
in 2:13.20, outduelling Ron
Tabb of Houston after both
had been put away by Rodgers
about the halfway mark. Tabb
was third in 2:14.48, followed
by another Boston newcomer,
Michael Koussis of Greece, in
2:16:03, and Paul Friedman of

Firestone's Genuine Risk May B-e
First Filly in Derby In 21 Years
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
For the first time in 21 years, a
filly may be running for the
roses May 3 at Churchill
Downs.
Genuine Risk owner Bert
Firestone indicated Monday
that he would make the filly
his third Kentucky Derby
starter in the last four years, a
Downs spokesman said.
Firestone, who owns Genuine Risk with his wife, "said
he's 90 percent certain that
she'll run in the Derby," said
Bill Rudy, director of Churchill Downs'public relations.
Genuine Risk finished third
in last Saturday's Wood
Memorial behind Plugged
Nickel and Colonel Moran.
Shortly after the race, trainer

LeRoy Jolley said she would
not come to Louisville — for
either the Derby or the Kentucky Oaks for fillies on May
2.
But Firestone was pleased
with Genuine Risk's performance in the Wood, said
Rudy, who spoke with the
owner by telephone.
"He said he was very pleased with the race, and said he
thought she deserved a chance
to run in the Derby," Rudy
said.
Rudy said Firestone felt
that Genuine Risk may have
been hindered in the Wood
when Plugged Nickle drifted
out in the homestretch. "But
he didn't think that Plugged
Nickle cost her the race,"

$1,000 Reword Offered
For Return Of UK Silver
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
An anonymous donor has offered a $1,000 reward through
the University of Kentucky
athletics department for information leading to the return of
13 silver basketball trophies.
"A thousand dollars ought to
help" in the trophies'
recovery, Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan said Monday.
"I think the people who got
them didn't realize what they
had done," he added. "Now
they're too hot to handle."
The stolen items included
four of the school's five NCAA
championship awards and the
1946 National Invitation Tournament championship trophy.

They were discovered missing from six glass trophy
cases in Memorial Coliseum
last week and were believed
taken Wednesday afternoon.
The only non-silver item
taken, a basketball from the
1958 NCAA championship
game, later was found inside
the coliseum.
Tom Padgett, director of
public safety at the university,
said two detectives were spending most of their time on the
case, but had no firm4eads
Monday.
University police estimated
the trophies' value at between
$2,500 and $4,000. The items
reportedly were not insured.

Rudy added.
It is not certain when Genuine Risk will arrive at the
Downs.
Undefeated in six starts
before the Wood, Genuine
Risk would be the 31st filly to
run in the Derby and the first
since 1959. Only one filly,
Regret, has won — in 1915.
One has finished second, Lady
Navaree in 1906, and five have
come in third.
The Firestones' earlier Derby entries were Honest
Pleasure, second to Bold

New Brunswick, N.J., in
2:16:46.
After charging into the lead,
Rodgers ran almost a solo
race. However, less than one
mile from the finish he came
to a near stop eluding one
horse that had bolted, and
veered around a second.

Lanning Runs
Race In 3:27:23
Murray State's Dr. Adam
Lanning called this morning to
say he had finished the race in
a time of 3:27:23, which was
about number 3,000 in a field
of 5,500.
really feel great today,"
Lanning said. "It was very hot
so I went for survival. I
started out slowly on purpose.
It was fun so I wanted to just
enjoy the experience rather
than a big finish.
"I was not hurting too badly
at the end except for aching
feet. I did not have any
cramps. I passed hundreds in
the last few miles."

Forbes in 1976, and General
Assembly, second to Spectacular Bid last year..
Five Derby prospects
already have arrived at Churchill Downs — Withholding,
Execution's Reason, Jaklin
Klugman, Tonka Wakhan and
Murray High 7, Union City 4
Sun Catcher.
Singles Results — Candy
Three of them
— Jackson def. Jan Adams 8-3;
Withholding, Execution's Kathy Outland def. Jan
Reason and Jacklin Klugman ,Wright 8-2; Carol Dick def.
— are expected to run in the Emily Faulk 8-3; Starr Jones
one-mile Stepping Stone Purse def. Shelly Steel 8-6; Catherine
on Saturday, the Downs' open- Dick lost to Tammy Denaburg
ing day.
8-5; Jennie Smith lost to
Allison Hobbs 8-4; Bub Stout
lost to Lee Ann Hobbs 8-5;
Kathy Walston lost to Nell
Wehman 8-1.
Jackson-Outland
def.
Adams-Wright 8-1; Carol
by
sponsored
The election,
Dick-Jones def. FaulkGillette, has attracted more Dena burg 8-3; Catherine Dickthan 12 million votes in each of Smith def. Steel-Hobbs 8-6.
the last three seasons and a
total of 71,397,372 since the
balloting was returned to the
fans in 1970.
Carew, who has led the vote
for the last three seasons, now
has received 22,858,453 votes,
just ahead of Bench's
Murray High 172, Christian
21,130,097. Carew also holds Co.252
the single season ballot record
Murray (172) — Velvet
with 4,292,740 in 1977. That was Jones 38, Jo Beth Oakley 45,
the same year when a record Christine Spann 41, Connie
12,562,476 votes were cast.
Spann VI, Lisa Clees 51, Wege
The 1980 ballot has three Rushing 54.
clubs — Boston, California
and Philadelphia — with eight
Murray Boys Golf Results
candidates • each. Eight other
Team Scores — Paducah St.
teams — Baltimore, Pitt- Mary 160, Murray 168,
sburgh, Cincinnati, Kansas Ci- Reidland 175.
ty, Milwaukee, the New York
Murray (168) — Bob BillYankees, Los Angeles and St. tagtoa 41, George Bell 42,
Louis - each has seven Treat Jones 42, Mark Erwin
nominees.
43.

Murray Girls
Tennis Score

Carew Heads Group Of
8 For 11th Straight Year
NEW YORK (AP) — Rod
Carew of the California
Angels, the alltime leading
vote-getter, heads a group of
eight players who continue an
impressiye string by appearing on the All Star Game ballot
for the 11th consecutive year.
Besides Carew, the All Star
perennials are Johnny Bench,
Bobby Bonds, Reggie
Jackson, Pete Rose, Reggie
Smith, Willie Stargell and Carl
Yastrzemski.
The ballot, announced Monday by Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, contains 144 players —
nine at each position infield
position and catcher plus 27
outfielders in each league.
Farts across the United States
and Canada will vote from
May 9 through June 25, electing the starting lineups for
the All Star Game scheduled
for July 8 at Los Angeles.

Murray High
Golf Scores

teams that won the 1976 National Invitation Tournament
and the 1978 NCAA title before
being named cocaptain of the
197,6-79 squad.
He said he began thinking
about moving to Western "as
soon as Coach Keady left."
"I talked to Clem through
the year and stayed in contact
with him a lot," Casey said. "I
a lot working
Rumors that Casey would felt like I learned
make the move began nearly under Coach Hall. I feel like I
as soon as Gene Keady resign- can take this with me, put it
ed as coach of the Hilltoppers with what Clem knows and we
to take the head coaching job can try and build something.
"It's a big opportunity for
at Purdue. As expected,
Keady was replaced by assis- me,as much as I hate to leave
tant coach Clem Haskins, a Lexington."
Casey said he signed a conformer Western Kentucky AllAmerican who has been close 'tract Monday and would begin
his new duties May 9. He said
to Casey.
they will include recruiting
-Coming to Western is like and administration of a weight
coming home," Casey said in program patterned after that
a telephone interview late of Hall.
Monday from Kentucky Dam
Casey acknowledged he
Village. "It's a chance to work could have problems
with a guy I idolized as a recruiting against Hall and
youngster. He's a first-class the other Kentucky assistants.
man and that means a lot."
"I haven't been around the
Casey, a Union County Kentucky program for
native, was a four-year letter- nothing," he said. "I know
man under Kentucky Coach there's no way you can steal
Joe B. Hall. He played on (a recruit) away if Coach Hall
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Dwane Casey, a former co-,
captain and graduate assistant basketball coach at the
University of Kentucky, has
ended more. than a week of
speculation by signing as an
assistant coach at Western
Kentucky University.

and (assistant) Coach
( Leonard) Hamilton want
him. But we'll probably
recruit some of the same
players and they (Hall and
Hamilton) are professional
enough to know we've got a
job to do."
The job should be easier, he
said, because of contacts
Haskins developed in his long
professional playing career.
Those contacts helped two
years ego with the signing of
Billy Bryant, a former
Maryland star who was
steered toward Bowling Green
by some of Haskins'friends on
the Washington Bullets.
"Hopefully, we can have the
same effect on some of the
Lexington players," Casey
said.
He added, however, the
Hilltoppers might have to settie for second best at times
because of the sway held in the
statebyHall.
"My recruitment was a
prime example of it," he said.
"Western and Murray State
recruited me, but then Coach
Hall came along and that was
it. I know the effects when
Kentucky recruits a kid."

Horner Dropped To Minors By Braves
ATLANTA (AP) — Bob
Horner, the Atlanta Braves
slugger who left a college
campus to become the National League's Rookie of the
Year two seasons ago, made
the All Star ballot Monday —
then was demoted to the
minors.
"Bobby Cox called me and
told me and if you think the
shock's worn off, you're completely wrong,•• Horner told
The Associated Press Monday
night after it was learned the
Braves' third baseman had
been optioned to the club's
Class AAA farm at Richmond.
"This is incredible," said
Homer. "It's beyond incredible. It's something words
can't describe, really."
Al Thornwell, the Braves'
executive vice president who
confirmed the move, said,
"He was stunned, but on
reflection, he shouldn't have
been. All he has to do is read
his stats."
Horner, hailed as one of
baseball's best young hitters
following two excellent
seasons, was mired in a 14or32 slump. He had only two
singles in 34 trips, an .060
average, and failed to drive in
a run as the Braves opened
with a dismal 1-9 record. He
also had committed six errors
in nine games, and saw action
only as a pinch hitter Sunday
against Cincinnati after being
benched by Manager Cox at
the suggestion of owner Ted
Turner.
"He has 72 hours in which to
report, but I hope he would
report right away, in time for
tomorrow night's ball game,"
Thornwell said. "I hope he'll

be back within the next couple
of weeks. Just as soon as he
can regain his confidence, I
hope he'll be back."
Horner, the nation's No. 1
pick in baseball's 1978 summer draft, joined the Braves
in June that year after being
named college baseball's
Player of the Year at Arizona
State. He never played a day
in the minors, seeing action in
89 games and earning the NL's
Rookie of the Year award
when he batted .266 with 23
home runs and 63 RBI.
Despite a bitter contract
dispute with Turner that kept
Horner out of spring training
in 1979, the 22-year-old slugger
was even more impressive his
sophomore season. He smashed 33 homers, had 98 RBI in
121 games and had a .314 batting average, fifth best in the
league.
"OK, I've had 10 bad
games," Horner said. "I've

had 210 pretty excellent
games for those people. If 10
games in my career determines whether I'm going to
stay on the major league team
or not, I can't fathom that."
Turner reportedly gave the
Braves a tongue-lashing in a
closed-door meeting following
Sunday's 5-3 loss to the Reds,
but Horner said the owner did
not single him out.

Childress Is
1st In Discus
An error was made in the
cutline under Calloway County discus thrower Ron
Childress's picture yesterday.
Childress should have been
referred to as the winner in
the discus competition with a
throw of 143 feet and second in
the shot put with a 44-9 toss.
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Major League Baseball Roundup

MOS

Foster Tags Fourth Home Run Of Year To Lift Cincinnati Past Houston In National League West
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
No park can hold strongman
George Foster — not even the
Houston Astrodome.
Playing in one of baseball's
toughest stadiums for the long
ball Monday night, the Cincinnati slugger muscled a pitch
into the left field bleachers to
help the Reds beat the
Houston Astros 6-5.

'I'm different from a lot of San Francisco 4-3; Pittsburgh
people," said Foster after his whipped Montreal 7-1 and the
towering shot in the windless New York Mets blanked
park "When I get hold of the Philadelphia 3-0.
ball, it's going out.
The Reds led 6-1 in the sixth
The home run was the fourth
inning before putting down a
of the young season for Foster,
pair of late-inning rallies by
who has hit more home runs
the Astros, who scored two
(155) during the last four
runs apiece in the sixth and
years than any other player in
seventh.
the majors.
Elsewhere in the National
Dodgers 4,Giants 3
League, Los Angeles edged
Reggie Smith and Ron Cey

hit two-run homers in the first
inning and Smith contributed
a key defensive play in the
seventh to lead Los Angeles
past San Francisco behind the
combined seven-hit pitching of
Burt Hooton and Steve Howe.
Hooton left the game after
seven innings when his arm
tightened, and Howe was
greeted by Darrell Evans'
base hit. Evans was sacrificed
to second, and Larry Herndon

stroked a base hit to right, but
Smith's throw to the plate
prevented Evans from scoring
the tying run, and Evans was
cut down at second.

with a sacrifice fly in the second inning and the Pirates
broke open the game in the
sixth with three runs, one of
them doubled home by Lacy.

Pirates 7, Expos*
John Candelaria pitched a
six-hitter and Dave Parker
and Lee Lacy each knocked in
two runs to lead Pittsburgh
past Montreal. Candelana
drove in Pittsburgh's first run

The Pirates extended their
lead to 7-0 with three runs in
the seventh on Parker's tworun triple and Lacy's RBI
single.
Meta 3, Phlllies 0
Ray Burns and Neil Allen

combined on a five-hitter, and
Joel Youngblood and Frank
Taveras drove in key runs as
New York beat Philadelphia.
The Mets continued to trouble
Steve Carlton. They now hold
a 26-23 career edge over the
southpaw, one of baseball's
top pitchers. It was Carlton's
first loss this season after two
victories.
New York took a 1-0 lead in

the fourth-when John Stearns
opened with a single, took second on an infield out and
scored on Youngblood's
single. The Mets made it 2-0 in
the fifth on Taveras' RBR
single.
Burns, 2-1, allowed four
hits, struck out four and walked five in 71-3 innings before
needing Allen's relief help

Thomas Uses Different Ending With Home Run As Brewers Beat Indians In American League East

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
pitch from reliever Victor
Al'Sports Writer
Cruz to start the 11th.
The book says you bunt the
Up stepped Thomas, the
winning run to third base with American League's 1979 home
one out in the bottom of the run king. Thomas squared
11th inning. Gorman Thomas arciund to bunt but Cruz'
has read the book, but he delivery sailed over his head
prefers a different ending.
and back to the screen, with
Thanks to a game-tying Brouhard advancing to second
pinch single in the bottom of on the wild pitch.
the ninth by Milwaukee's Cecil
"That took off the bunt,"
Cooper, the Brewers and Thomas said. "I was going to
Cleveland Indians were in take one swing and, if nothing
overtime when Mark happened, I was going to bunt
Brouhard was nicked by a on the Something on my own
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Lakers Ready To
Move Into Action
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LOS ANGELES(API — Los
Angeles Laker Coach..Panl
Westhead says "it's show up
and play time," as his team
begins it's Western Conference championship series
tonight against the defending
National Basketball Association champion Seattle SuperSonics.
"You have to put your words
into action now," said
Westhead. "And I think our
guys are rested, and eager
and anxious to find out what
it's like to play the champs.
"The Seattle SuperSonics
are the best in basketball until
someone knocks them out of
the playoffs. They are still the
status quo."
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Boston,6ers
Not Running
As Much
As Expected
BOSTON (AP) — For two
teams that live by the running
game, the Boston Celtics and
Philadelphia 76ers have done
very little running in the first
two games of their National
Basketball Association playoff
series.
The 76ers won the opener 9693, the Celtics took the second
game 96-90 — both extremely
low scores for teams with
high-powered offenses. The
third game of the best-ofseven Eastern Conference set
will be played Wednesday
night in Philadelphia.
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Babe Ruth
Tryouts
The Junior Babe Ruth
League tryouts and registration for ages 13,14 and 15 will
be held at the Pony League
field in the new park Thursday
and Friday this week at 5 p.m.
each day.
All players must try out
regardless of age or previous
experience.
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See your copier
serviceman
often?

Maybe Ts time to see the new
--and very reliable-A 8 Dick
990 plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the ' most
wanted" features fa machines
costing 50% more-including
the versatility to make 11'
copies copy both sides and
use most any kind of paper in
cluding overhead transpires
cies and labels

Call us today.

1.16 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

The opening game of the
best-of-seven series will be the
Lakers first in a week since,
after a first-round bye, they
wrapped up their series
against Phoenix in five games
Tuesday night.
The Sonics could, however,
be suffering from battle
fatigue as they open play in
the Lakers' Forum.
Seattle was extended to the
limit in winning playoff series
over Portland and Milwaukee.
The Sonics had to come back
from a 3-2 games deficit
against the Bucks, winning the
series with a hard-fought 98-94
victory Sunday, thus they will
have just one day's rest before
meeting the Lakers.
The series winner will face
the
winner
of
the
Philadelphia-Boston Eastern
Conference series, currently
tied 1-1, for the NBA crown.

to get the runner to third
Ix se."
Something
happenerI,..Thomas' third home run
of the season, giving the
Brewers a 7-5 victory.
Elsewhere, Oakland
defeated Seattle 4-2, Texas
shaded Detroit 3-2, the New
York
Yankees nipped
Baltimore 3-2, Boston edged
the Chicago White Sox 9-8 and
Toronto whipped Kansas City
7-1. California and Minnesota
were not scheduled.
A's 4, Mariners 2
Pinch hitter Jeff Newman's
be-breaking two-run double in
the ninth inning lifted the
streaking A's to their seventh
consecutive victory. Newman
doubled off reliever Dave
Heaverlo, who was sold to

Seattle by Oakland just before
the start of the season.
Heaverlo had replaced Shane
Hawley after a pair of two-out
hits. The Mariners went ahead
2-1 in the third on Leon
Roberts' two-run homer. The
A's tied it in the eighth on
Dave Revering's homer.
Rangers 3, Tigers 2
Jon Matlack continued battling back from elbow surgery
with his third straight strong
pitching effort and Jim Sundberg., smashed his second
home run of the year. Matlack
allowed six hits, struck out
eight, walked two and retired
19 of the last 22 batters he faced before Sparky Lyle got
Lynn Jones to hit into a gameending double play with the
bases loaded after walking

Lakers-Dtop Fifth To Marshals, 12-9
In a game that had 20 hits
and 13 errors, Calloway
County's season record slipped to 4-5 with a 12-9 loss to the
Marshall County Marshals
Monday afternoon.
The hosting Marshals used
four Laker first inning errors
to score six unearned runs and
and open'6-2 lead.
Calloway battled back adding two runs in the second
and moved ahead with five in
the third to lead 9-6.
The Lakers held the Marshall County scoreless through
four innings of play but the
hosting Marshalls exploded

for six runs in the home half of
sixth to take three run edge at
12-9.
The winning pitcher for the
Marshalls was Clapp, who
came in in relief of Eaton in
the fourth after the Lakers
had pounded the starter for
nine runs in three innings.
In his first apperance,
Laker junior pitcher Jimmy
Bryum took the loss for
Calloway.
The Lakers will try to even
their record today when they
go on the road to face Trigg
County in a 4:00 p.m. contest.
Calloway will face Murray
High Wednesday at Murray.

Dave Stegnian to force m a
run.
Yankees 3, Orioles
Ruppert Jones singled home
Rick Cerone with two out in
the bottom of the eighth while
Tommy John held Baltimore
to three hits before needing
lastout relief from Rich

Gossage. Graig Nettles' first
home run of the season gave
the Yankees a 1-0 lead in the
third inning off Mike
Flanagan.
Red Sox 9, White Sox 8
Dwight Evans doubled
home the winning run to cap a

three-run rally in the bottom
of the eighth inning against
Randy Scarbery. Jack
Brohamer drove in the first
two runs of the inning with a
game-tying single. Rick
Burleson, Jim Rice and
Carlton Fisk hom,ered for
Boston while Wayne Nor-

dhagen and Harold Baines
connected for Chicago
Blue Jays'7, Royals 1
Dave Stieb hurled a fivehitter and blanked Kansas CIty until Pete LaCock's RBI
double with two out in the ninUs.

Reds May Clinch Division Title By July 4
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The Cincinnati Reds have
shot out of baseball's starting
gate like a rocket headed for
the moon and, if the searing
pace continues, they may
have the National League
West title wrapped up by July
4.
Practically speaking, that is
stretching credulity a bit far,
but make no mistake about it
— the Reds are blast hot, looking like a team aiming at
regaining the pedestal which
their predecessors occupied in
the mid-I970s.
They're not accidents.
They've got a whole passel of
young pitchers — strong, confident, capable, full of spit and
vinegar. They have enough
veterans — Johnny Bench,
Ken Griffey, George Foster,
David Concepcion, Tom
Seaver — to keep the kids'

heads screwed on straight.
Their manager, John
McNamara, is low-key, softspoken, a firm disciplinarian
with a feathery touch. He
maintains order without
sacrificing respect.
Going into Monday's game
against the Astros in
Houston's Astrodome, the
Reds had won 10 of their first
11 games, the first eight in_a_
row, and were doing it without
mirrors. They were playing
solid baseball.
"It's a fun team," said
McNamara, speaking by
telephone from his Houston
hotel suite. "They laugh, they
joke, they' horse around.
They're not loud and raucous.
They're just loose and freespirited.
"Besides having a lot of
talent, they enjoy the game.
And they play it hard. They
don't think they can be
beaten."

The skipper's sentiments
were echoed by Johnny Bench, the All-Star catcher who
has been the bellwether of the
club for more than a decade.
Bench said much of the
credit for the Reds' fast start
must go to the young pitching
staff — particularly Frank
Pastore, 22; Mike Laross, 23;
Charlie Leibranctt, 23, Mma
'TernIluITEV2V—
"Pastore and LaCoss pitched shutouts in our two opening
games and each already has
won twice," the 32-year-old
receiver said. "Leibrandt pitched a shutout against Atlanta
in the fourth game. I don't
remember ever having this
many shutouts so early in the
year. Not until July anyhow.
These kids are terrific."
The quick success of the
Reds has confounded critics
who tolled the knell of doom
after Cincinnati's restruc-

tured management steadastly
refused to enter into the free
agent draft in 1976, fired the
most successul manager in
the team's history, and began
dismantling a club that had
won five division crowns, four
pennants and two World
Series in the space of seven
years, starting in 1870.
They traded Tony' Perez a
leader, to Montreal-.
They fired Anderson, the most.
successful manager in the
Club's history, at the end of the -1978 season. They let Pete
Rose get away to Philadelphia
and, prior to this season, lost
Joe Morgan to Houston in the
free agent draft.
Bench said the loss of such
stars as Perez, Rose and
Morgan turned attention to
players previously slighted,
stalwarts such as George
Foster, Ken Griffey, Dan
Driessen and Dave Concepcion.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major League Baseball At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
Boston
6
4
AM
Milwaukee
5
4
.556
),
Toronto
5
4
.556
4
Battu-ewe
5
6
as 14
New York
5
6
.455
P-7
Cleveland
2
7
=
iN
Detrat
2
9
.182
44
WE3T
Oekhind
9
3
.750
Texas
8
3
.727
,
4
CNcago
7
4
.636
14
SeatUe
7
6
.S.13
Kansas City
5
6
455
Minnesota
5
7
417
4
California
4
6
403
4
Moodity's Genies
Boston 9, Champ 8
Milwaukee 7, Cleveland 5, 11 inungs
New York 3, Baltimore 2
Texas 3, Detroit 2
Toronto 7, Kansas CIO 1
Oaldand 4, Seattle 2
Only games stheduled

Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Bums 1-0; at Bunn ;Torre
0.1
California (Frost 2-01 at Mnnesota
;Lain 1-1)
Cleveland Barker 1-0( at Mhvaukee
; Cakhvell 101, in]
Baltuncre McGregor 041 at New York
iGnffin 0-1(, rni
Detroit Raceme 41; at Texas ;Jerkin
141, rni
Toronto Neaten 1-0i at Karma CIO
SiliUcsfft'0i. n(
(addend (Kingrnin 1-li at Seattle ( Hoe
eyoutt 20r, in,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Prt GB
7
3
Pittaburgh
.700
Chicago
5
3
.625
1
Montreal
4
5
.444
24
Philadelphia
4
5
444
New York
4
6
.40:1
3
St lAXIS
4
6
en 3

WEST
Clnannati
11
1
917
Houston
7
4
.636
San Diego
6
5
.545
las Angeles
5
7
417
6
San Franasm
4
8
_333
Atlanta
9
Mosamys fames
Pittsbargh 7, Montreal 1
New Yak 3. Philadelphia 0
Cincinnati 6, Houston 5
Lou Angeles 1, San Freesia; 3
Only garnes scheduled
Tuesdey's Games
Pittsburgh ( Bibby 1-0 at Montreal
(Sanderson 1.0i
St. lams ( B. Forsch 0.1; at Chicago
Larrip 24,
New York rtiaisman 01; at Philadelphia (Ruttiven 1-11. in,
San Diego rCiats 1-1) at Atlanta dr'
N11)43i,
Ungava= (Pastore 20; at Houston
Ryan. eel, Inc
San Francisco (Knepper 1-1; at Lou Angeles (Salon 0-0). in,

Major League Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING i15 at bats I( Buckner.
Chicago, .471; Cromartie. Montreal.
.457; Reitz, St.Loms, .441; R.Srroth, Los
Angeles,.435; Kingman, Chicago,.387
RUMS: Concepcion, Cincinnati, It.
Cinciruiati, 11; J. Cruz, Houston,
11; Lew, Lou Angeles, It; Fob, Pittsburgh, 10.
RBI: Kingrruut Chicago, 13; Winfield,
San Diego, 12; Foster, Cincinnati, 11;
Coy. Loa Angeles, 11; Sited With 10.
HITS: 12.Srlath, Loa Angeles, 20;
Buckner, Chicago, 16; Cromarte, Montreal, 16; Calvet Houston, 16; Parker,
Pittsburgh. 15; Reitz, St.Laus. IS.
Baker, Los Angeles, 15; Law, Los

Angeles, 15
DOUBLES: Stearns. New York, 6;
McBride. Philadelphia, 5; Baker, Lou
Angeles, 5; Parrish, Montreal, 4;
Templeton,Si.Lows,4, Concepcion. Cincinnati, 4; Knight, Cincinnati, 4.
TRIPLES, McBnde, Philadelphia, 2;
K.Hernandez. St Louts, 2, Bonds,
St.Lows, 2; Knight. CincinnatC2,
fey, Cincinnati, 2; Law, Los Angeles, 2;
May,San Francisco, 2.
HOME RUNS: Kingman, Chicago, 5.
Foster. Cincinnati, 4; Martin. Chicago,
3; Cromartie, Montreal, 3. Luzinski,
Philadelphia, 3.
STOLEN BASES
Moreno, Pittsburgh,6, Law, Lou Angeles,6, LeFlore,

Sports In Brief
TRACK AND FIELD
BOSTON ( AP( - Reordholder Bill
Rodgers took the lead at the half way
mark en route to his third straight and
fourth overall Bostoe Marathon
Rodgers finished in two hours. 12
minutes and 11 seconds, well off his
record of last year, which was 2 09.27
Mario Marrahei of Italy was second in
2.13.20 and Houston's Ron Tabb at
2 1440
Rome Ruiz.• New York office worker,
who claimed to have run in only one
previous marathon, was declared the
record-setting winner in the women's
diviaion of the race. Suspicion later
arose regarding tier credibility but Run
tearfully denied she cheated and said
she was upset at the suggestions being
made
TENNIS
LAS VEGAS, Nev
AP - Vitas
Gerulaltia. Harold Solomon and Ivan
Lend/ won their opening matches in the
firstround of • 1300,000 men's Grand
Prix of Tennis event
The third-seeded Gerulaitis downed
Adnano Panetta of Italy 8-2, 6-4.
Solomon defeated John Alexander 6-3; 44, 74, and Lentil of Czechoslovakia topped South African Kevin Curran 74, 34.
0-2
OLYMPICS
NEW YORK iAP) - A number of
amateur athletes have derided to file a
suit against the United Stares Olympic
Committee, protesting the USOC tied.
slits to boycott the 1010 Summer Games
at Moerow
The American Civil liberties Union
said Monday It would hold a news conference to present details of the action,
which will be flied in federal court in the
District of Columbia
Among the

athletes taking part in the action, according to the ACLU. is Anita DeFrantz. a
bronze medal rower.
The US(X' House of Delegates announced earlier this month that the
Uruted States would not send a team to
Mcerow in protest over the Soviet
Union's move into Afghanistan President Carter had requested the
withdrawal of the American team from
the Games
GOLF
PINEHURST, N.C. 1 AP - The late
Lesson Little, one of the game's great
match players, and England's Henry
Cotton, • three-Gino winner of the
British Opev. have been elected to tlw
World Golf Ball of Fame by a panel
representing the Golf Writers Aaniciaton of America
little of Pebble Beach. Calif captured both the U S and British Amateur
Championetups, both match play events,
two years noshing in 1934 and 1935 Cotton, still an active golfer although 73
years old, won the British Open in 1934.
1937 and 1944
BASEBALL
NEW YORK rAP) -- Outfielder
George Hendrick of the St Louis Car.
trials was named Player of the Week In
the National league, the league =id
Hendrick betted 440 for the week with
11 hita in lhatteds,Petah*one double,
one triple and one home run He drove in
nine runs,ail of them in one game
NEW YORK APi
Bruce Borhte of
U'. Seattle Manner,, who hit 423 last
week, was named American League
Player of the Week
Bootle was 114or-36 with 22 total
besf11, three doubles, • triple and two
home runs He scored geven runs and
drove in viz

Montreal, 4; Collins, Cincinnati, 4:
Morgan, Hasten,
Cedeno, Houston.
4, 0.Smith, San Diego, 4, North. San
Francisco, 4.
PITCHING 2 Decisionsi, LoCoss,
Cincinnati, 2.0, 1.000, 2.61; Lamp,
Chicago, 2-0, 1.000, 2.57: Sosa, Montreal,
2-0. 1.000. 0.00; Jackson, Pittsburgh, 2-0,
tint, 24.5. Rooker, Pittsburgh. 24.
1440, 079. Pastore, Cincinnati, 24,
1 000,0.50: Tomlin. Cincinnati, 24,1150.
10.80: Forsch, Houston,2-0,1 000.3 29
STRIKEOUTS Richard, Houston. 32;
Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 19; Montefsco.
Francisco, 17;
San
Carlton.
Phtlarielphia, 16; Vucitoyich, St.l.ouis.
13; J.Niekro, Houston, 13, Blue. San
Francisco, 13; Knepper, San Francisco.
13.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BAITING 125 at total . Staub. Texas,
444. Sundberg, Texas, 440; Bochte,
Seattle, .432; Trammell. Detroit, .400;
1..Johnson, Chicago..393
RUNS. Mirphy, Oakland, 10. Bochte,
Seattle, 10; Oliver. Texas, 10, 7 Tied
With 9.
RBI: Gamble, New York, 12.
1-Johnson, Chicago, 12; Smalley, Minnesota, It, Murray, Baltimore, 10: Lerz(rano Milwaukee, 10; LaCock. Kansas
City, 10. Revering. Oakland, 10, B.Bell.
Texas, 10.
HITS Bochte, Seattle, to, L Johnson.
Chicago, 17, Meyer. Seattle, 16; Rivers,
Texas, 16, Watson, New York, 15
DOUBLES Yount. Milwaukee, 5;
D_Garrui, Toronto, 5; Oliver, Texas, 5;
10 Tied With 4
TRIPLES. Powell. Minnesota. 3.
Wilson, Kansas City, 2; Canino, Minnesota, 2; Henderson, Oakland. 2; 31
Tied With 1.
HOME RUNS Singleton, Baltimore,
4; Smalley, Minnesota, 4; Letcano,
Milwahkee, 3. Thomas, Milwaukee, 3;
Mayberry. Toronto, 3, Ruch, California.
3; 1..Johnson, Chicago, 3; L.Roterts,
Seattle, 3.
STOLEN BASES WiLson, Kansas City,6. Henderson, Oakland. 5; Wills, Texas,5; J.Cruz,Seattle, 4; 6 Tied With 3
PITCHING 12 Decisions) Keough.
Oakland. 14, I NI 11.117
Palmer;
Baltimore, 2-0, 1 KO. 2_57; John, New
York, 3-0, 1 000. EN; Stitt Toronto, 2-0,
1 000, 1 50. Frost California, 3-0. 1 MO,
147.Worthem, Chicago, 14. 1 NC 0 00,
Corbett Minnesota, 3-0, 1 000.015, Norris, Oakland,3-0,1 000.0 52
STRIKEOUTS Redfern, Minnesota,
It, Matlack. Times, 17; Guidry, New
York, 11, Keough, Oakland, IS; Norris
Oakland, 14, Ranniater, Seattle. 14
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Husband Forces
Split Decision
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been mamed for 14 months and a
problem came up that has me completely baffled
Last night my husband told me that I had to make a
choice between him and Nan, my girlfriend. Abby, Nan has
been my best friend all through school. She stood up for me
at my wedding, and I stood up for her at hers. We are as
close as sisters, and I can't see ending our friendship just
because my husband doesn't like her.
He refuses to give me any reasons. Me just says it's either
him 9r Nan.
Knowing that my husband didn't especially care for Nan,
I've never asked him to socialize with Nan and her husband
in the evenings. I see Nan only during the day when my
husband is at work.
So what is your advice? Don't suggest talking to him. I
have, and he walks out of the room.
BAFFLED
DEAR BAFFLED: I don't know how old your
husband is, but he has a lot of growing up to do. Tell
him that unless he gives you a better reason for
insisting that you end your friendship with Nan, you
intend to continue it. And if he would actually
terminate your marriage on such flimsy grounds,
either he is looking for an excuse to do so, or
something is wrong with him.
DEAR ABBY: I am a recently widowed younger woman
who is in the process of moving to another town due to a job
transfer. One of my best friends (female) is also a part-time
realtor. When I put my house on the market, I told her that I
wat-going-tO list my hOuge Orith7d - realtor I didn't know
personally because my late husband told me never to mix
business and friendship and I wholeheartedly agree.
I made it very clear to her that it was no reflectltin on her
ability as a realtor, and I hoped it wouldn't affect our
friendship.
Well, was I ever wrong! This woman who had been my
friend for years suddenly wants nothing more to do with me.
She avoids me, and when I call her she's always too busy to
talk to'me. When I run into her, she barely says hello and
rushes away. I feel terrible about this. How can I patch
things up?
HURT

efferclent

0ZrkiAs
FUN-SIZE CANDIES
1 88
Treat your family to this assortment of Snickers, 3 Musketeers or
Milky Way fun-size candy,bars.

PREFERENCE
YARN

DENTURE
TABLETS-40's

211"

11 H.P.
MOWER
73300

efferdent
EXTRA STRENGTH

1 00

31/2-02. Orlon yarn in a large assortment of colors.
NO RAINCHECKS
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4
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/
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DEAR HURT: I doubt if you can, and judging from
the way your friend (?) reacted, a friendship that
fragile isn't worth patching.
DEAR ABBY: My 22-year-old daughter, who has led a
sheltered life, wants to marry a 36-year-old man who told
her that he's had so many women in his life he can't count
them. He says he's ready to settle down now and become a
respectable family man.
Abby, I say you can't change the spots on a leopard —
that this ladies' man is too used to playing the field to ever
settle down. I think he's a poor risk.
Our daughter disagrees. She says he has all the playing
around out of his system now, and will make a true and
faithful husband. What do you say?
FRANNY'S DAD
DEAR DAD:I say he could be a poorer risk if he just
came out of a monastery. There is no way to predict a
man's fidelity. Men are like snowflakes: Each one is
different. (And that goes for women, too.)

6-0Z. M8SSellgill,

DISPOSABLE
DOUCHE

2 78('

297

FOR

Works to control your appetite so
you can lose weight.

GIRLS

MISSY KNIT TOPS

KNEE HI's

00

PRS.
FOR
Choose from this assortment of
socks in many styles and colors.

87
'J

BEG.
7.33

Lovely summer knit
tops in a wide variety of
styles. Sizes Small, Medium and Large.
NO RAINCHECKS

(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box
69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90089. Please enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

THE ACES'

NORTH

--

It takes patience to collect all of one's tricks in the
defense of today's sacrifice
game_ Playing the 1979
World
Championship
against Brazil. former Aces
Eddie Kantar and Bill
Eisenberg defended carefully to extract a maximum
.
penalty.
The sacrifice bid of four
spades was made by both
teams, but the Brazilians
failed to double in an
unclear, fast moving
auction.
With the Brazilians on
defense. West started with
three rounds of clubs -- a
lack of patience that should
have cost him a trick.
Instead of rutting. dummy
threw a heart and East
ruffed for a winner However, later the American
declarer misguessed in
diamonds, leading low to the
queen and low to his 10 and
the defenders took two diamond tricks plus one in
hearts to beat the game
three tricks.
With Kantar on lead, he
also cashed two high clubs.
But instead of leading a
third round to allow dummy
to discard a heart. Kantar
first played his king and
queen of hearts.
After that, a third round
of clubs was led and Easti
got his overruff That made
five tricks for the defense
Eventually they scored one
more diamond and the sac-11 rice - -*lent - -doom t rts,
tricks and 500 points for the
East-West
- Note that the vulnerable
game is on for East-West
and that the sacrifice is a
reasonable bid The large
gain for the United States
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COMBINATION

REGENCY

WHEELBARROW

BADMINTON & VOLLEBALL

CHAMPIONSHIP 3-WAY

BASKETBALL GOAL
AND NET SET

SET

PITCH BACK

Reg. $24.88

97

9

1 97
Your little builder will love this colorful, sturdy plastic wheelbarrow.

REG. 13.97
Complete set up for badminton or
volleyball for loads of Summer
fun.
NO RAINCHECKS

712.88
REG.
9
9
3-way action for batting alone or
pitching practice.
NO RAINCHECKS

0
0
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Opening lead King of duly,
came with the double.
backed up with a patient
and accurate defense.
Bid with Corn
South holds
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"COALMINER'S DAUGHTER"

"AMERICAN GIGOLO"

SOUNDTRACK

SOUNDTRACK

•LP SOUNDTRACK
•8 TRACK—SOUNDTRACK
•CASSETTE—SOUNDTRACK

•LP SOUNDTRACK
•CASSETTE—SOUNDTRACK
•8 TRACK—SOUNDTRACK

08521

North
1•
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ANSWER: Three hearts
Cannot be a suit since South
would have rebid one heart
rather 4han two clubs Shows
heart stoppers in case partner
might want to try three no
trump
111,41, n
,
AC,
Nrod Orolge (11/4
'Ii Hot 113113 rk‘llas Texas 75225.
oell-addrnevel stamped

Ps. rook,

metope

YOUR CHOICE:

E=4

496
753-8777

YOUR CHOICE:

BATH TISSUE
HI-DRI

4-ROLL PACK

PAPER
TOWELS

00
3/1
496

Bel Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
Equal Opportunity Employer-Limit Rights Reserved

2/1"
Stock up now at this faitastic low
price!

Murray, Ky.
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Contest Poster Winner Is 'Conserve Land For People, Animals'
OWENTON, Ky. — Land
should be conserved "for people and for animals" a poster
drawn by an Owen County
youngster proclaims.
-That says it all," Jackie
Swigart, secretary of the state
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental

Protection, told a group of
more than 100 agriculturally
oriented people at a meeting
Friday in Owenton The Owen
County Conservation District
met to present awards to second grade through high
school students who participated in the annual conservation essay and poster

contest
Swigart praised the C011servation essay and poster
contest for "bringing young
people together with us older
folks." She thanked parents
and teachers for answering
questions and helping the
students with their projects

"All of us are here on this
Earthiest a very, very brief
time," she said. -It's very
comforting to know that I can
leave this world behind to
some young folks like these,
and I'm sure all you parents
and friends can share that
same feeling."

Suzette S. Guinn Appointed
Superintendent Of Institute
Dr. Luis M. Morton Jr.,
chancellor of the Central
Texas College System, has announced the appointment of
Suzzette S. Guinn as
superintendent of American
Preparatory Institute.
"Ms. Guinn replaces Sam
Bass, who becomes executive
dean for military related programs," said Dr. Morton.
"Ms. Guinn's past experience
as director of training at
provides a solid foundation for her new role as
superintendent."
Ms. Guinn arrived at
American Preparatory Institute in 1974 and taught
reading courses for military'
personnel. She has developed
competency-based reading
courses and has supervised
new teachers in curriculum
procedures.
"In addition to planning,
designing, irrfpieMPntrng,- and
administering training programs, Ms. Guinn brings
varied administrative egperience in private educational institutions for adults.
She has vast experience in
developing competency-based
curriculum in fields of reading
and English," said Dr. Morton.
MI Guinn received a B.S. in
history and English and a M.S.
degree in education from Murray State University. She has

dudes courses in English,
mathematics, reading, drafting, computer science,
science, social science,
business, automotive, and

electronics. The career education program features joboriented instruction as well as
language courses for nonEnglish speaking people.
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&Lizette S.Guinn
written several reading and
communication manuals and
journals. Ms. Guinn is a
member of the International
Reading Association, Texas
Reading Association, Phi
Alpha Theta, and the Association-ofthe U.S. Army. She currently resides in Harker
Heights, Texas.
American Preparatory Institute is a sponsored activity
of the Central Texas College
System and offers three basic
programs, all emphasizing
career education. The
presecondary program offers
colirses in communications,
mathematics, and reading.
The high school program,
which is accredited by the
Texas Education Agency, in-

.
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BEDDING

"IR

TRUCKLOAD
SALE
• •
•
Truckload Bedding Special

Buy Any Mattress
Get Matching Box Springs
For Only

50c
INCLUDES: TWIN,REGULAR,QUEEN & KING SIZES
.4-

Set
of

#

Ca

Plan

Io

2 End Tables R.
Cocktail Table

!

No,

•

5 Drawer

Chest
$48
"
Maple or Walnut

.......

YOUR CHOICE

2 Piece Living Room Suites
or
Regular Hide-A-Bed

'1980
Herculon & Nylon
r—

4

641 South — 753-2617

mum—Fltil

Register
For Valuable
Prizes To Be
Given Away All
3-Days
Mattress & Box Springs
To Be Given Away
Saturday
444.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

a

•••

Tables

.pep 1h01 0,05 GM f eeling Woh Genr.erke GM Pars

Continuous
Protection

APPLIANCES

THROUGH THE LONG WINTER WE ACCUMULATED A LOT OF FURNITURE THAT WE NOW
NEED TO
MOVE TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE. WE WILL BE PILING
THIS MERCHANDISE OUT IN OUR PARKING LOT AND OFFERING IT TO YOU AT COST AND BELOW!

$98"

Is Offer FREE
Inspection On The
Following:
Oil Level
Wiper Blades
Fluid
Trans
Sealed Beams
Coolant
Tail Lamps
Washer Solvent
Hoses
End Align.
Front
Belts
Air Conditioner
Call 753-2617 For An Appointment
For Your GM Unit.

Paris Livestock
Co., Inc.
Paris, Tenn.

DUNN FURNI,Tquff7.13#341AREHOUSE

Community College of the Air
Force.
Airman Delk is a 1977
graduate of Henry County
High School, Paris, Tenn.
His brother, David M. Delk,
resides at 320 S. 10th,
Mayfield.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

Due to the annual Fish Fry
Parade we will not have our
regular Auction Sale Friday,
April 25. Other buying days as
usual.

SPRING
MEANI
NG
April 24,25,26

hon cards with the U.S.
Department of Commerce
seal and 'Census Enumerator,
Official Credential' printed on
them, and each bears the
wearer's signature. Census
takers also carry large portfolios boldly lettered 'U.S.
Census - 1980' against a red,
white, and blue background.
The portfolics contain maps,
questionnaires, and other supplies."
Householders should promptly report to the police anyone
who claims to be a census
taker but cannot produce this
identification.

Free Inspection

NOTICE

Come in and Help Us With Our

.—FREE—FREE — FREE —FREE — FREE—FILE —FREE —FREE
wit

S▪ IP

—MI—FREI — FRU— FRU — FREE —MU—

Conservation under the
Natural Resources Divanmem.

44

aii4:11.11
Mak*

TENNIS
The Murray State University men's tennis team will host
a four-team match on the Murray State University courts on
April 25 and 26 beginning at
2:45 p.m. The match will involve Eastern Kentucky, Middle Tennessee and Memphis
State.

dinated by the state Soil sod
Water Conserv:dm Cciallhismon, a part of the Ellvlikee of

Mg
*

'10

Roger S. Delk Completes
Air Force Basic Training
SAN ANTONIO, Texas —
Airman Roger S. Delk, son of
Katie N. Delk of 208 S. Cherry,
St., Murray, has completed
Air Force basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
here.
The airman, who is remaining at Lackland for specialized training in the security
police field, studied the Air
Force mission, organization
and customs and received
special instruction in human
relations.
Completion of this training
earned the individual credits
toward an associate degree in
applied science through the

of Conservation.
Concluding the meeting,
conservation district member
Harold Malcomb said, "There
is a great deal of good advice
you can get from your conservation field man. There is
actually no red tape or expense involved." He encouraged everyone to ask the
field representative about all
kinds of household or farm
problems.
"1 don't know where you can
find a much bigger bargain
than in your conservation
district," Malcomb added.
Nationwide, approximately
2 million farmers work with
local conservation distncts to
nation's
preserve the
agricultural resources. Activities of the local conservation districts are coor-

CVS

Census Takers Make
Rounds In This Area
Census takers are making
their rounds in this area, calling at households which have
not mailed back their 1980 census questionnaires. They are
making telephone calls at
most households which have
mailed back incompletely filled out questionnaires.
Kent G. Frisbee, manager
of the district office, says the
round-up should be completed
in the next few weeks.
"You can easily tell if someone who knocks on your
door is a census taker,"
Frisbee advises."We all wear
red, white, and blue identifica-

She eniphAsued tile need
"iv- impress on the next..
generation a respect for the
land."
''There's not going to be any
more land - we'd better take
care of it," she said. She encouraged people to get involved with their government.
"Government is us and we all
have a part in it. Government
can set priorities of citizens let
them know that they want,"
she added.
Monetary awards and certificates were presented to 30
students in recognition of their
participation in the conservation contest, which is
sponsored by the Louisville
Courier-Journal in cooperation with the Soil Conservatim
Service, the state Department
of Education and the Division
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House Conservatives
Make Bid For Defense
WASHINGTON ‘‘AP)
House Anservatives are making a strong bid to boost
-defense spending in the 1981
budget by 85.1 billion by cutting an equal amount from
already-beleaguered domestic
programs.
The amendment to shift the
money is sponsored by Reps.
Marjorie S. Holt, R-Md., and
Phil Gramm,0-Texas, It will
be considered when the House
begins debate Wednesday on a
proposed balanced budget for
fiscal 1981, which starts Oct. 1.
Mrs. Holt and Gramm claim
that 140 members of the House'
-- or nearly one-third of the
inembei-ship - have endorsed
their proposal.
If approved, the change
would put defense spending at
$153 billion, $2.5 billion higher
than the $150.5 billion Presi-

NM DRY IS SALE DAY

dent Carter has asked. The
House Budget Committee is
proposing $147 9 billion for
defense.
Some congressional sources
say that if it appears the HoltGramm proposal will pass,
Rep.-Robert N Giauno,
Conn., the House Budget Committee chairman, might try to
head off the move by first proposing a smaller defense increase.
Four other Republican
amendments also will be offered to the budget along with
five from liberal Democrats
The GOP proposals generally call for deeper domestic
cuts, more money for defense
and a business tax cut. Liberal
Democrats want to boost
domestic spending and reduce
tax breaks for the wealthy.

2:11-oticr

f4. Want To Buy

•
We BuySell- Trade
-Pawn
We Pay

FOR SALE
135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Call
753-5322 otter 4 p.m

Cash For

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

something
for
everyone
in the

Bedding
Plants
Flowers

For Selo
135 Massey Ferguson
tractor 1972 model
Si ? foot bush hog, 8
ft. pickup disc, 1 row
cultivator, 1 2 plow
16', Price $5500. Call
436-2279.

pet,rOs
olyosum
marigolds

is

accepting

The Poppy
Shoppe

bids

for

ACROSS

MECO MCOOM
=COO MOO=
CM COMM COMM
°MG MECO MOM
OCOU EEC= OM
MCI a0 0 a MOM
13000 COMO
MGOOMML GUMP
GU CCM= DOOM
CMG COMM MOM
COM MEMO OM
MGM= MOOG]
MOLE COMO

STILL RAINING HUH?

uniforms. Specifications
the

Sanitation

407 Poplar
753 6160

summer

available

Department, 201

at

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.

An-

drus Drive, Murray, KY. Bids shall be
received at the above address by 3:00
p.m.

April

30,

1980.

Bids

will

be

Relieves long or short term
oain. For information write
Boa 102 Murray Kentucky
Money Bock Guarantee

opened at 5:15 p.m. May], 1980 at the
City Hall Building.
(Bid without sample

will not

be

con-

sidered.)

Country Way Cafe, 121 South at
Cherry Corner. Specials of the
week. Picnic Pak; 16 pcs. of
chicken, $5.75. 4 pc. Chicken
Dinner. $2.50. Kentucky Lake
Fiddlers, $2.75. 21 pc. Shrimp
Dinner. $3.15. 753-9163.

CAREER OPPORTIINITY
A 100 bed skilled/intermediate
care Nursing home in Graves County is
looking for an RN with supervisory
qualifications and leadership ability for
the position of Director of Nursing, experience a plus.
Must have interest in Geriatric nursing and be able to work closely with
Administrator.
If you would like:
An excellent salary
Company paid Life Insurance
Company paid prescriptions
Company paid health insurance
An excellent retirement program
Lots more. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
CALL 247-0200
For Further information

Call us for an appointment for your
special portraits.

[

AND PORK OUT ON
CHOCOLATE CHIP C0OKIE5!

WHAT DO YOU PLAN TO
DO ALL AFTERNOON?

CARTER STUDIO

304 Main

753-8298

SPECIAL SALEI
Beautifully framed Ray
Harm Prints at Gene &
Jo flowers, South 4th
St. Call 753-4320-

6. Help Wanted
Secretary, 20 hours per week.
Send resume, salary requirements, and recent photo
to: P.O. Box 32 U, Murray, KY
Wanted, Housekeeper. 3 days a
week, must have good
references. Write to P.O. Box
32 V.
Full or Port Time

SECRETARY/
BOOKKEEPER

41 -22

.©

On.led Fealw• Sv

_sLURP
_ Grup&LE
-GURGLE

-GuRGLE

GURGLE
- sr-uRP

Send resume and solary
requirements to: P. 0.
Box 747, Murray, KY.
42071. Equal Opportunity, Male/Female
Employer.
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WILL YOU
STOP
SQUEAKING
YOL.l R
CHAIR?!

MAYBE I
SHOULD TAKE
THIS CHAIR A
THOUSAND MILES
OUT TO SEA
AND DUMP IT

I WANT YOU TO
PUT* To-IAT FROCKL
:
1)

THEN MAYBE GET A
HUGE VELVET CUSHION
FILLED WITH BABY
PENGUIN DOWN TO
SIT ON

U,
ted enure SynclIcale. Inc

r COULD
WITH
THAT

LIVE

AND E THECZ DO A GOOD
JOS OR DON'T DO iT
AT A
!

YOU GAVE ME
1 A CHOICE!

PROPECTUS

ToGETHER

',VOW THE ROPE PEOPLE
COME FIR5414 ALL SIDE5,
HAPPILY CHEERING HIM
NE 15 PU221E0. WHY?'

9. Situation Wanted
Babysitter needed in my home.
753-7624.
Hard working man desires odd
lobs: painting, lawn work.
mowing, some repair work. Call
753-7759.
Need help with house work or
yard? Call 753-0962 or 7538799.
Will do babysitting. your house
or mine. Call 753-7543, ask for
Tina.
10. Bus. Opportunity
Business loans to start, expand, or combine bills. $5,000
and up. Call 767-2455 or 7591306 between 9 AM and 4 PM.
$15,000-$25,000. Management position, now open. Excellent earnings opportunity
while learning. When qualified
you will attend management
training school and will receive
$50/day salary and • expenses
during limited schooling
period. Sales representatives
also available. Phone 443-6469
between 8 am and 10 am ONLY. An equal opportunity
employer. .
14. Want To Buy
Good used tent. Call 489-2153.
Good used full size baby crib.
436-2438.
Want to buy: Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm.
Wanted. 1962, 63, or 64 Impala, 2-door hardtop or Impala
SS. Call 753-7497, ask for
Larry.

"-T1\

NO THE F Gm -r
IS OVER. HE IS
HELPLESS. I
WILL NOT
KILL HIM.

.p.0.lc

GOLD- 10K, I4K, I6K,
I 8K, 22K; SILVER COINS
1964 and
Wore:
STERLING

Vernon's
Western Store

Pownhop
aympiceic.0
C. arr. &Orr tO011, Orr.(brbcdrc
%rev)
gri Nor ob cramp Abo
Erroad. Aar, • rib.. pour
11“. orb. Ars IN bre
crb fee
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Vegetables
cabbage tomoloes lproc
brussel
sprouts
col.
could lower

The City of Murray Sanitation
Department

ogerOlun,
coleus
pansies. 401

pollens

NOTICE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DOWN
AinswertoMondey'sPluzle
Male sheep
5 Young cow
2 Guido s high
9 Canine
note
12 Jai 3 Girl's nickRacket game
name
13 Adam's son
4 More
14 Macaw
restricted
15 Fodder
5FregM
trough
6 Hebrew
17 Earth godmonth
7 Limb
dess
18 Short sleep
8 Escape
'9 Ugly. Old
9 Hang loosely
women
10 Spoken
21 King of birds 11 Stare open23-Regulates
mouthed
16 Merited
27 Man's nickname
20 Shut noisily
49 Great Lake
32 Beverage
28 Foreign
22 Cooled lava
33 Singing voice 50 Garment
29 Diving bird
23 Sleeveless
Conjunction
54
36 Goal
31 Recede
cloak
56 Seed
37 Becomes
34-Greek letter
24 Mixture
57 As written
melancholy
35 Woodwork25 Nickel symMus
40 Irritate
er's tools
bol
43 Compass pt 58 Longing
38 Babylonian
26 Petition
61 Chinese
45 Pronoun
30 Scandinavian 47 Assistants
distance
, deity
currency- PI 48 Spar,
39 Vast age
measure
41 Obscure
1
1 3 4
5 6
7 3
9 10 11
V Fertile spotS
44 Printer s
12
13
14
' measure
15
14
17
19
46 Wanders
1
48 Measuring
2132
19
M
device
23 24 25
n
n
51 Expired
52 Skill
a
30
31 32 33
53 Preposition
in
55 Smart
34
37
35
36
36
Colloq
40
41
43
59 Yellow ether 39
.42
60 Tree trunk
44 45
47
46
62 Memoran51
43 49
50
dum
63 Golf mound
52
53 54
SS
'
.1
156 5
1
64 Goddess of
'discord
61
62
59
60
65 Graceful bird
84
es
63
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15. Articles For Sale
Aluminum extension ladders,
14', $31.99, 16', $38.99, 20'
S54.99; 24', $69.99, 28'.
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
For sale: Air compressors and
air conditioners. Come by Dill's
Electric.
For sale: Three loads of used office furniture; chairs, desks,
safes, file cabinets, tables.
New stacking chairs for churches and
restaurants_
Fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross
& Sons Salvage Mdse.. Inc.,
Martin, TN 38237. Phone
(901)587-2420. Open Mon.Fn., 7:30 to 5:30, Sat. 7:30 to
3:00.
Need Offko
Deslif
We hove 24 extra good
used metal desks at a
good, low price!

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy. 641 North
753-4566

1971 Ford car, 8 cylinder,, good
condition, $750: Crossman
pellet or B.B. rifle, like new,
$35: Walker, logger exerciser,
$50. Call after 5 pm, 7539227.
Purple Martin houses. 6 room.
$23.99; 12 room $36.99: 18
room, $49.99; 24 room,
$5r9is
.9.9. Wallin Hardware,
Paris,
Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot
water pipe; 4"x10', $1.60;
"x10'. $3.19. Schedule 40
plastic pipe. 11
/
2"x10', $3.29;
2"x10'. $3.99; 3"x10', $8.90;:
4"x10', $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Two prom formals, excellent
condition, size 9-10 or 11-12
753-1790 days, 753-4683
nights.
16. Home Furnishings
Commodes. White $39.99; Colors $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Pans
General Electric color t.v., floor
model, $100; Antique English
wash stand with marble top.
(oak), $125. Moving, must sell.
759-4401.
Montgomery Ward Mini-Maid
dishwasher, good size for apartment or trailer, $75. Phone
437-4703.
New Hoover vacuum, used
once, originally $50, sell $35.
48,000 BTU gas space heater,
$25 or offer. 753-5954.
Tan color couch, $400; beige
velure swival rocker, $200,
brunt orange bedspread, pair
of matching drapes, $65; 2
long gowns, size land 11, $40
each, like new. Call 753-9357.
Used stove and refrigerator,
$150 for both. Call 492-8352
or 247-5582.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux authorized sales and
service. Tony Montgomery, 7536760.
19. Farm Equipment
Buildings!! Last chance at
these prices. All steel clear
span buildings. (Major mfg.)
20'x24.x10' for $2,896.00 •
30'x48'x12' for $3,886.00 •
40'x48'x14' for $4,807.00 •
48.x72'x14' for $6,897.00.
F.O.B. factory. Call collect today 614/294-2675 til 8 pm.
Gilson 8 horse tiller, like new.
Cat 753-3091.

It. Farm Equipment
1952 Ford red belly tractor
bushhog plow disc, and
cultivator, boom pole and
planter $2200 Call 489-2539
or 527.1572
Special at G & Y Farm Center
10% discount on all chisel
points in stock Don t forget
our every day cash discount of
10% Call 759-4440
22. Musical
If you think renting a piano or
organ is cheaper than buying
you have not shopped at
Clayton's 1 & B Music, Dixieland Center Murray.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co..
across from the Post Office,
Paris TN.
Repossesed piano, balance due
or monthly payments. Also
practice pianos. I & B Music,
753-7575,
23. Exterminating

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Phune 753 3914

24. Miscellaneous
Anens riding mower with 7 bp
motor and floating mower
deck. Good condition Call 7534841 after 8 o'clock nights.
Dune buggy for sale Also a
motorcycle trailer. Call 4354383.
Firewood for sale, $20 per rick,
delivered. Call 437-4731.
Home,, car, consolidation
loans and moneys for students'
education fo`und. $1,000 and
up. Call 767-2455 or 759-1306
between 9 AM and 4 PM.
Lawn mower battery, 24 month
guarantee. $24.99 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Large bundles of slabwood.
$5.00 loaded on truck. Cadiz
Lumber Company, Cadiz, KY.
502-522-7994.
Marine batteries. 36 month
guarantee, $34.99 exchange,
60 month guarantee, $44.99
exchange. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Swimming pool distributor has
surplus of brand new first
quality above ground family
pools complete with filter, ladder, deck and stairs completely
installed only $895.• Terms arranged. Call warehouse, toll
free 1-800-292-9438, ask for
Randy.
Shallow well pump for sale, in
good condition. 436-2204.
Used lawn edger, (not a weed
eater), $50, excellent condition. Call 436-2206.
25. Business Services
HELP! To ease our dependencies on foreign oil. use SOS-7.
100% synthetic oil and gear
lube. For more information call
767-2455 in Murray or 2474051 in Mayfield.
26. TV-Radio
Two repossesed 25'' color t.v.s,
remote control. Take up small
monthly payments. Warranted.
J & 13 Music, 753-7575.
Used t.v. 753-3819

TV-Rsdio
Business is great, We have
some terrific bargains on tradeins 12", 13". 19- and 25"
Color and b/w t.v.'s Even a
combination t e and stereo
$20 and up Clayton's I & B
Music, 753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
$1000 down and assume 1042% loan will get you a 24x52
home, two acre lot, well,
garage Call 489-2248 after 5
pm
Double wide, 1974. 24x65, unfurnished. 4 bedroom, 2 full
baths, central heat Ashley
wood heater. Clean. Must
move. Call (901) 642-5726
after 6 pm.
USED MOBILE HOMES. Own
your own home and fight inflation. Guaranteed and completely reconditioned. 10', 12',
14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
West, Paducah, 442-1918.
28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom, 2 bath mobile
home with central heat and air-,'
no pets. Call 753-4808.
30. Business Rental
Business or office space
available for rent or lease.
Close to court square. Private
customer parking. Call 7534109.
32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent at EmApartments,
2
bassey
bedrooms. 753-4331.
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 7534109.
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 753-6609.
For rent: Five room unfurnished
apartment, $175 per month
plus deposit. Phone 753-5447
after 5 pm7
For rent: Furnished apartment
in New Concord, $80 per month. Call 436-2427 after 5 pm.
Nice one bedroom apartment.
Call 753-3949.
New 2 bedroom duplex with
large carport and storage area.
Call 753-3465.
Two bedroom apartment for
rent. Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent. Call 7539240 Monday through Friday.
Two bedroom apartment.
Available April 1st. Phone 7539240.
33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent, excellent location, one block
from MSU. Living room, kitchen, and laundry facilities.
$50 per month. Boys only.
Phone 759-4538.
34. Houses For Rent
House for rent on old Shiloh
Road. Call 753-9673.
Three bedroom, 2 bath, central
gas heat, air-conditioned.
References and deposit required. 753-4091.
36. For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warelwas•
Storage Space
For Roost
753-475S

The Murroy-Calloway County Mental Helath-Mental
Retardation Board is offering for bid two items of
property to be removed by successful bidder. Items
may be bid as a unit or individually.
ITEM NO. 1: 2- cypress deck at the rear of 704 Main
Street.
ITEM NO. 2: Frame two-car garage also located at
rear of 704 Main Street.
Both items maybe seen at the address indicated in
Murray, Kentucky.
Bid must include purchase price and the successful
bidder is responsible for having item (s) awarded
removed from the property no later than Friday, May
30, 1980.
Deadline for bid submission is Friday, May 2, 1980
at 1200 noon with on award being made that afternoon. Cash for purchased property will be due no
later than ten days after notification of bid award.
All bids should be mailed or delivered to the Board
at 702 Main Street in Murray. No bids will be accepted
after the deadline.

NOTICE OF MEETING
The 39th Annual Membership Meeting of the Calloway
Co. Soil Improvement Assoc.

Inc.

of Murray, Ky. will be

held on April 24, 1980.
The meeting will be held at the Association Warehouse,

Will Buy
10K & 14K
Scrap Gold
FURCNES
JEWELRY
113 So.
Miorniy, K y.

this will be an open house type meeting from 9:00 a.m. til
noon. Refreshrrtents will be served.
Two directors will be elected to serve a three year term

on the Board of Directors. This is your store and your
meeting, so please come out and vote.
Calloway Comfy Soil
lasprwroasosst Asses. loc.
Bill E. Brew., Alles...r
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
10
;feat, We have
argains on trade19 and 25
• t v 's Even a
v and stereo
:layton's I & B
is

Home Sales
rid assume 101et you a 24x52
lye lot, well,
19-2248 after 5
974. 24x65, unxdroom, 2 full
I heat. Ashley
Clean. Must
901) 642-5726
: HOMES. Own
t and fight inflaeed and cornhoned. 10', 12,
n) Delivery. West
rites, Highway 60
, 442-1918.

lome Rents
2 bath mobile
trai heat and air,
i3-4808.

ss Rental
office space
rent or lease
square. Private
king. Call 753-

or Rent

ir rent at Emartments,
2
-4331.
Partment near
'Fray. Call 753-

rtments, one or
, Also sleeping
nerman Apart6th. 753-6609.
)om unfurnished
,75 per month
Phone 753-5447

'shed apartment
d. $80 per mon27 atter 5 pm.
oom apartment.

in duplex with
nd storage area
apartment for
three bedroom
rent. Call 753hrough Friday.
n apartment.
1st. Phone 753-

3.

43. Real Estate

Mease

Punks & Therusas
Insurance &

OFFICE
SPACE
FOR RENT
Good location. Fe
cellent
parking
facilities. Newly
redecorated. Over
1800 sq. ft. Will rent
port.
all
or
Available June 1.
1980. 753-8355 or
136-1839.

lloal Estate
Murray, Iteotecky
753-4451

How can you finance your
house in this crazy economy'
Everybody has an idea these
days on financing But you
don't lust need ideas...You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them That's why Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors are trainOffice Space For
ed to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance Rent. Call 753whether you are buying or sell7618 after 5:00
ing And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
37. Livestock-Supplies and to formulate your best
Baby chicks and ducks, from course of action. Stop in at
now through August. Charles 1200 Sycamore or call Century
Beane. 2 miles southeast of 21 Loretta lobs Realtors at
753-1492 In a crazy economy
Ppttertown.
you need all the help you can
38. Pets-Supplies
get.
You're moving to a new city.
What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors here in Murray?...Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
will promptly call you. They'll
take the time to find out the
kind of home you'll be looking
for. They'll give you some ideas
about your new community.
And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
to look at upon your arrival.
This service is part of the Century 21 VIP Referral Program.
It links together the more than
7,500 Century 21 offices
around the country. If you're
about to sell your house. call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. And then you're on
your way to the easiest move
you've ever made - going and
coming. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.,

The Poodle
Shop
Professional
grooming.
All
breeds. Prime Point
Resort.
Appointment
only.
Call
1-901-6421972.
AKC Labrador Retriever puppies. blacks and yellows. Call
753-6012 or 753-0667.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes and private instructions. Also tracking and
protection training. All breeds
and ages from 2 months up
Professional instructor, 4362858.

41. Public Sale
Having a yard sale?,
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

JOHN SMITH

753-7411

for Rent

n for rent, ex)n, one blocli
wing room, kitJndry facilities.
th. Boys only.
8.

For Rent

• on old Shiloh
9673.
, 2 bath, central
air-conditioned.
id deposit re91.

t Or Lease

II

noose

• Space

AROUND THE CLOCK
Big 4 party garage sale, April
23, 24, 25, 7 miles from DriveIn on 121 South. Dishes, nicnacs. dolls, toys, jewelry.
miscellaneous.
Garage sale, Wednesday 23rd,
9 AM til ?. Lawn mower,
bicycles, dishes, silver,
household items, 44 mile from
East Y Grocery on Pottertown
Highway.
Three party garage sale. 8006:00, Thursday and Friday,
April 24 and 25, in Gatesboro,
2010 Brookhaven Drive.
Clothing, craft items, toys,
plants. household items, baby
items, children's books, paperbook books, some furniture,
records, and numerous other
nic-nacs.

753-8080

tont

1758

rt-Mental
items of
T. Items

WEED EATER

)(cited at

icated in

2, 1980
that ofe due no
cord.
he Board
occepted

Do you know why we say "Selling a house is easy, keeping it
sold is tough" More than 50%
of all home sales have maior
closing problems. 50%! That's
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors are trained to concentrate on follow-through. No
paperwork detail is too small,
no processing or financial procedure too unimportant to
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
to make sure your sale closes
on time and you get all you expect. We call it "Seller's Peace
of Mind." We put it all in
writing in an agreement called
the Action Warranty. And then
we back it up with the most
important agreement of all. A
handshake...We mean what we
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.

T he

WE ED EATER®

Model 599

Gas Powered trimmer equipped
with, heavy duty nylon line
trims, edges, sweeps end

fe

STROUT REALTY, INC.
Ike Loaion ems 1900• •••••••. 9.

mows. Quickly end
safely. And there's
no •lectric cord
to tengle In

Model 599

th• trees.

LAKE
Modern 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
sauna and lots of extra
nice features. Situated
on 5 private acres
viewing
Kentucky
Lake. Change your
lifestyle for the better
with this pleasant
change of pace. Priced
at $55,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
member multiple lising service.
NEW LISTING
Extremely attractive
3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with heat pump
and all the extra nice
features of a truly
quality home. Located
on the ColdwaterBacusburg Road,
between Murray and
Mayfield. 540's. Phone
quick on this one, 7531222, Kopperud Realty.
New quality built duplex, fully
carpeted, equipped with range.
refrigerator, disposal.
dishwasher, fire alarm,
prewired cablevision, central
electric heat pump. lots of
storage. Excellent investment
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.

'04 Main

occessful
awarded
Icy. May

PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautifully wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Also
included is quality 2boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready for spring and
summer relaxing days
ahead by checking out
this good buy. $21,500.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for all
the information.
HOME AND 75 ACRES
Just a short distance
from town we have a
very nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath country home.
Located on 75 acres, of
which 65 are good
tillable
farmland.
Owner would consider
financing part. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for real service in
real estate.

'Professronal Services
.Wo h The Friendly Tour la'

House Under
Construction
Move into this Brand
new 3 BR., 2 Bath,
B.V. home, almost
finished-many quality
features, central electric heat pump, great
room with fireplace,
entry hall, 2 car
garage. In lovely
Gatesboro. Buy now
and select your colors
ONLY $53,500.00.
Cabin In The Woods
This practically brand
new 2 bedroom cabin
is the ideal week-end
retreat. Completely
furnished, beautifully
decorated, elec. heat
and air cond. All this
for only $10,500.

• Powerful 2 cycle gas
powered engine
• Top mounted engine for
balance and less operator fatigue

FARMS-01011ES
BUSINESSES
UCI AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
Listings needed! Office,

Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free.' Catoglog
Street Realty
i.e I. Ilene inked

• Ad)ustable handle

49. Used Cars

43-.1 erirEstate

Ill I Creierdada Pa

IA.-,I,

753-0186

Anytar

oway
ill be
Cf°110999

Rbg. Price $124.99

term
your

K.

give yourself
a fighting chance.

This summer

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center
208 E. Main

75,3361

By owner 4 bedroom tn-level
1102 Doran Call 759-4868.
For sale by owner 3 bedroom
brick home, located on &wooded lots in Sherwood Forest. 2
baths. attached PI car garage,
and greenhouse Natural gas
heat and wood burning stove,
central air. Grounds include
garden, fruit orchard, and
child's log cabin playhouse
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for
appointment

Blacktoppini
Mitchell
driveways and small lobs a
speciality also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537
Mechanic work done Tune-up
brakes. complete overhauls
Reasonable rates Call 7538696 between 8 AM and 4 PM
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
roofs sealed. and underpinning Aluminum or fiberglass
Also patio awnings and carports. single or double lack
Glover 753-1873 after 6 pm
Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal, and more Call
8B536
OVER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care. 753Painting, paperhanging commercial or residential. Farm
buildings etc. Free estimates
759:1981
Tractor work. bushhogging.
plowing. discing. blade work,
gardens Free estimates. Call
753-7400 or 753-2632_
DRIVEWAYS
WHITE ROCKED
AND GRADED
Hauling Ag Lime Gravel
Dirt Sand any kind white
rock

Don Johnson ikiy
753.5699
753-87t6

Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
damage next to fife. Have your horKe treated now!
753-3914 Kelley's Termite 8. Pest Control 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience.
Home owned and o prated

WE'VE
MOVED
OUR
SHIELD
Our new
office
location is

522 W. Main
Come by to see us

We've Got the Shield
for You
PHONE
7S3-044S

••••-•II•
I.

52. Boats and Motors

LANE MODERNIZATION Kitchens, bath rooms, roofing and
siding Phone 436-2740
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026
Willie's interior or exterior
painting, 12 years experience
FiclO estimates! Call after 5 pm
759-1867
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers

Tillers

Chain saws

Fast Service Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
753-4864.

Will plow and disc gardens
Call 753-1973 or 753-3413.
Will do hauling of any kind,
mow yards, clean basements,
attics, garages, etc Call 7530305
Will break and disc gardens
Charles Beane, 436-2337

54. For Trade
1969 Buick, also a 10 table
saw Both in good condition.
Will trade for small camper
trailer or cab-over camper See
at House of Willow 94 East.

56. Free Column

g

753-4162

Free puppies' Call 489-2669
after 5-30 pm

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Weise, Wool

NEW OFFKE 1101115:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prk• of
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed All Da2, Wed,
Saturday 7:38 5:00
PRICE SNARE 75'
- •••-dov a.+once

Home window cleaning, no job too large Of small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-11f6
day or night.

LAIRD BRICK

REBATE
$500
Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

53. Services Offered

Will
do
house
cleaning. Has experience. Call 7537435 or 753-1996.

.7 TEiiiiTIVES

46. Homes For Sale

Duse,
m. til

I,

For sale 32 acres of farmland
in Backusburg area Call 4892195 after 5 pm

53. Services Offer

ANTIQUE 1926 Model T Ford
Roadster Metal spoke wheels.
convertible, all original parts
except roof. Guaranteed to run
Partially restored Call 7537192.
1973 Monte Carlo Automatic,
PROP IT.5
air-conditioning
power
Smooth riding, good tires with
mags. Interior in excellent condition. Need to sell. $950. Call
between 8 and 5 pm 7531916. ask for Lisa. After 5 pm
call 753-6331.
Let us tolte your com1979 Mustang power steering
plete ”Wedding Story"
power brakes automatic, air
in pictures.
AM-FM cassette 436-2873
CARTER STUDIO
1973 Mazda RX-3 station
wagon. needs motor work
753-8298
304Mai
$400 or best offer Call 751
They don't realize it yet, Haskell, but we're 8221
Carpentry service Whatever
BIGGER than Big."
your needs, old or new, quality
1979
II
Camino
work Call 753-0565
Conquisto, local, one
46. Homes For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
Carpet cleaning, Joe Smith
owner, 19,000 actual
Carpet Center professionally
miles,
maroon
and
Three
with
bedroom
house
By builder New 4 bedroom,
done Free estimates Call 753silver. S5250. Can be
242 bath house in Canterbury. fireplace in den, large garage
6660
seen at Cain: '76', 6th
Call 753-3903 for further infor- with recreation room, 2 acres
cleaning,
free
Carpet
land. 14'i miles off 121 near
and Main. Phone 753•
mation
estimates, satisfied references.
state line, $29,000. Call 436- 5862.
House located on Old Shiloh 2140.
VibraNac steam or dry cleanroad east. 5 rooms, bath, utility
ing.
Call Lees Carpet Cleaning,
and upstairs. Good well house. Three bedroom house, carport. 1973 Model Ford LTD Country 753-5827
acre and a half of land with built-in kitchen appliances, Squire. all electric. $1395
Driveways and parking areas
some fruit trees, nice shaded carpeting, drapes. convenient firm. Call 436-2529
location school and shopping. 1973 Monte Carlo, one owner, white rocked and graded Free
yard. Call 753-9673.
estimates! Clifford Garrison.
Must sell, leaving Paris. Call local car, $950. 153-9710.
5 bedroom, well insulated, (901)642-0190.
753-5429.
brick veneer house at New Con1975 Mercury wagon. Will take
Ed's Workshop. Furniture repair
Motorcycles
47.
cord. Lovely hill top view
good offer. Call 753-3248.
and refinishing, custom wood$32.500. Call 436-2368.
1979 GS 550 L. 3400 actual 1979 Sirraco Volkswagen, AM- working, finish calpentry
Newly redecorated 2 bedroom miles mint condition. $1800. FM radio, nag wheels. Call general maintenance. (502)
home in city. Highest heat bill Call 492-8425.
759-4427.
354-6238.
-$28.00. $19,000. 753-5954.
1977 750 Honda. 6.000 miles, 50. Used Trucks
Electrical anit., plumbing
excellent condition. $1700.
1970 Chevrolet Suburban repairs, by the job or hour Well
Brick,
4 753-9507.
Pumps repaired. Call 474truck. $275. 753-4917.
2257
bedroom, 1978 Yamaha SX Special. Lots
Like new. Sharp! Call Chevrolet Van, custom,
1630 sq. ft., of-extras.
customizing material including
759-1883v 753-6821.
PAINTING
bar. 1977 slide in camper,
ResidenUal, Farm
one and a half 48. Auto. Services
and Commercial
114 foot, fully contained. Call
Sprio . brush dr roller
home. Two new Goodyear Suburbanite 489-2153.
bath
15 Yrs. Experience
i n - snow tires with studs, mounted 1977 Dodge van, 16,000 miles,
Well
RALPH WORLEY
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet new tires, customized. real
436-2353
sulated, even Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet. sharp.
Call 753-5281.
Size
G
78x14.
$90.
Call
753beneath floor1975 Ford F-250 4-wheel drive. Fence sales at Sears now Call
2796.
Sears 753-2310 for free
good condition. 753-4548.
s. Electric heat
49. Used Cars
For sale: 2-ton International estimates for your needs.
air. Meticulou1979 Camero D-28. T-top, loadexcellent condition with Guttering by Sears. Sears conmain- ed. $700 down take over truck,
sly
dump bed, 2-speed axle. 753- tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sear:,
1616.
tained. 1605 payments. Call 759-1562.
753-2310 for free estimates
1969
Corvetje,
427
4-speed.
1978
Chevrolet
For
sale:
diesel
DrivBelmont
new clutch, new battery. Ask- pickup, excellent condition. Home building: cabinet make. Call 753- ing $5000. 753-1887.
Phone 753-7752 or 753-8689. ing; and home remodeling. Call
2503 between 1975 Ford LTD. low mileage. 1970 Jeep truck with topper. Damon Lovett, 753-4449.
Phone 753-3234 or $2000. Call 753-5889.
Herndon's Welding, Route 6,
5:30 and 7:30 $1100.
753-0114.
Box 154, Murray, KY. 7531970
Jeep
truck
with
topper.
Ap- 1971 Mercury for sale. Exp. m .
9507 24 hour service. Open
$2000. Call 753-5889.
praisal value cellent running condition, 1978 Subaru Brat. 4 wheel Saturday and Sunday.
$200. Call 753-8040 or after 5
$48,000 firm!
drive. 30 mpg, real good shape. Insulation blown in by Sears,
pm 753-0665.
save on these high heating and
Call 436-5574.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753Tractor and trailer rig. 1971 2310. for free estimates.
Chevrolet car carrier. 7 car rig,
good condition. 238 Detroit Ken's Lawn Mower repairs an
diesel. 13 speed transmission. sales. Overbey Road. Call 753$6000. Call days 753-7171. 8696.
Licinsed Electrician and gas inAlso household, lawn indoors and out- after 6 pm 759-4852..
stallation, heating installation
51. Campers
and repairs. Call 753-7203
doors!
Baron camper, fits half ton
pickup 8' long bed, with
GARDENS &
cookstove. double sink, water
YARDS
tank, ice box, and porta-pottie.
Professional Post Controltimed& Fertilized
Sleeps 2. Permanent Storing
Gardens Worked
Jacks. $800. Call 753-3941.
Ready for planting the some
1971 Travel trailer. Holiday
day , Bush Hogging
Bkidework
Vacationer, immaculate condiDoe Johnson
tion $2900. Must sell Call
1••• an Gurisne
7534691
•
502-354-8157
753-1656

SAVE $15.00

5. Farms For Sale

53. Services Offered
&4-1 OIL TYPES home remodeling
arQ
maintenance
References, Guaranteed work.
Free estimates Call 7531948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
Brick repair tuck pointing
water proofing, house painting
Call after 6 pm 436-2855
Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios steps free
estimates Charles Barnett
753-5476

CONTACT:

LAIRD BRICK CO

• Inc.
Puryear, Tenn.
or Your Local Dealer for Details
212 411

753-8716

17. Bass boat with 115 hp Mercury and trailer. $3200. 7534346.

oft

Bass boat. Astroglas. 35 hp
Evinrude. 2 depth finders. Excellent condition. $2050. Call
502-354-8157.
15 Ft Crosby fiberglass boat
with 40 hp electric start motor
with trailer. All in good condition $985 Phone 436-5679
FULL PRICE
FINANCING
CAN BE ARRANGED

15 ft. Glaspar Ski boat with 75
hp Johnson motor Complete
with trailer. $1250 Call 7538850 day or 753-8990 after 6
pm
1974 Harris flote-boat, 28:, excellent condition. Phone 7534848.

895" ',STALLED

TALK TO THE EXPERT
Neel al'alts'

1975 Reinell boat, motor and
trailer. 85 horse Mercury
$2400 Call days 753-7171.
after 6 pm 759-4852

villZ2R0UND 24' X 24' X

-0144995"

1979 Caravan.
Bonito
194", 260 hp. 1,10,
power steering; S. S.
Prop., full vinyl cover,
custom Tandem axle
trailer, Shiowash Boot
and Motor Call 7591872

53. Services Offered
Air-conditioning
and
refrigeraton service work on all
brands Used air-conditioners
end refrigerators for sale ,Bill
Rollins 753-0762

INSTALLED

All=1111111
INS:A(141v°, INCLUDED
POOLS OR LEVEL GROUND

OVER 50 DIFFERENT MODELS
FROM

'399" to 9900"

COMPLETE LINE Of
001111TV TARE: CR(MICA l

operator on
Duty 24 Hrs.
Call 7 days
a week

(502) 966-42.58

TPENGUIN
POOLS OF KY,, INC
5103 hen Volley Rood, Svit• 104, laweville. Ky. 40213
sr.

WE SERVICE All WARE POOLS

WW1
n001f15
Cie SIMI VP

ca .4.466.6a••••• no 40006.

asiansaw••••••4 •••
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Iran Heads Say They
Will Bar Oil Exports

Deaths & Funerals
Mrs. Smith Dies At Funeral Held For
Lincoln Park, Mich. Raymond Freeze At
Word has been received of Chapel On Monday
The funeral for Ray mond
Lee Freeze, 77 year old retired
truck driver, was held Monday at 3 p m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. Harry:
Yates officiating.
Pallbearers were Tammy
Lewis, Ruble Gamble, L. C.
Reed, Orville Hutson, Ronnie
Chapman, James Edging,
Jackie Lewis, Stevie Lewis,
Dempsey Stokes, and Dontiy
Rodgers. Burial was in the
Cemtery,
Maplewood
Mayfield.
Mr. Freeze died Saturday at
10:30 p.m. at the Community.
Hospital, Mayfield.
He is survived by eight
daughters--Mrs. Judy
Benefiel, Hazel, Miss Phyllis
Freeze, Murray, Mrs.
Funeral services for James Josephine Duncan and Mrs.
T. Majors,60 year old resident Billie Osborne, Farmington,
of Hopewell Road, Mayfield, Mrs. Barbara Jane Morgan,
were held Monday at 1 p.m. at Miss Sally Freeze, and Miss
the chapel of the Roberts Joyce Freeze, Mayfield, and
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Mrs. Jerry Reed, Sedalia;
the Rev. Francis Mastrovito three sons—Sgt. Edward L.
officiating.
Freeze, Abilene, Kan., Paul R.
Sorving as pallbearers were Freeze, Farmington, and
loin Snell, Mike Smiley, Bill David S. Freeze, Mayfield.
Kirk, Joe Byrd. J. B. Whitt,
The deceased is also survivand Gene Vest. Burial was in ed by 12 grandchildren and 12
the Mayfield Memory great grandchildren.
Gardens.
Mr. Majors died Saturday at
3:30 p.m. at the Community
Hospital: Mayfield. He was a
plumber and a veteran of
World War II.
Final rites for Mrs. Jirrunie
He is survived by his wife,
Opal Taylor of 735 Riley
Mrs. Adriana Major: three
Melissa Court; Murray, are being held
daughters--Mrs.
Smiley. Murray. Mrs. Jo Ann today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Kirk, May-field Route 6, and chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Snell, Funeral Home with the Rev.
Mrs. Silvana
Owensboro; two sons, Jerry R. J. Burpoe officiating and
Lynn Majors. Mayfield, and the Grace Baptist Church
Marcell° Majors, Fancy Choir providing the music and
song service.
Farm.
Serving as pallbearers are
Also surviving are two
sisters. Mrs. Mary Willoughby Paul W., Junior, Wayne, Jeff,
and Mrs. Linda Gream, Michael, and Cassell GarMayfield; half brother, rison. Burial will follow in the
William Majors. Murray; 14 Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Taylor,70, died Sunday
grandchildren.
at 12:55 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her husband, one son, Thomas Hugh
(T. O. Taylor and wife, Ilene,
Erlanger; sister, Mrs. Earl
The Calloway County Mid- Partin, Belleville, Mich.; two
dle School has planned a brothers, Clifford and Jim
special project for the clean- Henry Garrison, Murray; two
up of the area this spring.
grandchildren, Mrs. Jerry
For a free pickup of any Ashworth and Jason Taylor.
junk car, shell or with motor,
persons may send their name,
OW BASEBALL address, and telephone
The Murray State Universinumber to Calloway County ty baseball Racers will play
Middle School, 2108-A College Tennessee Tech in an OVC
Farm Road, Murray, Ky. doubleheader at 1 p.m. on
42071. c-o Linda Patterson.
April 24.
the death of Ws.James Hugh
( Debora ) Smith wfaiped Sunday morning at Lincoln Park,
Mich.
She is survived by her husband, two daughters, one son,
one sister, Mrs. Ira Smith,
Farmington Route 1, one
brother, Garnett Adams,
Mayfield Route 7, Coldwater
community, and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral and burial services
will be held Wednesday in Lincoln Park, Mich.

Services Are Held
At Funeral Chapel
For James Majors

Final Rites Being
Held Today For
Mrs. Jimmie Taylor

Junk Car Project
Planned By School

an:CaP

141110 adess,araaff

Wagon

19,9 Malibu,Classic E

miles NoH,P with red interior ps pb a c
luggage carrier SS60411.00
rally w•—•
"luau
•-rwoormkkre

app. 21 000
small V -E1

Irr

197.8 Grand Prix opp 31 000 miles black cloth interior p s p b. a.c. AM FM stereo wire hub caps sport
mnrrors and accent stripes $49•0.00
seep That Great GM

1

xce,,,,q

With Genuine GM POI'S

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
641 South

ANW- maw

753-261

— -41°-

The
Poppy Shop
Has Branched Again!
Bedding and Vegetable Plant
Hanging Baskets
Largest Selection
Highest Quality
Best Prices
—

_

A and II Garden Center
407 Poplar
8 o.m.-5 p.m. Daily
Stop and Compare

By The Associated Press

ROM
ASSEMBLY — The state champion Calloway County High School speech team was
honored Monday with a special assembly at the school. The team won the state title
at the Kentucky High School Speech League Tournament last weekend at the University of Kentucky. The Lakers totaled 146 points to 129 for runnerup jessamine County.
Each team member was recognized by coach tarry England. Several county government officials also spoke at the assembly. Pictured is England addressing the student
body.

'Patient's Diabetes' Will Be
Subject Of Free Workshop
"The Patient's Approach to
Diabetes" will be the subject
of a free workshop for
diabetics and their families to
be held on Saturday, April 26,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the First
United Methodist Church,
Maple Street, Murray.
The workshop is being cosponsored by the CallowayMarshall Chapter of the Kentucky Diabetes Association
and the -Kentucky Diabetes
Association. It was originally
scheduled in February but
was cancelled due to bad
weather.
Featured speaker on the
program will be Dr. Stephen
Leichter, University of Kentucky diabetes specialist and
director of the Kentucky
Diabetes Program. Also on
the program will be Cynthia
Chandler, diabetes clinical

'Citizens Guide To
TVA' To Be Discussed
At UCM Luncheon
"A Citizen's Guide to TVA"
will be the subject of a discussion at the United Campus
Ministry Luncheon Program
set for Wednesday, April 23 at
12:30 p.m. in the Ordway Conference Room.
Susan Vandegrift from the
Murray League of Women
Voters will make the presentation highlighting TVA's role in
the Tennessee Valley with
regards to energy conservation, industrial development, alternative sources of
energy, and utility rate revisions.
Ms. Vandegrift's presentation will survey the results of a
soon to be published study by
the Inter-League Council of
the League of Women Voters.
This Council was composed of
League members in a five
state area whose function was
to examine the policy and
practices of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Students, faculty, and interested townspeople are encouraged to attend the UCM
Luncheon Program. The informal luncheons are held each
Wednesday and the cost is
$1.25 per person.
For more information
regarding the luncheon, call
the UCM office at 753-3531.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILIE, Ky AP 1 USDA, —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2300; limited slaughter steers and
heifers steady, cows uneven; utility 2.06
1.00 lower, other cows steady to 2.00
lower, increased showing lightweights
under 800 lbs. bulls steady, slaughter
calves and vealers steady, feeder steers
under 700 lb and heifers firm to fully 1.00
higher. steers over 7001111 00-2 00 lower ,
slaughter steers choice 125-1165 lb 62.0'
63.80; few good and choice 875-1195 lb
60 00-60 70, good 100-1180 lb including
dairy heeds 52.50-58 50. slaughter heifers
choice 700410 lb 61.50-64.80; good and
choice 860-1045 lb 6000-61 75. commercial cows 42 75-47 50. utility mostly 4315.148 00. few high dressing 4840-52 00,
some utility under 850 lb discSinted to
41.06 cutter 43.00-48 OD. lightweight
shelly canner and cutter under MOO lb
3563-43 00; slaughter bulls grade 1-2
1000-1825 lb 5360407$: choice 150-300 lb
vealers 76 00-90 00; choice 345-400 lb
calves 83.50-75 00. few up to 77 00. feeder
steers medium frame 1 300400 lb 700006 25: 400-500 lb 76 00-85 00. 500400 lb
lb 6.5 00-69 00, fleshy
-70S
611 0040 00,
offenngs down to 61 50, numerous part
loads 725450 lb 61 00-65 50 medium
frame 2 31304011 lb 69 00-78 CO. 500-800 It
61 0048 00. 7/10-816 lb 55 0047.00. large
frame 2 including Holsteins $15-1000 lb
52 00-59 50. heifers medium frame I 551460 lb 66 0672 75. 400400 lb 80 0046 00,
506640 lb 58 00-61 85: few partly fattened
865 lb 4022, small frame 1 325-470 1 80 06
64.00, 111•01 UM frame 2 320.410 lb 54 0064 011
-Htits 7200p barrows and gilts 5675
higher, 1-2 220-240 lb 3060-300, 246300
lb 30 30-36 BO, 2 220-255 lb 26.75-30 30, 2-3
726210 lb 38.7621.75;2 arid utility 260lb 2750.2650, win steady to 50 higher,
56
1-2600-300 lb 220-2620: 350-400 lb
27.50; 400450 lb 71 502872 450-500 lb
31 7621 72. 505765 lb 20.75-3040. utility
MVO lb 21 0024 00: boars over 300 lb
21 00-24 CO
Sheep 25, untested early

26

nutritionist, and Shelly Boatnurse
right, diabetes
educator, from the University
of Kentucky.
Topics to be covered are
-Taking Care of Your
Diabetes", "Individualizing
Your Meal Plan", and "The
Risks and Rewards of
Diabetes." Highlighting the
program will be group discussions on daily care and weight
loss.
A lunch suitable for any
diabetic diet will be served at

11:30 a.m. Prepared by Murray State University dietetic
students, the lunch will cost
$1.00 per person and will be
the only cost to the workshop
participant.
For those who need
transportation in Murray and
Calloway County, a Senior
Citizens bus will provide
transportation for a small
donation. To arrange to be
taken to the workshop,call the
Senior 'Citizens office tat 7530929 before 4 p.m. on Thursday
before the workshop.

World's Biggest Fish
Fry To Be Held Again
This Week In Paris
The World's Biggest Fish
Ery, sponsored annually by
the Paris-Henry County
Jaycees, is set this week in
Paris, Tenn. An estimated
10,000 pounds of catfish from
Kentucky Lake is expected to

Southwest PTC To
Hear Music Program
A special musical program
will be presented at the
meeting of the Southwest
Parent-Teacher Club to be
held Thursday. April 24, at 7
p.m. at the school.
Mrs. Margery Shown will
present her music students,
known as The Whole Peanuts
Gang in a "Charlie Brown
Musical Program."
Ray Dunn, principal, and
the officers of the PTC urge all
parents and interested persons to attend.

Joey McWaters Will
Speak, UMYF Meet
Thursday At Hazel
The Murray Sub-District
United Methodist Youth
meet
Fellowship
will
Thursday, April 24, at 7 p.m.
at the Hazel United Methodist
Church,
Joey McWaters, a youth
from Paducah, will speak on
"Drug Rehabilitation."
The Hazel and Mason's
Chapel Youth will present a
special selection, •'Everything
Is Beautiful."
Refreshments will be served
and all youth of the district are
urged to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Conferences To Be
At Calloway Middle
The Calloway County Middle School will have parent
and teacher conferences on
Thursday, April 24, from 3 to 6
p.m. at the school, according
to the prinripal, Roy Cothran.
All parents are encouraged
to attend to talk with the
various teachers, Cothran
said.

Support Group Will
Meet Here Thursday
The Support Group meeting
for SID (sudden death syndrome) will be held Thursday.
April 24, at 730 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center.
Lillian Robertson, GLPN,
said this is for any person who
has lost a child through SID,
accident,or illness.
_
• CONCERT
A trombone concert will be
presented by various trombone ensembles on April 7.3
beginning at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex at Murray
State University.

be consumed throughout the
week.
The grand parade is set for
10 a.m. Friday beginning at
Wood Street and Tyson
Avenue. The Anheuser-Busch
Budweiser world-renowned
Clydesdale eight-horse show
team will participate for the
second time in the parade.
The hitch and its antique
Budweiser draught beer
wagon will open the Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association rodeo at the
Henry County Fairgrounds
Arena at 7 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday. During the
visit, the Clydesdales will be
stabled on the Henry County
Fairgrounds.
Other events include a small
fry parade at 10 a.m. Saturday
at the court square. A baseball
tournament Will be held at 1
p.m. Friday at McNeil Park,

Paul Meier
To Perform
Wednesday
Tickets are still available
for the special program, "An
Evening With Shakespeare"
featuring Paul Meier and the
Paducah Market House
Players on Wednesday, Aprii
23, at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
This special event is being
sponsored by the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Tickets at $3
for adults and $2 for students
may be purchased at Sammons Bakery, Lindsey's
Jewelers, and Calloway
Public Library or at the door
the night of the performance.
Meier performed in this
area last year in the program,
"The Gospel of Mark."
Betty Boston, chairman of
the Home Department, urges
the public to attend this
special performance by Meier
and his Market House
Players.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a m (7ST today furnished to The Murray
ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp , of Murray,
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics ..
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
G00d36611-•................
Gulf Oil
Hardee'
Heubkin
IBM
Jenco
Kann
PIIIMMil••••
t
rill
Walkli•ti
Wendy's

+3948
3311+%
5111+44
31*-141
5141+%
514+44

Iranian officials today threatened to
bar oil exports "forever to countries
that join the U.S. sanctions against
Iran, and urged the second expulsion
this year of American reporters in
Tehran.
The oil threat came as America's
European allies were reported preparing to take their first significant action
against Iran's revolutionary regime, a
boycott of its oil and other economic
and diplomatic sanctions, to put teeth in
their demands for release of the U.S.
hostages.
Iran's official Pars news agency
quoted Oil Minister All Akbar Moinfar
as saying that if "certain countries joined in the U.S. economic sanctions, Iran
would not sell them oil. They would be
blacklisted forever and would never get
Iran's oil."
Iran would produce less oil -to the
benefit of future generations," Moinfar
was quoted as saying.
According to Pars, Moinfar said Iranian foreign currency reserves had
climbed from $10 billion to $15 billion in
the last year so there was "no need to
export oil."
Meanwhile, Iran's foreign press
chief, Abolghassem Sadegh, accused
U.S. news organizations of distorting
the news and said he will recommend
the government expel American
reporters. He suggested that one U.S.
news agency remain to "provide the
direct link with the United States." Iran
last expelled all U.S. reporters on Jan.
18, but most were allowed to return
about six weeks later.
Sources said the boycott may be announced today at the end of a two-day
meeting of The foreign ministers of the
nine Common Market countries in Luxembourg. They: said in addition to the
oil ban, the allies would agree to an
arms embargo and reductions in their
diplomatic staffs in Tehran and Iran's
diplomatic staffs in Europe.
A total trade embargo and break in
diplomatic relations would follow on
May 15 if the Iranian government did
not take steps to free the 53 Americans
held captive in the Iranian capital since
Nov. 4,the sources said.
"These things are the least we can do
for a friend in need," a British-official

BASEBALL
The Murray State University Racer baseball team will
play Arkansas State in a
doubleheader on April 23
beginning at 1 p.m. on Reagan
Field at Murray State.
RECITAL
On April 23, a string bass
recital by Lloyd Greenwell,
PaynevIlle, Ky., will be held in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Fine Arts Center beginning at
7 p.m.

Open Till 8:00 P.M.
Mon. Thru. Fri.

11+1%
Untb,17§10
'111%+%
1111-6
1111%-11%
$44111-%
IN-hos
1040,iinho

NOTE:
Offices Close
at the
Murray Ledger
and Times
at 12 noon
on Saturdays

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 22, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 834 Est, 1050 Barrows &
Gilts .50-75 higher Sows steady 11 00
lower
VS 50-3000
US 1-220-260 lbs.
129 25-29 50
US 2 200-240 lbs
528.25-29.25
US 2-3240-250 lbs.
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
122.0-23.00
US 1-2 VO-350
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
....$21.062100
.123.00-24.00
US 1-3460-545 lbs. ...
25.50 few 260
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. .. 12406
-'
$20.0621.00
US 2-3300-245 lbs.
Boars over 300 lbs 21.00-21 50 under 3M
lbs. 16 50-18 50

•
•
•
•
•

If you should miss your
paper on Saturday call
753-1916 between 3:30
and 4:30 p.m.

The Decor Store

We Except
Visa & Master Charge

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
LAYAWAY AVAILABLE

Phone 753-3642

iDeluxe Wall Trim

Latex
House
Paint Sale

234+in
161+14
1541+11
no trade
40%+i
13+14
17% unc
1164+*
3111%+166
13•41.

said, "America is our ally and we want
to help. This is something that has to be
done even if it doesn't work."
Similar action was expected from
Japan, whose foreign minister, Saburo
Okita, was on the sidelines in Luxembourg and told reporters: "Our policy is
very close to the EEC (European
Economic Community ) and it's very
important to maintain solidarity with
the U.S."
With the world oil market glutted by
over-production of about a million barrels a day and oil the Iranian revolutionary regime's only source of income,
an embargo by its major customers
should be devastating for Iran.
Europe currently imports about
650,000 barrels of Iranian oil daily;
President Carter banned imports of
about a million barrels daily by the
United States on Nov. 21, and Japanese
imports of about 530,000 barrels daily
were suspended Monday because the
Japanese refused to meet Iran's demand for an increase of $2.50 raising
the price to $35 per barrel.
The United States is expected to help
the Japanese and Europeans make up
any shortages caused by the boycott.
But U.S. officials say the industrialized
world has 500 million barrels of oil
stockpiled, equivalent to 18 months of
Iranian exports.
The British official said his government would be willing to discuss the
possibility of increasing production- of
North Sea oil to replace Iranian crude.
Japan is reported to have made deals to
get 200,000 barrels additional daily
from Qatar and Mexico.
Barbara Timm of Oak Creek, Wis.,
became the first relative to visit one of
the hostages in Tehran, meeting inside
the embassy Monday with her son, 20year-old Marine Sgt. Kevin Hermening,
the youngest of the captives. She said
he was two pounds heavier, in excellent
health and a "stronger person"
because of his 170 days in captivity.
-I achieved a small miracle.. They
said it couldn't be done," Mrs. Timm
said of the 45 minutes she spent with
Kevin. "There was a' lot of hugging, a
lot of touching. There were no tears."
She said her son talked about sports,
the Oak Creek basketball team, the car
he'wants to buy, his girl friend and his
family, and that she gave him a silver
good luck charm

2 Gal..
Only
$1 995

Wallpaper Sale
All Through The
Month of May

10
Per Cent Off
Every book in the store. Come in
and order this month and save
Over 200 books to choose from
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SECRETARY Of THE YEAR — Mia Wason,
kit, seaetary to RI. Cooper, administrator at
the Calloway and Marshall Counties Health
Centers, was selected as the "Secretary of the
Year Monday night at the Murray chapter of
the National Secretaries Association Executive
Night Banquet. Dons Rowland, the 1979
*Secretary of the Year," presented the plague
,
,
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29th annual
SECRETARIES WEEK
APRIL 20-26, 1979

Stokes Tractor
& Implement
Company

As A SaTUfe to
Secretaries
Paulette Wilfred Offers
$30.00 penns for
$20.00

Industrial Ave. — 753-1319
Murray, Ky. 42071
IIIASSEY-FERMISON
SALES IL SERVICE

To Anyone with
this ad!

_

with a Special Salute To
Our Secretary

Mariano Newell
The Shoe Tree
is pleased
to salute
the Murray
of the
National
Sillee
Secretaries
Association
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tree
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Salutes The Murray Chapter, NSA
SANDRA K. ADAMS
BETTY ALLBRITTEN
NEVA GREY ALLBRITTEN
BETTYE L. BAKER
FAYE BILLINGTON
MAYRE P. BRIGGS, CPS
MARITA BURKEEN
LINDA CHADWICK
REBECCA DUBLIN, CPS
PATSY DYER

JEAN FLEMING
RITA FUTRELL
BETTY GORDON ERICKSON
RETA GRAY
SHARON GREENFIELD
JOYCE HALEY
ANNA RUTH HARRIS
MELVA HATCHER
CINDY HERNDON, CPS
DIANE JOHNSON
JOYCE KEY

DARRYEL LEE
LINDA LESTER
ANNIE J. NANCE
DORIS J. ROWLAND, CPS
JOY SEA VERS
CAROL SIMS
ANN SPANN
ANITA THOMAS, CPS
ILENE TRIPP ,
•
FAYE C. WELLS, CPS
k;
MIA WILSON
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Members of the Murray chapter of the National Secretaries

Association,

Secretaries Week Observed April 20-26
With
the
theme
"Secretaries
are
Forever!" Secretaries
Week will be observed
April 20-36. Sponsored annually by the National
Secretaries Association
(International). this year
will mark the 29th annual
observance. Wednesday,
April 23, has been
designated as Secretaries
Day.
Miss Doris Rowland,

CPS, president, of the Murray NSA Chapter, Murray,
Secretary to William M.
Boyd, president of the
Peoples Bank, announced
the Chapter's plans for
special events during the
1980 Secretaries Week.
The focus of the
Secretaries
Week
observance 13 to recognize
the contributions professional secretaries make in

both the private and public
sectors.
According to Ann
Michele, International
President of NSA, who is
secretary to K.A. Smith,
Director of Information
Services and Secretarial
Coordinator,
Sandia
Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico;
secretaries are becoming a
rare breed.
"The secretarial shor-

*
**
*
:
*
:

tage is an upperinost concern of business today.
Statistics indicate that approximately a quarter of a
million secretarial positions are available but that
many are not being filled.
In order to attract applicants for these vacancies, some basic attitude
changes will need to be
made.
"Employers must
recognize that today's

"We're Proud of
Ow Secretwies"

*

Protidly
Salute Secretaries

Creative Printers

*
**
*
*
:
*

Dwain Taylor it
**
I . Chevrolet, Inc. **
*
*
641 Sour*
I

:

:

753-2417
**
*

secretaries are trained professionals. Their skills
could be better utilized if
employers would learn to
assign more responsibilities. More of an opportunity to use initiative and
judgment gives secretaries
a sense of self-worth and
self-esteem. This comes
from seeing themselves
and their jobs as essential
to their companies success.

"Educators must have
support in providing Curricula that better prepare
students for the world of office work.Students must be
made aware of the excellent opportunities for
advancement that are
opening up in a vital field
where the most jobs exist.
The position of secretary is
not and must not be regarded as a 'dead-end'job."

We Salute &
Appreciate

All Secretaries
during this week
and a year too

Bel-Air Decor Store
hl-Air !Upping liester
713-31112

PAC
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SECRETARIES' WEEK
There's a certain lady who's supposed to hove the brains of o computer ond the patience of a saint She's called a secretary And we've
prepired something special for this special lady Our arrangement is
called "You're Worth YOUI Weight lit Gold"and includes a golden bud
rase that's perfect for a flower And its mode for a lady's lapel! Just
remember, we con deliver anywhere or this area or almost anywhere
in the world through our affiliated Teleflorists.

JUANITA'S FLOWERS

\AI

Secretaries Get...
Name Brands,
Latest Styles and
Discount Prices
at
Jim's Shoe
Outlet

We Are Proud
To Salute The
National Secretaries
Assoc,
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Southside Shopping Center
Murray,Ky.

week

11"1"allirscrinual

Richardson, Trevathan,and Howe
(ertified Publte .4ccountants
301 Maple Street
Murray, Ky. — 753-2424

We appreciate
our Secretaries
Beth Wilson
Shirley Scarbrough
Norma Vella
Sally Mills

DeVanti's
Congratulations
To
Secretaries

DeVanti's

a

Woodmen Of The World
Life Insurance Society
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Nome Office Omaha, Nebraska
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Salute to Secretaries
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Secretaries
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Seated left to right Joyce Haley - Secretary Bookkeeper and fill Howard,Secretary.
Standing left to right, Bobbie Adle, Theresea Nance, Teresea Rushing, Lisa Nance, Linda McKinney,Sara Alexander, Faye Todd,Clefts.
Murray Auto Auction recognizes their efficient office help during the week honoring all
secretaries everywhere.

SED CRI1 LAPITOL OF14ORLD
Amy Parker, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Edward
Parker in a dress from...

7he Step
.eadder
Bel- hie Sleep*, Gofer 7S3-17,15
Ike. le ell•Men.-Sel III de

THURSDAY 7:00 P.M.
MURRAY AUTO AUCTION
Almo, KY 42020

Jimmy

502-763-8300
°WNERS:James
Tate
Carl Howard
Jimmy Tate

CARL HOWARD
MURRAY AUTO AUCTION
—

L
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SECRETARY SECTION

Women's Credit:
Use And Misuse
Robert LaMastus, credit standing in her
Manager of the Murray name."
Credit Bureau was the
Another point was made
speaker for the Murray concerning
Chapter of the National misunderstanding of paySecretaries Association, ment. Sometime ComSept. 17, 1979 at 7 p.m. at pany's will file through colthe Peoples Bank North Of- lection agency or bureau to
fice.
receive payment when actually the person thought
LaMastus was very in- they may have paid their
formative
concerning statement or perhaps the
credit for women. He payment was lost or a comdiscussed the situation of puter misprint. He said
the Murray Area and credit that no matter how the inciin general for women. He dent originated, if someone
stressed the importance of is receiving notices that
women seeking credit something is due - it is
eventhough she was able to worth looking into. The
receive credit through her Credit Bureau may have
husband. He said that your name on file as a bad
"eventhough you may have credit reference. He said
a good credit rating that many incidences had
through your husband, if caused a confusion and
something should happen - therefore a file might not
divorce or death - then the have proper information
women would not have a concerning your credit.

President Carter
Issues Proclamation
From the White House,
President Jimmy Carter
has issued a special
message in observance of
Secretaries Week, April 2026. A copy of the message
has been received by Miss
Doris Rowland, CPS, president, of the Murray
Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association
( International). NSA has

SECRETARIES
SAY
THANKS
The Murray Chapter
Secretaries would like to
thank Mr. Jim Rice of Art
Craft Studio for presenting the new Secretary of
the Year with an 11x14
photo. This is a nice
gesture and the SOTY will
be in to see you about
her photo. Thanks again,

J?"

L

-7

sponsored this annual
observance since 1952.
The President's message
states:
"Secretaries
Week
reminds
us
that
'Secretaries are forever.'
No message could be truer
or more appropriate.
"As far back as we can
remember, secretaries
have fulfilled vital functions in the everyday work
of both government and
private industry. And as
far forward as we can look,
secretaries will continue to
be a major force in every
aspect of our national life.
They are, indeed,
'forever'."
"Rosalynn and I
welcome this annual
observance to pay tribute
to our nation's secretaries.
We urge all who use
secretarial services to express their appreciation
and respect for the talented
and dedicated people who
perform them."

!Lei61
- 7

7

Mini-Workshop Planned
Here By Murray Chapter

Harold Doran,Jr.

Economics
Is Topic
Of Doran
In December
"Economics" was the
topic for the December
Meeting of the Murray
Chapter Secretaries with
Harold G. Doran, Jr. Vice
President of the Peoples
Bank of Murray, as their
speaker.
The meeting was a
potluck dinner held at the
University Branch Bank of
Murray on December 17th
and approximately 25
members and guests attended.
Dorm gave an very informative talk on the importance of our economics
and the situation of today.
Mrs. Annie Nance, Program Chairman, introduced Mr. Doran, revealing
some of his appointments
such as his receiving the
Ralph H. Woods Memorial
Award for outstanding service by a student to the
University; receiving the
award for Outstanding
Senior in Finance.
He received his M.B.A.
Degree from Wharton
Graduate School with a
major in finance with
special emphasis on money
and banking and was listed
in Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities.

The Murray Chapter of
the National Secretaries
Association will sponsor a
mini workshop on
Thursday Night April 24, at
7 p.m. in the community
• room of the Peoples Bank,
North Branch. It will be
conducted by John
O'Brien, legal administrator, of the law firm
of Harold T. Hurt,PSC.
O'Brien received his B.S.
Degree from the United
States Military Academy,
West Point, New York, his
M.A. from Columbia
Teachers College, New
York, New York, his
M.M.A.S. from the US Army Command and General

following
publications
published in the Texas Bar
Journal and Legal
Economics; "Organization
and Direction in the Operation of a Law Firm," A
Docket Control and Tickler
System, "Answering Written Interrogatories, and
Cerebrations in a Waiting
Room."
He resides at Route 7,
Murray, with his wife,
Kathryn, and his children,
Kacie, Ned, Sean, and
Erin.
All secretaries, bosses,
and any office employees•
are invited to participate in
the workshop O'Brien has
titled "Job Enrichment."

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Teresa Dick, left, of Murray High and
Sharon Walker of
Calloway County High, are the winners of the two scholarships
given annually by the
Murray Chapter of the National Secretaries Association. Both young
ladies plan to attend Murray State University.

Secretaries We Salute Youl

Secretaries We
Salute You
During
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Congratulations
To Al!Secretaries
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Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
He served as an officer
with the United States Army for 21 years with service in Germany, France,
Korea and South Vietnam.
Other positions held include Assistant Professor
of French, United States
Military Academy, West
Point, New York, Legal Administrator, Turner,
Chartered, Great Bend,
Kansas and Management
Consultant to law firms in
Kansas, Kentucky, Colorado, Iowa, Michigan,
Ohio, Louisiana and
Nebraska.
He is the author of the
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Salute To Secretaries

29th

VERYTHING
FOR
THE
WELL
DRESSED
SECRETARY

VICTOR'

Annual
Secretaries
Week

Holland Drugs
Phone 753-1462
109 So. 4th
Murray, Ky.
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
Bill Hewlett, R.Ph.
15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
Free Delivery

Victor's

"Nome of the Cuban Sandwich"
Tacos, Homemade Ice Cream
55 Different Sandwiches

We Deliver
753-7715
1301 Main St.

Best Wishes
Secretaries
During National Secretaries Week

Merle Norman

Cosmetics

L
SPORTING GOODS

IC

7
1
4;
Miti
hing for Optt
/PORT in your LIFE.
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-8844 1203Chestnut

12th Street Murray
753-6926

1

.. •
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Our Murray State NSA Members
These six secretaries at Murray State University are members of the National Secretaries Association, International. They are, seated from the left Ann Spann,secretary to Controller Charles Outland and Joe Ward,
director of operations analysis; Joy Seaveri, secretary to Dr. Winfield Rose, chairman of the Department of
Political Science and Public Affairs; and Mayre Briggs, CPS, secretary to Dr. Rich Stinchfiekl, administrative
assistant to Murray State President Constantine W. Curris. Standing, from the left, are: Anita Thomas, CPS,
secretary to James Overby, university attorney and legal services; Patsy Dyer, secretary to President Cumin
and secretary to the board of regents; and Faye Wells, CPA, cadet records supervisor in the Department of
MAitary Science.

4

Anna Ruth Harris
Melva Hatcher
Ann Thompson
Vickie Allen

The Murray Insurance
Agency
Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-4751

We Appreciate All of Our

Fine, Efficient Secretaries
and extend to them best wishes during this

National Secretaries Week
Murray.State University
From The Students, Faculty and Staff
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Anita Thomas: 1979
Secretary Of The Year

ANITA THOMAS, CPS, Kentucky Secretary of the
Year.

Mrs. Anita J. Thomas,
CPS, was named the "1979
Kentucky Secretary of the
Year'' by the Kentucky
Division of The National
Secretaries Association
(International), (NSA)
during the Division's 27th
Annual Meeting, held at
Fort Mitchell, Ky., May 2527.
Mrs. Thomas was chosen
by a panel Of three judges
representing management,
education and the
secretarial field. In addition to background scores,
which are determined on
the basis of education, CPS
certification, business experience. NSA activities,
and other contributions,
the panel of judges considered the candidate's appearance, poise and the
ability to answer three
questions.
At Legal Services, Mrs.
Thomas is secretary to
James Overby, Attorney.
She is a charter member of

.the Murray Chapter, having served as vice president, president elect and
president, as chairman of
the Kentucky Division CPS
Service Committee, and as
chairman and member of
numerous other chapter
committees.
A Certified Professional
Secretary (CPS), Mrs.
Thomas is a graduate of
Murray College High and
graduated from Murray
State University, receiving
a B.S. degree in business,
with an area in office
management. Before working for Dr. Gray,she worked in the same position with
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, now serving as Executive Director of the
Murray State University
Foundation.
Mrs. Thomas is married
to Edward A. Thomas,
manager of information
systems in the computing
and information center at
Murray State, and they

have two sons, Eric Anthony and Stephen Paul.
She is a member of the
Seventh and poplar Church
of Christ.
Following her selection
as the 1979 Division sow,
Mrs. Thomas
was
presented with gifts from
the Division by Mrs. Mary
Ellen Pfost, CPS, Division
President, from Paducah,
assisted by Mrs. Faye C.
Wells, CPS, from Murray.
Mrs. Wells is the Immediate Past Kentucky
Secretary of the Year, and
spoke on "Reflections of
the Year" at the Division
SOTY Luncheon, held on
Saturday, May 26, in honor
of Mrs. Thomas. On Saturday evening, a reception
was given by members of
the Murray Chapter of NSA
honoring Mrs. Thomas.
Other involvement by
Murray Chapter members
included:
Report by Mrs. Mia
Wilson, Chapter President

and a member of the Kentucky Division Board of
Directors;
Report and presentation
of the Certified Professional Secretaries for 1978,
by Miss Joyce Wooden, the
fivision CPS Service Committee Chairman; and
Receipt of the Lamp of
Learning, which was given
to CPSs receiving certification in 1978, by Mrs. Mayre
Brigs, CPS.
Members of the Murray
Chapter who attended the
Kentucky Division Annual
Meeting were: Mrs. Mayre
Briggs, CPS, Mrs. Jean
Fleming, Mrs. Joyce
Haley, Miss Doris
Rowland, CPS, Mrs. Ann
Spann, Mrs. Anita Thomas,
CPS, Mrs. Faye Wells,
CPS, Mrs. Mia Wilson and
Miss Joyce Wooden.
Total attendance at the
Annual Meeting, representing the 632 members from
across the state, numbered
108.

Two Members Attend Fall Board Meeting
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Two members of the Murray Chapter of The National Secretaries Association (International) attended the 1979 Fall Board
Meeting at the Hyatt
Regency in Louisville.
Participating in the one-

day meeting, hosted by the
Louisville Chapter were
Doris Rowland, President,
and Jean Fleming,
President-Elect of the Murray Chapter.
During the morning
business meeting, Ms. Lois
Knapp, CPS, the Kentucky

Division President,
welcomed members from
the Kentucky Chapters,
and the Chapter-at-Large
Members.
President Knapp presided over the business
meeting and the following
announcements were

made: The 1985 International Convention will be
held in Louisville, Kentucky. Wilma Yeary is serving on the Southeast SOTY Committee, Maudie
Buckley, CPS,is serving as
Southeast CPS Committee
member, and Mary Ellen

Pfost, CPS, is serving as
Southeast Home Trust
Fund Committee member.
Following the business
meeting, a leadership session was conducted by Jane
Goldstein, CPS Ass't Dean,
Business Department.
University of Louisville.

One of the major goals of
The National Secretaries
Association (International)
is to upgrade the
secretarial
profession
through the CPS Program.
The Division will sponsor a
CPS Seminar at Western
University next Spring.
The Division Annual
Meeting will be held in
Owensboro}, KY at the Executive Inn during the
month of May,1980.
Persons interested in inNSA
formation on
Membership should contact Jean Fleming,
Membership Chairman.
'Employers must
recognize that today's
secretaries are trained professionals. Their skills
could be better utilized if
employers would learn to
assign more responsibilities. More of an opportunity to use initiative and
judgment gives secretaries
a sense of self-worth and
self-esteem. This comes
from seeing themselves
and their jobs as essential
to their companies' success.

The Proclamation signed by Governor John Y. Brown, Jr. declaring the week of Apri
20-26, 1980 a's Secretaries Week and Wednesday, April 23, 1980 as Secretaries Day. In
the photo are from left to right: Ruthie U. Morris, Secretaries Week Committee Chairman; Jo Stratton, CPS, Past President; Wilma Teary, Past President Juanita Monroe,
Vice President Governor John Y. Brown, Jr.; Evelyn Wise, Member Secretaries Week
Committee; Lois D. Knapp, CPS, President.

"Educators must have
support in providing curricula that better prepare
students for the world of office work. Students must be
made aware of the excellent opportunities for
advancement that are
opening tip in a vital field
where the most jolis exist.
The position of secretary is
not and must not be regarded as a 'dead-end'job."

SICRETART SKTION
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Specializing in custom kitchen

Frigidaire
Maytag
RCA
Kitchea-Aid
Amass
Coo!orator

Jean-Air
Thermailor
Magic Chief
Seb-Zere
Scotsman
Reeser

Ilene Tripp, Secretary
Congratulations to

•Mat

Secretaries

Q
29th annual
SECRETARIES WEEK
APRIL 20-26, 1980
secretaries day
Wednesday, April 23
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Congratulations
during

CALLOWAY COUNTY
SOIL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION,INC.

prorralbe

29
We're proud
of ourfine
secretaries!

We Appreciate Our Secretaries

Parker Ford, Ino:1
Francis, Ramis
Rhoenottn C•10111011

701 Main

We Salute
All Secretaries
During Secretary
Week

We Salute All
Secretaries!

Corn-Austin
Where Men & Boys
Shop For
Fine Clothes

Patsy Higgins, Secretary
Affords:
Ronnio Ross, Donny Ross,
Jannis Ross

Ross Insurance
Agency
210 East Main

11
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111.11111111.

Vanderbilt
Chemical
Corporation
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Congratulations

To All
Secretaries
We Think Your Super!

CANDIDATES — The 1980 candidates for Secretary of the Year are (from left) jean Fleming, secretary to Ted
Billington Consulting Engineers; Sandra Adams, secretary to Gary Haverstock of Hughes, Gregory and Haverstock;
Mia Wilson, secretary to R.L. Cooper of the Calloway County Health Department; and Mayre Briggs, CPS, secretary
to Dr. Rick Stinchfield, administrative assistant to the president at Murray State University.

29th annual
SECRETARIES WEEK
APRIL 20-26, 1980
secretaries day
Wednesday, April 23

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••wrIe

WALLIS
DRUG
would like to
Congratulate
All The Secretaries
During

Compliments of

University
Book Store
Murray State University

Secretaries Week
••••••
•••
••••••,••••••••••••../.•.,•••••••••••101,•
•
•

•

Secretaries We
Salute You
During

29th annual
SECRETARIES WEEK
APRIL 20-26, 1979
secretaries day
Wednes ,April 23

Our Compliments
To All
'Secretaries
During Their Week

Racer Oil
Company
1000 anstievt

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP
753-9146

Downtown Murray
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James L Johnson and Debbie Haley
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MURRAY
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
Helping to make Murray a bigger and better plac
to live.

James L Johnson
Executive Secretary

We
children's Books
Bibles-References
Salute
Inspirations
The Fine
Sports
Secretaries
Cook Books
Science Fiction
of Murray
Novels
We special order and
Ky. Books
imprint
books

Compliments of

tktickly.

Ie e0014M611713
Southeast Corner of the Court Square
Ph. 753-7222

•

COM
left) Be
Tripp.

Isrve:prs
By day, we provide all those services we're famous for — checking, savings, financial counseling — the list goes on and on. And
at night, the great service continues. Our Big M Money Machine takes over to provide all day, all night banking for some very
special people — our customers. You never know when you'll need some ready cash or to make a transfer or deposit, so if you
haven't signed up for your Money Machine card yet, sign up today. We never sleep.

bank of murrog

Member FDIC

We Saute
Ow Secretaries
Carol Sims IL
Neva Gray Albritten
Bet-A
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NSA: A Wise Investment
Why be in NSA? Is it
worth my time? Does my
employer benefit from the
time I invest in NSA? How
does my investment help
me? Help others?
Good questions from
secretaries? Certainly.
Time is an important commodity - a rare commodity
to many - and we therefore
must make the best use of
the time we have and make
wise decisions concerning
the way it will be spent.
Our decisions could spell
the difference between success and failure in our professional life as well as in
our personal growth.
Let us chart a course,
step by step, for protection
of our investment. To
begin, whatever return we
get will depend upon how
much we put into the yen-

Lure. Nothing ventured,
nothing gained. Therefore,
a new NSA member would
be wise to become involved
immediately in the affairs
of the chapter: accept appointment to a committee,
because you learn and
grow by participation.
Committee work means
working closely with
others, setting goals, accomplishing tasks perhaps
new and different but
nonetheless satisfying and
broadening. Committee
work often involves contact
with other professionals educators, businessmen,
politicians, etc. All such
contacts contribute to individual
growth,
strengthen self-confidence,
and add new perspectives
to sometimes dull and
routine assignments. Each
new assignment assumed

will help the learning and
growing process and
enhance the professional
image.
One important avenue
for investment of time is
active participation in the
educational offerings of the
chapter, whether it means
joining study groups, attending workshops and
seminars, joining panel
programs, or sitting for the
Certified
Professional
Secretary examination.
Whatever time is devoted
to continuing education experiences offered by NSA,
or on your own, guarantees
a substantial return to the
individual in professional
advancement.
The next step concerns
leadership. The sucessful
committee member progresses to the chairmanship of a chapter commit-

tee and the investment
pays greater returns: opportunities open for
creative abilities to be used, plans are made and executed in working closely
with others, the importance of utilizing people
and time to best advantage
is recognized, and responsibility for maintaining
satisfying personal relationships with others further adds to the selfconfidence of the individual.
The successful leader advances to the point where
the return pays double
dividends - to the individual
and to the chapter. A chairman with newly acquired
leadership
qualities
becomes ready to lead the
chapter as an officer.
Talents are recognized by
fellow-members and true

growth begins. Service as a
member of the chapter
board of directors opens
many new opportunities: a
chance to voice opinions,
make decisions, respect
differing opinions, accept
compromises
when
necessary,speak to service
clubs, schools and other
groups, and to meet and
serve with professionals in
other fields.
However, becoming a
chapter officer is just the
beginning, the learning
stage of the final development of a truly valuable
NSA member. The
dedicated member may
want to serve on division
committees or board of
directors, then on to International committees and
ultimately the International Board of Directors.
All this is possible, very
possible - it is just a matter
of setting goals. The final
and greatest return to the
individual from the investment of time devoted to
every facet of NSA
ultimately comes down to
the realization that through
NSA and through wise investment of time in all
areas of involvement, a
truly professional in.

dividual evolves, a professional who is recognized for
the contributions made to
the profession, to the position one holds in the
business world, and ( best
of all) to the individual
whose growth is apparent
to all.
Lastly, as in every investment opportunity,
there are bonuses and extra dividends. In NSA,
there are the lasting friendships acquired through
participation with others in
every activity offered and
the. day-in and day-out opportunity to learn and grow
through the friendships
made along the way.
Yes, NSA IS a wise investment if we invest. And
invest we must if the
Association is to continue
to grow and to continue to
professional
develop
secretaries who will be a
benefit to the business
world as well as to NSA and
to each of us personally.
Invest today. Volunteer
Collect
to serve. Set
the dividends and bonuses.
You cannot lose.
The Murray Chapter of
NSA invites all secretaries
to let them)how what NSA
can do for you.

goals.

Congratulations
• Secretaries
0

5 /6 Main, Murray, Ky
COMMITTEE — Members of the Secretary of the Year committee plan events for secretaries week. They are(from
left) Betty Allbritten, Anita Thomas, Joyce Haley, Ann Spann, Linda Lester, Diane Johnson, Faye Wells and Ilene
Tripp.

Best Wishes

Secretaries to look your
best visit us

National
Secretaries
Association

Northwood
Beauty
Won

Storey'sfood
Gianf'Super
Market
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8322

We Specialize in
Hairstyles & Cuts
for the professional look
759-1242

Our Prices Help
You Stay Ahead

I
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Our Secretaries
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and are proud
to salute all
secretaries during
Secretary Week

We Salute The

National Secretaries
Association
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cy enterpriSes,inc.
route eight ondrus drive p o box 95
murroy, kentucky 42071

distributor of
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29th annual
SECRETARIES WEEK
APRIL 20-26, 1979
secretaries day
Wednesday, April 23
National
Secretaries
Association

salute to secretaries

29t

annual
secretaries
week

Cook's Jewelers

products

Central Center 753-1606
.•••••••••••••••••

We Appreciate
Secretaries

During This National Secretaries Week We
Wish to Tell The Secretaries That...

Congratulations
to Murray's
Secretaries

JEFFREY'S
salute to secretaries

29

thseantal

etaries
week

Very special secretaries choose their formal
wearfrom the very special selection at:

The Showcase
121 By-Pass

Purdom-Thurman
INSURANCE-REAL ESTATE

753-4451
407 Maple, Murray

Jeffery's

4

Downtown'
Murray,Ky.
.*****************************
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1972
Mrs.
Neva
Grey
Allbritten, Vice President,
Bank of Murray

ecretarieo

•
1973
Mrs.
Patsy
Dyer,
Executive Secretary to
President
Constantine
Curris and Secretary of the
Board of Regents, Murray
State University

1979
Mrs. Delma Trotter,
Secretary to John A.
Gregory, Jr., Hughes,
Gregory and Haverstock
Law Offices

1975
Mrs. Bettye Baker, Clerk
and Secretary to Mr.
William Barker and Luther
Nance, Murray Electric
System

ae
gear
1976
Mrs. Faye C. Wells, CPS,
Cadet Records Supervisor
and Secretary to LTC
Randell G. Routt, Military
Science Department,
Murray State University
111111111111111111111111111111111.1111.11111111111111111111111111111114R

1972
The late Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, fourth President,
Murray State University

1977
Mrs. Annie J. Nance,
Executive Secretary to Mr.
H. Glenn Doran and
Peoples Bank of Murray

1973
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
President
Emeritus,
Murray State University

1978
Mrs. Anita J. Thomas,
CPS, Executive Secretary
to James Overby, Attorney
at Murray State University.

1974
Mr. Buford Hurt, State
Manager, West Kentucky
Woodmen of the World

g

1979
Doris
Rowland,
secretary to Bill Boyd,
president of the People's
Bank of Murray.

1175
Mr.
M.C. Garrott,
Director of Information
and Public Services,
Murray State University

odJeJ
lotl!

0/ae

VI

g
ear
1976
Mr. William M. Boyd,
President, Peoples Bank of
Murray

1977
Dr. Joe N. Prince,
Special Assistant to the
Chairman of National
Endowment for the Arts,
Washington, D C

1978
Mr. Guy Billington,
President, Billington
Finance and Investment
Co., Inc., and Manager,
Murray Insurance Agency

1171
H. Glenn Doran, chairman of the board of
Peoples Bank of Murray.

L
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We salute the Secretaries
of Calloway County and
are
Proud
of our
Secretaries,
Carolyn
Outland
and
Cindy
Cleaver
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Randy Thornton
Service Co.
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SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
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20S EAST VA,S T PEE'

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.
A DIVISION OF MURRAY SUPPLY C0. Inc
E

Heating and Air Conditioning
Commerical, Refrigeration Service

LARRY HURT

PRESIDENT

MURRAY

LAWN Et GARDEN CENTER

802 Chestnut
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Faye Hurt
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1304 Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center
Murray, KY
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Route 4, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 753-1717

"We're Proud of
Our Secretaries"
Linda Waugh
Hazel Berkley
Wanda Hartsfield
Gail Troyler
Carolyn Venable
Mary Steele
Freda McBee
Debbie Dubrock
Lisa Houston
Cathy Mitchell
Judy Krtazer
Melanie McPherson
Lynn Pace
Debbie Newell
.
6 411.......awa.a...a.•••••
,
• •••••••.••
•
•••••••••••••••./••••••+•....•-•.....
•••••••••,./......•••••••••
•
•••••
.
•

(Seated) Faye C. Wells, CPS Cadet Records
'Supervisor, and student secretaries (left to
right) Chris Montgomery, Tommy Miller,
Tanya Smith and Tammy McMillen.
411
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Chapter Gets
Yoga Lessons

Free Enterprise Is
Topic Of A. W. Simmons

Mrs. Carolyn Reagan,
yoga instructor, gave the
Murray
Chapter
Secretaries an instruction
on yoga. This was
something the Chapter..
really enjoyed because
they not all only observed
Mrs. Reagan doing' this
very relaxing form of concentration but each
secretary participated. We
found this very relaxing
and found that it wasn't
quite as easy as it seemed
to be for Mrs. Reagan.
The Chapter members
were told how many ways
that in particing daily the
Yoga could improve ones
health and physical attractiveness.
The January meeting
was held at the Bank of
Murray University Branch
and everyone enjoyed
refreshments after the
Yoga class.

What Is
A Good
Secretary?
James Overbey, Attorney at Law spoke to the
Murray
Chapter
Secretaries on October 15th
at 7 p.m. at the Bank of
Murray University Branch.
Overbey's topic was
"What I expect of a Good
Secretary." He was very
thorough
and
the
Secretaries left the
meeting with a lot to think
about.
Sometimes
secretaries need to be
reminded of what seems to
be routine situations
sometimes overlooked or
taken for granted.
It seems that most bosses
are very appreciative of
their secretaries and from
all indications their personnal secretaries are hard to
replace when on leave or
absent.

OFFICERS — Officers of the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association
for 1979-80 are (from left) Carol Sims,
treasurer; Sandra Adams, recording
secretary; Mayre Briggs, CPS, corresponding secretary
; Ann Spann, vice president;
Jean Fleming, president-elect; and Doris Rowland
, CPS, president.

Mrs. Ward Speaks On Drug,
Parent And Child Abuse

Mrs. Euple Ward, Director of Need Line in Murray,
was the speaker for the
November 19th meeting of
the Murray Secretaries
Association (International)
held at the Peoples Bank
North Office.
the secretaries met with
a salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Ward speaking on
"Drug Abuse - Parent Child Abuse." She was
very informative about the
seriousness of her topic.
The secretaries were surprised and seemingly uninformed about the subject.
She spoke of concern for
the future of our children
using drugs, alcohol, etc.
Not only for our children
but a good number of men
and an increase of women
using alcohol. She discussed abuse of children and
also spouse abuse. Most of
those attending were
aware of children being
abused and women being
abused however it seemed
a great surprise that men
were being reported as
abused by their wives also.

Mrs. Ward stressed the
importance of reporting
knowledge of children being abused and informing
the Need Line if assistance
is needed for someone being abused or needing help
otherwise. She informed
the Secretaries that
anytime the Need Line was
called that the information

and its source was kept in
strict confidence but in
some rases such calls had
helped to save someone's
life. She said that this is
what Need Line is all
about, helping someone
who
cannot
help
themselves or is living in
fear for their life.

"Free Enterprise" was
the 1980 topic adopted by
the National , Secretaries
Association (International)
for its 18th Annual Program of the Year with most
of the 792 Chapters in the
United States, Canada,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands participating at
their regular February
meetings.
A.W. Simmons, Jr., Executive Vice President,
Bank of Murray, spoke to
the Murray Chapter at
their February Program of
the Year, bring out some of
the problems faced by
citizens on the national,
state and local level.
Goals of the program
were:
— To
create
understanding by NSA
members of the essentials
and benefits of a Free
Enterprise System.
— To provide a means of
evaluating the performance of any economic
system.
— To familiarize NSA
members with a few basic
economic concepts.
— To encourage NSA
members
to
keep
themselves informed concerning current economic

Division Meeting
Miss Doris Rowland,
Thomas, UPh receiving
CPS, will be representing
this title in 1979. "We feel
the Murray Chapter of the
sure that the Murray
National Secretaries
Chapter will be well
Association (International)
represented by Miss
May 16th when the 1980
Rowland and we have a
Kentucky Division Annual
very good chance at receivMeeting is held.
ing this title for the third
Miss Rowland will be
year in a row," a
competing with other
spokesman said.
Chapter Secretaries of the
This meeting will be held
Year for the title of Diviin Owensboro, at the Exsion SOTY. Murray
ecutive Inn Ftiverrnont,
Chapter has been very forhosted by Audubon Chapter
turuite to be the recipient of
of the National Secretaries
this title for the past two
Association, Henderson.
years with Mrs. Faye
The theme, "A New
Wells, CPS receiving this
Decade, A New Dedicatitle in 1778 and Mrs. Anita
tion."

A.W.Simmons,Jr.

and political questions facing the nation.
— To demonstrate that a
person with no formal
training in economics can
feel comfortable discussing
issues involved in the
economic problems we
face today.
A democracy works well
when the voters are informed about the alternatives they have and take
an active part in the
decision-making process.

CONGRATULATIONS
To All

Secretaries
On
This Your
Week

< UTTLE16`61
••

You're n good hands
in the Pump by

Personality.
SHOE PIM WOOLS

Iwo...

Toparing too, glove.fit
curves shapely high heal
and the softest innersole
you ever set foot on In
block patent. Chic too,
bone, navy whit*
or block

/
for the price of onel
1 very Iiiidneedey Night
our complete chopped beef
'seek dinner is specially priced
et IDinners for the prior of 1...
only 3.15!!
.
greet value worth
going overboard for.
,flf guitar
4

par%
US 141

NOVO

•

We Salute Our Secretaries

Landolt Siedd
Insurance Agency
304 North 4th

753-8170
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Complimints
to
Secretaries

Jerry Humphreys
Heating & Air
Conditioning
Westinghouse
Sales & Service On All Makes & Models
402 Pine
753-0112

SlatfTARY sk-non

We Salute The Secretaries

FOLLOW-THROUGH
DELI

Congratulations

804 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

We Think Your Super!

To All
Secretaries
-

753-0373

ikolltsgaxA
MURRAY

NO. 1 SANDWICH IN TOWN!

Congratulation
Secretaries
Visit Us During
Our

Compliments
Secretaries

Our Compliments
To

To

Secretaries

U. S. HIGHWAY 641 SOWN
MURRAY, KINISICKY 42071

Grand Opening
Sale

Donald E. Henry Sr.

Lindseys

State Farm
Insurance Agency

Jewelry

114 South 5
Murray, Ky. 42071
104 N 4th

753-9935

414/.
14.htS
i
SHOE-VILLAGE-

ire X4UU1

Murray
,14

1111400

.411

MR

It's a pleasure to honor all secretaries during this their week! A special
salute to our secretaries Linda Duncan & Marilyn Bell!

Save With
Congratulations
NSA.
We Salute Our Secretary
Marsha Farris

PURDOM
011e - Pailirt-• Caalme
'Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main COrSOM1r

1406 West Maio 753-5315

SECURITY FEDERAL
O
NMI

LENDER
1300 Johnson Blvd
Murray, Ky.

Savings &
_
Loan Association

Egic

759-1234

,

L
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SECIETANT SECTION

Faye Wells
Tours State
In checking around we
found that Faye Wells,
CPS,Immediate Past Division Secretary of the Year
1978, has been very busy
this year doing some public
speaking: Including the
Kentucky Division SOTY
luncheon, during the Annual Meeting in May, 1979.
She also participated with
the SOTY presentation at
the meeting held in Fort
Mitchell.
Mrs. Wells spoke to the
Murray Rotary Club in
June; the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's
Club
in
September; to the Benton
Lions Club in October.
She and Anita Thomas,
CPS and Doris Rowland,
CPS conducted a class in
the CPS Review Course at
the University, Business
Building, Murray State;
presented the Secretarial
Section of Murray High
School's Career Day activities at Murray High
School; and her latest
1980 OFFICERS — Officers of the National Secretaries Association
for the 1980-81
speaking engagement, the year are(from left, front row)
Ann Spann, vice president, Mayre Briggs, CPS, presidentBusiness Classes at Mur- elect; jean Fleming, president;
(back row)Ilene
ray High School during ding secretary and Linda Lester, corresponding Tripp, treasurer; Manta Burkeen, recorsecretary.
Business Education Week.

Mary Ellen Pfost Speaks To
Secretaries At March Meeting
"'I enjoy sitting out on
my patio every day just
looking at the mountains
because they are constantly changing' one male
resident told me," said
Mary Ellen Pfost, CPS,
when she visited with the
Murray Chapter at their
regular March meeting.
Mrs. Pfost was telling' of
her visit to NSA's Retirement Center, Vista
Grande, in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, as Trustee
from the Southeast District
of the Home Trust Fund.

JOYCE KEY, publicity
chairman for the Murray
chapter of the NSA.

"However, he didn't
have to convince me what a
spectacular place Vista
Grande is as I had already

fallen in love with NSA's
Retirement Center while
touring the facilities in the
warm,dry climate. Actually the mountains, because
of the rock, have a pinkish
cast, and I was told that
"Sandia" in Indian
language
means
watermelon."
While presenting slides
showing the beauty of Vista
Grande, Mrs. Pfost told of
enjoying the mountain
breeze in the 86 deg.
weather and the enticing
view of the Sandia Mountains, which can be seen
from each of the Spanish
designed apartments. She
said she was overwhelmed

'Pier

For
Wicker and Rattan Furniture
and
Unique Decorative Accessories

WE SALUTE
THE SECRETARIES

Pier 1 imports
...roveins orrn.....—

•

by how comfortably NSA
chapters have furnished
their place for retirement
fun. For example, a cornrnissioned painting from
the Oak Ridge, TN Chapter
hung in the library, a lovely
rose garden in bloom
($4,0(0 worth) around a
fountain patio was donated
by the Fairways, Georgia
chapter, a magnificent
organ, piano, and stereo in
the lounge with a fireplace
were contributed by New
York Chapters, and concrete picnic benches and
tables were installed on the
lawns by the Pasadena, CA
Chapter in appreciation of
Connie McCauley, Past International President.

Murray
Chapter
Members
N AME-EMPLOYER
Sandra K. Adams - Gary
Haverstock, Atty, Hughes,
Gregory & Haverstock Law
Offices
Betty Allbritten - Harold,
Hurt,-Atty. at law
Neva Grey Allbritten Joe Dick,- President, Bank
of Murray.
Bettye L. Baker Woodmen of the World,
Field Representative.
Faye Billington - Dale
White, - The Tappan ComMayre P. Briggs, CPS Rick Stinchfield, - Acimn.
Assist. to Pres. at Murray
State U.
Marita Burkeen - Ray B.
Brownfield, Vice Pres.,
Peoples Bank.
Linda Chadwick - Donald
A. Jones, Atty. at Law
Rebecca Dublin, CPS Gene Landolt, Landoll Insurance Company.
Patsy Dyer - Constantine
Curris - Office of the President, Murray State University.
Bettie Erickson - R. L
Cooper - Marshall County
Health Department.
Jean Fleming - Ted F.
Billington, - Ted Billington
Consulting Engineers.
Rita Futrell - Gene
Smith, Sr. Se Ed Shinners,
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.
& Vanderbilt Mineral Corp.
Rita Gray - Bill Glavi.s Se
Keith Hays,.Fisher Price
Toy Co.
Sharon Greenfield - Paul
Kiesow, Pit. Mgr., Fisher
Price Toy Co.
Joyce Haley - Carl R.
Howard - Carl Howard
Auto Auction.
Anna Ruth Harris - Guy
Billington, Murray Insurance Agency.

Melva Hatcher - Bob Billington, Murray Insurance
Agency.
Cindy Herndon, CPSNli
Jack Rose,Superintendent,
Calloway County School
System.
Diane Johnson Margaret Trevathan,
Calloway County Library.
Joyce Key - Ed Shinners
& Gene Smith,Sr.- Vanderbilt Chemical Corp. Se
Vanderbilt Mineral Corp.
Darryel Lee - Robert
LaMastus, Credit Bureau
of Murray,Inc.
Linda Lester, Don
Overbey and Edward
Overbey,
Overbey,
Overbey, Overbey, Attorneys.
Annie J. Nance - H.
Glenn Doran, CEO and
Chinn. of Board, Peoples
Bank of Murray.
Doris J. Rowland, CPS William M. Boyd, President, Peoples Bank of Murray.
Joy Seavers - Winfield H.
Rose - Political Science
Dept., Murray State
University.
Carol Sims - Bobby Manning and A. R. Hatcher,
Bank of Murray.
Ann Spann - Charles D.
Outland,
Resource
Analysis and Recording,
Murray State Univer.
Anita Thomas, CPS James Overby, Legal Services.
Ilene Tripp - Ward
Elkins.
Faye C. Wells, CPS - LTC
Randell G. Routt, Military
Science Dept., Murray
State University.
Mia Wilson - R. L
Cooper, Calloway County
Health Department.

Figure World
LADIES SPA

with MEMORY CUSHION,*
Only in Scholl Shoes
Memory Cushion is
you walk ii, comlon Bolt
into SchoN Shoes exclusively,
It helps distribute your weight
evenly, eliminating painful
pressure points

CONTRATULATES
THE
SECRETARIES
dewing Platioad Secretaries Week
Located at 214 North 15th, Murray, Ky
Phone 753-4121
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SECRETARY SECTION

Secretaries keep the :ix;
business
world running smoothly
•

01;Good

k

salute to secretaries

Congratulations

r L E NI a NC

th

To Al!Secretaries
From

annual
secretaries
week

OVERBY HONDA
801 4th St.
753-4092

MUMIFUERAIR6

We're Proud of Ours
Murray

Nobsrt aid Rods bort',
Dwain add °waters
f

•

CABLE-VISION
753-5005

South 12th St, Murray

SIOnni•rel - Survey's.-

Tod F. Bil ington
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P. O. Box 422
1 203 John son Ave.

(502)753-8050 C.
Murray, Ky. 42071 tui

We here at West Kentucky Rural
Electric handle many accounts and it
is imperitive that your account is kept
in good order. We depend on our efficient Secretaries to do this. We
Congratulate Our Secretaries as well
as All Secretaries and Members of the
local chapter of the National
Secretaries Association.

—

salute to stattoritts

29

th

annual
seatotanes
week

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp-.

753 5012

NOW Kintve*
4

•

-a...qv *ow

-

••-
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SECRETARY SECTION

WHAT THE SECRETARY IS TO A
WELL RUN OFFICE—
CUISIMART IS TO THE KITCHEN

Versatile, useful
dependable, quiet,
aompact, efficent
etc.

AVAILABLE NOW FROM:

NEW MEMBERS — New members in the Murray chapter of the NSA are (from left) Ilene Tripp, Sharon
Greenfield,
Linda Lester, Diane Johnson, Rita Grey and Rita Futrell.

••
•••••••••••••••••% :
salute to secretaries
•
•i
•

We salute the
secretaries

Jeep VI AMC Fil
Cain's AMC, Jeep
Inc.
641 North

753-64111

Congratu ations to
All Secretaries
During Secretaries Week

Poppy Shoppe
753 6100

Murray, K y

•.E
th •

•
•

•
•
•
•

annual
:
"I
secretanes •:
week •:

•
•
•
•
•

Murray
Appliance
Murray's GE Dealer

•:
•:
•:
•:
•
•:

•
212E. Main
•
:
•
1111••••••••••••••••#!
1=74

r

153-1222

II

•
• Price Tots
•
•

KOPPERUD
REALTY

Salute All Secretaries
During National
Secretaries Week

1

•

•
•
•
•

•
••
•
•

A Divisioa of Quaker Oats
Murray. Ky.

•
•
•
•
,.

I.

.
U
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.
•:
• 6:
.
• •
0:
•
• .
•
.
• •
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711 Main

•
• .
.
•
,
•
•
•
.
•

P4titerPrice1cris
We Salute The Fine
Secretaries
of Murray

V
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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SECRETARY SIMON
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cvddat4wie
The secretory.. she keeps the wheels of the law office
moving. With her efficiency, knowledge and pleasant
outlook, she is the backup teom of the nation's
lawyers. We congratulate these women on jobs well
done and for making the world of low that much more
pleasant.

Calloway County Bar Association
Founded 1823
STEVE SANDERS
Secretary: Lawanda Harmon
STEVE WEST
Secretary: Tondo West
DAVID BUCKINGHAM:
Secretary: Vanessa Erwin
JAMES OVERBY
Secretary: Dorothy Overby
J. WILLIAM PHILLIPS
Secretary: Michelle Phillips
HAROLD T. HURT
JO CURRIS
RICHARD JONES: Secretary-Treasurer
Secretaries: Joyce Kline
Bitty Allbritton*
Penny Hermann
M. RONALD CHRISTOPHER
WILLIAM E. PINKSTON
Secretaries: Patty Garrett
Shells Nelson
Ellie Christopher
MAX PARKER
Secretaries: Elaine Paschall
Gingy Ryan

DONALD A. JONES
Secretaries: Linda Chadwick*
Belinda Suitor
Mitzi Jones
NAT RYAN HUSHES
JOHN A. GREGORY,JR.
GARY R. HAVERSTOCK, Vice-President
MARK BLANKENSHIP
Secretaries: Sandra Adams*
Essie Bailey
Virigina Strohecker
Freida Cox
GEORGE E. OVERBEY, SR.(of counsel)
WM.DONALD OVERBEY
GEO. EDWARD OVERBEY, JR., Preside
Secretaries: Linda Lester*
Nancy Overbey
ROBERT 0: MILLER
Secretaries: Virginia Morgan
Dottie Hale
M.J. Taylor
WELLS OVERBEY
Secretary: Joyce Overbey
CIRCUIT JUDGE JAMES M. LASSffER
Secretary: Carolyn Conner
DISTRICT JUDGE SID EASLEY
Secretary: Polly Holman
"Member of NSA

at

